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President's Column
State Bar Rescues Death Row Inmates
The September 1988edition of the Texas
Bar Journal begins with Jim Sales's ptch
to the Big Firms, asking them to provide
counsel for indigents facing death by injection. Only praise can be given to his
President's Page essay. This Senior Partner at Fulbright and Jaworski fully appreciates this particular catastrophe in the
administration of our criminal laws. Jim's
goal is to involve 97% of all Texas firms
of 20 lawyers or more in post-conviction
proceedings. If these lawyers develop a
conscience about capital cases, we will
acquire new allies in the TCDLA battle
foradequate representation of death row
defendants and, hopefully, support for
other goals of this Association as well.
Texas has more than 270 death row inmates, including about 130 with state appeals pending, 50 who are petitioning for
habeas relief in state court and about 75
petitioning the federal courts. There is no
public money for attorney time and litigation expenses for these prisoners. Until
now, their efforts to stay alive have been
advanced pro se, or by a small core of
volunteer lawyers acting out of religious
and moral obligation. The TCDLA,
through its Deathwatch and Amicrrs committees, by financial grants, and in its
seminars, helps those lawyers as best we
can.
It's a burden we are glad to share. In
1986, the latest year for which statistics are
available, Texas was 38th among the States
in dollars-per-capita spent for indigent
defendants. Texas spent $1.97 per capita,
contributing negatively to a national
average of $4.1 1. Generally, the lawyers
for death row are found in the same group
providing representation for other poor
people. Defenders of the poor earn little,
then donate their time and money in postconviction proceedings. Texas's Big Firm
lawyers may soon begin to wonder, with
us, "How can a poor man stand such times
and live?"
Texas is among the three killingest states
in the country, having committed about
25% of the executions legally sanctioned
after Jurek v. Texas (1976). Are we safer

here, as a result? Happier? Healthier?
More prosperous?
Sales confesses that one reason for the
State Bar "initiative" is embarrassment
caused by the offer by 70 lawyers in Colorado to come to Texas and give us "foreign aid" in the form of donated legal services. Another stimulus is the threat that
the federal courts, exercising inherent
power, might order private lawyers to
represent these people. This threat is made
more imminent by a recent Fourth circuit
decision requiring the State of Virginia to
pay for post-conviction representation at
the state level. But Sales's greatest emphasis is on a responsibility all lawyers
share: We must be sure that the death
penalty-if it is to be imposed at allfollows the elimination of all reasonable
doubt and the unlimited enjoyment of due
process of law.
Sales omits an important statistic which
might encourage our Big Firms to volunteer for this work. Although expensive and
nonremunerative, capital litigation contains
a potential for professional success. The
record shows that of all concluded capital
cases since Jurek, the result in half was
commutation to Life or a new trial.
Handling these difficult cases may increase appreciation for our work as criminal defense lawyers. Taking on capital
cases will give each lawyer in these Big
Firms personal exposure to what occurs
down in the trenches of the criminal courts
where, to put it mildly, the courts do not
give and private parties do not receive the
polite even-handedness applied when rich
folks are fussing about their money.
We must hope that civil lawyer interest
in criminal justice will not end with sensitivity to the rights of capital murder
defendants.
In the philosophical traditions of AngloAmerican law, a felony conviction works
a "civil death" on the convict. Constitutional freedoms are forfeited as a consequence of the convict's trespass upon the
peace and dignity of the State. All cases
where life and liberty are at stake should
be tested by the same standard. The rights

Ed Mallett
of a non-capital defendant are no less
because of the degree of threatened punishment. The more that civil practitioners are
exposed to the extraordinary power of
prosecutors and criminal court judges, the
more they should appreciate, respect and
honor those constitutionalrights which we
defend every day.
The Big Firms who sign up for the program will soon learn there is a randomness
to the way all criminal penalties, and particularly the death penalty, are pursued.
How many Texans will break a law today?
How many will be punished? What harm
will follow each undetected violation?
What benefit will flow from each punishment?
We do know this: The consequences of
being prosecuted are often totally disastrous for the personality, career, and family of an accused.
We know that many who are "in the
system" are barely literate, unskilled, and
come from welfare-subsidized singleparent homes. Criminal lawyers see the
perpetuation of America's underclass
every day at the courthouse.
We know that social inequalities and
abusive treatment contribute to anti-social
conduct, and that very few capital defendants are first offenders. Prison rarely
makes one nicer, more honest, safer to
be around. In short, capital defendants
are products of a system that too often
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Significant Recent Decisions
of the United States Supreme Court
by Judge Mary Bacon and Ed Mason

Part 1

Fifth Amendment:
Subpoena Duces Tecun~
Braswell v. United States, 108 S.Q. 2284
(1988)

i-l

NO ACT OF PRODUCTION PRIVILEGE FOR CORPORATE CUSTODIAN
OF RECORDS: A Federal Grand Jury
issued a subpoena to Braswell, President
of Worldwide Machinery, Inc. and Worldwide Purchasing, Inc., requiring Braswell
to produce the books and records of the
two corporations. Petition Braswell moved
to quash thesubpoena, arguing that theact
of producing the records would incriminate
him in violation of his Fifth Amendment
privilege against self-incrimination.
The Court held that the custodian of wrp r a t e records may not resist a subpoena
for such records on the ground that the act
of production would incriminate him in
violation of the Pifrh Amendment. The
Court emphasized that no privilege can be
claimed by the custodian of corporate
records, regardless of how small the corporation may be. The Court, however, also
noted certain consequences as flowing
from the facts that the custodian's act of
production was one in his representative
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rather thanpersonalcapacity. Specifically, by the Eleventh Circuit in United States
because the custodian acts as a represen- v. Ghidoni, 732 F.2d 814 (1984). The
tative, the act is deemed one of the revised consent form read:
corporation and not the individual. Therefore the Government may make no eviden1,
of the
State of Texas in the United States of
tiary use of the "individual act" against
America, do hereby direct any bank or
the individual, For example, in a criminal
trust company at which I may have a
prosecution against the custodian, the
bank account of any kind or at which
Government may not introduce into evia corporation has a bank account of any
dence before the jury the fact that the
kind upon which I am authorized to
subpoena was served upon and the corporation's documents were delivered by
draw, and its officers, employees and
one particular individual, the custodian.
agents, to disclose all information and
deliver copies of all documents of every
nature in your possession or control
Doe v. United States, 108 S.Ct. 2341
which relate to said bank account to
(1988)
Grand Jury 84-2, empaneled May 7,
CONSENT DIRECTIVE NOT TESTI1984 and sitting in the Southern District
MONIAL IN NATURE, AND DOES
of Texas, or to any attorney of the
NOT VIOLATE FIFTH AMENDMENT:
District of Texas or to any attorney of
the United States Department of Justice
The defendant John Doe was the target of
assisting said Orand Jury, and to give
a Federal Grand Jury investigation into
evidence relevant thereto, in the invespossible Federal offenses arising from
tigation conducted by Grand Jury 84-2
suspected fraudulent manipulation of oil
in the Southern District of Texas, and
cargoes and receipt of unreported income.
this shall be irrevocable outhoritv for so
Doe appeared before the Grand Jury pursuant to a subpoena that directed him to
doing. This direction has been executed
produce records of transactions in accounts
pursuant to said certain order of the
at three named banks in the Cayman IsUnited States District Court for the
lands and in Bermuda. Doe did produce
Southern District of Texas issued in
some bank records and testified that no adconnection with the aforesaid investigaditional records responsive to the subpoena
tion, dated
, This direcwere in his possession or control.
tion is intended to apply to the ConWhen questioned about the existence or
fidential Relationships (Preservation)
Law of the Cayman Islands, and to any
location of additional records, Doe invoked
the Fifth Amendment. The United States
implied contract of confidentiality
between Bermuda Banks and their
branches of the three foreign banks were
served with subpoenas commanding them
customers which may be imposed by
Bermuda common law, and shall be
to produce records of accounts over which
Doe had signatory authority. The branches
construed as consent with respect therecited their government's bank secrecy laws
to as the same shall apply to any of the
which prohibit the disclosure of account
bank accounts for which I may be a
relevant principal.
records without the customer's consent,
and refused to comply. Initially the government moved the United States District
The Court framed the question as to
Court for the Southern District of Texas whether the compelled execution of a confor a Court order requiring Doe to sign sent form directing the disclosure of fortwelve forms consenting to disclosure of eign bank records is inconsistent with the
any bank records respectively relating to Fifth Amendment. The question upon
twelve foreign bank accounts over which which the case turned was whether the act
the Government knew or suspected that of executing the form was a "testimonial
Doe had control. The forms indicated the communication." It is the "extortion of inaccount numbers and described the docu- formation from the accused," the attempt
ments that the Government wished the to force him "to disclose the contents of
banks to produce. The Court denied the his own mind" that implicates the selfmotion. The Government sought reconsid- incrimination clause. The privilege may be
eration and submitted a revised proposed asserted only to resist compelled explicit
consent directive similar to one approved or implicit disclosures of incriminating

information.
Unless some attempt is made to secure
a communication-written, oral or
otherwiseupon which reliance is to be
placed as involving (the accused's) consciousness of the facts and the operations of his mind in expressing it, the
demand made upon him is not a testimonial one.
The consent directive form did not acknowledge that an account in a foreign
fmancial institution was in existence or that
it was controlled by the defendant. It did
not indicate whether documents or any
other information relating to the defendant
were present at the foreign bank, assuming thbt such account didexist. The form
did not identify the relevant bank. By signing the form, Doe made no statement, explicit or implicit, regarding the existence
of a foreign bank account or his control
over any such account. His execution of
the form did not admit the authenticity of
any records produced by the bank. Thus,
because neither the form nor its execution
communicated any factual assertions, implicit or explicit, or conveyed any information to the Government, its execution
had no testimonial significance.
The Court declined to agree with the
defendant's contention that his execution
of the directive admitted or asserted Doe's
consent. The form did not state that Doe
consented to the release of bank records.
Instead it stated that the directive "shall
be construed as consent" with respect to
Cayman Island and Bermuda Bank secrecy
laws. Because the directive explicitly indicated that it was signed pursuant to a
Court order, Doe's compelled execution
of the form shed no light on his actual intent or state of mind.
Because the consent directive was not
testimonial in nature, the Court concluded
that the District Court's order compelling
the defendant to sign the directive did not
violate his Fifth Amendment privilege
against self-incrimination.
Indictment:
Prosecutorial Misconduct
Bank of Nova Scoria v. United States, 108
S.Ct. 2369 (1988)
DISMISSAL OF AN INDICTMENT
October 1988 / VOICEfir fhe Defense 5

FOR PROSECUTORIAL MISCONDUCT: A District Court may not invoke
its supervisory power to dismiss an indictment for prosecutorial misconduct in a
Grand Jury investigation where the misconduct does not prejudice the defendants.
Where dismissal is sought for nonconstitutional error, the standard of prejudice
is: dismissal of the indictment is appropriate only if it is established that the violation substantially influenced the Grand
Jury's decision to indict or if there is grave
doubt that the decision to indict was free
from the substantial influence of such
violations.
The District Court found that the government had violated Federal Rule of
Criminal Procedure 6 (e) by: (1) disclosing Grand Jury materials to Internal Revenue Service employees having
civil tax enforcement responsibility; (2)
failing to give the Court prompt notice
of such disclosures; (3) disclosing to
potential witnesses the names of targets
of the investigation; and (4) instructing
two Grand Jury witnesses, who hadrepresented some of the defendants in a
separate investigation of the same tax
shelters, that they were not to reveal the
substance of their testimony or that they
had testified before the Grand Jury. The
Court also found that the Government
had violated Federal Rule of Criminal
Procedure 6 (d) in allowing joint appearances by IRS Agents before the
Grand Jury for the purpose of reading
transcripts to the jurors.
The Court did examine several instances
described above of misconduct as to
whether they might be relevant to an aUegation of a purpose or intent to abuse the
Grand Jury process but concluded that the
alleged breaches could not have affected
the charging decision in this case.
Indlctment:
Speedy Trial Act
United States v. Taylor, 108 S.Ct. 2413
(1988)

INDICTMENT IMPROPERLY DISMISSED FOR VIOLATION OF
SPEEDY TRIAL ACT: The defendant
was indicted for conspiracy to distribute
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cocaine and possession of 400 grams of cocaine with intent to distribute. His hid was
scheduled to begin the day prior to the expiration of the 70-day period within which
the Act required the Government to bring
an indicted individual to trial. 18 U.S.C.
Section 3161 (c) (1). The defendant failed
to appear for trial and was arrested several
months later in California. Eventually the
defendant was returned to Seattle where
the District Court found about 14 days of
unexcludable time, which among other
things, prompted the District Court to
dismiss the indictment.
In determining whether to dismiss criminal prosecution for violation of the Speedy
Trial Act, theDistrict Court must carefully
consider specified statutory factors as applied to the particular case and articulate
clearly their effect in rendering its decision. 18 U.S.C. Section 3162 (a) (2). In
this case the trial Court failed to indicate
a foundation for its conclusion that the
Government's conduct was "lackadaisical" and the Court failed to consider the
lack of prejudice to the defendant from the
brief delay or the fact that the defendant's
illicit behavior and failing to appear for
trial contributed to the delay. The Court's
desire to send the message to the Government that such delays would not be tolerated was not alone sufficient to warrant
dismissal with prejudice.
Constitutionality of Statute
Boos v. Barry, 108 S.Ct. 1157 (1988)

Three petitioners wished to carry signs
critical of the governments of the Soviet
Union and Nicaragua on the public sidewalks within 500 feet of the embassies of
those Governments in Washington, D.C.
Two petitioners wanted to display signs
stating "release Sakharov" and "solidarity" in front of the Soviet embassy and one
petitioner wanted to display a sign reading
"stop the killing" within 500 feet of the
Nicaraguan embassy. All of the petitioners
wished to congregate with two or more
other persons within 500 feet of official
foreign buildings.
The District of Columbia provision in
question prohibited the display of any sign
within 500 feet of a foreign embassy if that
sign tended to bring that foreign Government into public odium or public disrepute.
It also prohibited any congregation of three

or more persons within 500 feet of a foreign embassy.
The petitioners brought a First Amendment challenge to this provision. The
Supreme Court held that the display clause
was unconstitutional on its face. It was a
content-based restriction on political
speech in a public forum and it was not
narrowly tailored to serve a compelling
State interest. The Court also held that the
congregation clause, as narrowed by the
Court of Appeals, was not facially unconstitutional. The Court of Appeals concluded that the statute permitted dispersal
only of congregations that are directed at
an embassy and did not grant police
the power to disperse for reasons having
nothing to do with the nearby embassy.
The Court of Appeals also circumscribed
police discretion by holding that the statute
permitted dispersal only when the police
reasonably beiieved that a threat to the
security or peace of the embassy was present. Thus it did not reach a substantial
amount of constitutionally protected collduct; it merely regulated the place and
manner of certain demonstrations.
Counsel
In Patterson v. Illinois, 108 S.Ct. 2389
(1988), the court held that the post indictment questioning that produced incriminating statements did not violate the Sixth
Amendment right to counsel.
Patterson, a member of a gang, became
involved in a street fight with a rival gang.
A series of fights led to the death of Jackson. Warrants were obtained for members
of Patterson's gang, one of whom gave
police a statement implicating Patterson.
A few hours later, Patterson was apprehended and informed of his rights under
Miranda, whereupon Patterson volunteered to answer the questions put to him
by police. Patterson gave a statement concerning the initial fight, hut denied knowing anything about the second fight which
resulted in Jackson's death. Patterson was
held in custody until the following day
when law enforcement officers completed
their investigation. The day after, Patterson and two other gang members were indicted for the murder of Jackson.
The police officer who' had initially
questioned him removed him from the
lock-up where he was being held for transfer to the Cook County Jail. During this

confrontation, Patterson was informed that
he had been indicted. Patterson inquired
which of the gang members had been indicted and upon learning that one particular
individual was omitted, stated that that individual had done "everything. " He then
began to explain the confrontation which
resulted in Jackson's death. At this point
the police officer again gave Patteraon his
Miranda Warnings from a printed card.
Patterson read along, initialed each of the
five warnings and signed the waiver form.
Patterson then gave a lengthy statement to
police officers concerning the Jackson
murder, describing the roles of each of the
gang members including himself.
Later that same day, Patterson signed a
second confession during an interview with
the Assistant State Attorney. During this
interview he was also given his Miranda
Warnings and the prosecutor informed him
that he was an attorney working for the
state on the Jackson case. Patterson then
gave the second statement.
At a pretrial hearing, Patterson moved
to suppress his statements arguing that they
were obtained in a manner which was at
odds with his Sixth Amendment guarantees. His motion was denied and the state
ments were used against him in his trial.
He was convicted of murder and received
a twenty-four year prison term.
On appeal Patterson urged that he had
not knowingly and intelligently waived his
Sixth Amendment right to counsel before
be gave his uncounseled post indictment
confessions. He contended that the Miranda warnings, although sufficient to protect
his fifth Amendment rights, did not adequately inform him of his Sixth Amendment right to counsel. The Illinois Supreme
Coun rejected this theory holding that
Miranda warnings were sufficient to make
a defendant aware of his Sixth Amendment
right to counsel during post indictment
questioning.
In the majority opinion, Justice White
noted that there was no doubt that the petitioner had the right to have counsel at the
post indictment interview with law enforcement authorities. The court held that
a waiver of the Sixth Amendment right to
counsel is valid only when it reflects an intentional relinquishment or abandonment
of known right or privilege. Was the accused, who waived his Sixth amendment
rights during post indictment questioning,
made sufficientlyaware of his right to have

counsel present during questioning, and of
the possible consequences of the decision
to forego the aid of counsel? Does the
Miranda warning supply the necessary information so that the accused may knowingly and intelligently waive his right to
counsel?
The majority notes in great detail that the
Miranda Warnings not only advise the accused that he has the right to consult an
attorney, but that he bas the right to have
a lawyer present while being questioned
and even to have one appointed if he cannot afford to retain one on his own. The
court emphasized that Patterson did not
seek to exercise his right to have counsel
present. The Miranda Warnings let the
petitioner know what a lawyer could do for
him during the post indictment questioning which was to advise the petitioner to
refrain from making any such statements.
Therefore, the accused knew what could
be done with any statements he might make
and what benefits could be obtained by
having counsel advise him while he made
thestatements. The eoun squarely held that
"as a general matter, then, an accused who
is admonished with the warnings by this
court in Miranda, 384 U.S. at 479, has
been sufficiently appraised of his Sixth
Amendment rights, and of the consequencm of abandoning those rights, so that
his waiver on this basis will be considered
a knowing and intelligent one."
The Court held that the Fifth and Sixth
Amendments' guarantees to rights of counsel do not suggest that one is superior or
greater than the other. Nor is it more difficult to waive the Sixth Amendment privilege than the Fifth Amendment privilege.
The majority characterized the role of
counsel in questioning as a relatively simple and limited one wherein they saw no
problem in having a waiver at that stage
which is likewise "simple and limited."
So long as the accused is made aware of
the dangers and disadvantages of self-representation during the post indictment
questioning by the Miranda Warnings, his
waiver of his Sixth Amendment right at
such questioning is knowingly and intelligently made.
Justice Blackmun, dissenting, would
have held that after indictment, the Sixth
Amendment mandates that the defendant
not be subjected to further interrogation
until counsel has been made available to
him unless the accused himself initiates

such further communication. Justices
Stevens, Breman, and Marshall viewed
the questioning after indictment as unethical forms of trial preparation by prosecutors and investigators. They point out that
such contact in civil litigation is manifestly improper and should be considered in
the same light in criminal trials. The return
of an indictment or like instrument substantially alters the relationship between
the state and the accused and it is only a h r
a formal accusation that the government
has committed itself to prosecute. The
adverse positions of the government and
the defendant are solidified. Further, the
return of an indictment signals the government's conclusion that it has suMcient
evidence to establish a prima facia case
and any further interrogation can only be
designed to buttress the government's case
because authorities are no longer attempting to solve a crime. It must be conceded
that at least minimal advice is necessary,
i.e., the accused must be told of the
dangers and disadvantages of selfrepresentation which is not covered by
Miranda.
I t I A n ' t o ~v. Roberson, 108 S.Ct. 2093
(1988) the court held that a suspect who
has exercised his right to counsel during
a custodial interrogation about a crime may
not thereafter be questioned about an
unrelated offense unless counsel has been
provided for him on the initial charge or
the suspect himself initiates such further
communication.
Roberson was arrested on April 16,
1985 a the scene of a burglary. Upon being warned by the arresting officer he
replied that he "wanted a lawyer before
answering any questions." Three days
later, while Roberson was still in custody,
a different officer interrogated him about
another burglary that had occurred the day
before his arrest. The second officer was
not aware that Roberson had requested
counsel three days earlier. After advising
Roberson of his rights, the officer obtained
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an incriminating statement regarding the
prior burglary.
The court suppressed Roberson's statement, characterizing the rule in Edwards
v. Arizona, 451 U.S. 447, (1981), as being clear and unequivocal. The Arizona
Supreme court affirmed the suppression.
The United States Supreme Court stated
that the purpose of Miranda v. Arizona,
supra, was to give concrete constitutional
guidelines for law enforcement agencies
and courts to follow. Further, the principal
advantage of such rule is the ease and clarity of its application. The court pointed out
that the rule of Edwards came as a corollary to Miranda. When an individual
states that he wants an attorney, the interrogation must cease until an attorney is
present. Reinterrogation may occur only
if the accused himself initiates further communications, exchanges or conversations
with the police. These protections are
designed to counteract the inherently compelling pressures of custodial interrogation
and to permit a full opportunity to exercise the privilege against self-incrimination. The court will assume that if the
suspect does not believe he is capable of
undergoing such questioning without the
advice of counsel, then it will be presumed
that any subsequent waiver that has come
at the behest of the police is, itself, the
product of the inherently compelling pressures and not the purely voluntary choice
of the subject. The court emphasizes the
virtues of a "bright line rule" in Fifth
Amendment cases. This is so because it has
the virtue of informing the police and prosecutors with specificity as to what they
may do in conducting custodial interrogation and of informing courts under what
circumstances statements obtained during
such interrogation are not admissible,
Applying the cost-benefit analysis, the
Court concludes that the Edwards mle
serves the purpose of providing clear and
uneauivocal euidelines to the law enforcement profession. The benefits to the accused and the state will outweigh this
expansion of Edwards. The majority held
that it is immaterial that the second officer
did not know of the previous request for
counsel. Edwards focuses on the state of
mind of the suspect and not of the police.
Custodial interrogation must be conducted
pursuant to established procedures which
in turn must enable the officer who proposes to interrogate the suspect to deter-

-
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mine whether the suspect has previously
requested counsel. This case clearly .imposes that duty.
Evidence
In Carpenter v. United States, 108 S.Ct.
316 (1988) the court held that Carpenter's
conviction for conspiracy to trade on a
publication's confidential information is
"property" within the reach of the mail
and wire fraud statutes.
Carpenter entered into a conspiracy to
trade on stocks which were the subject of
articles written by a co-conspirator who
authored a column in the Wall Street Journal. The conspirators, having prepublication information on the stocks which were
the subject of the column, guessed the
probable effect of the publicity, and over
a period of four months, made a profit of
$690,000.00 trading on insider infonnation.
The Supreme Court, in an opinion by
Justice White, ruled that the Wall Street
Journal had a property right in keeping
confidential and exclusive use, prior to
publication of the schedule and contents of
its columns, and that "property" was
protected under the mail and wire fraud
statutes. The court distinguished thisproperty right from the intangible rights to
honest and impartial government which
were deemed not to be protected under the
mail fraud act in McNally v. US., 483,
US. .
The court also ruled that for
the purpose of rule 10@)(95) of the
securities act of 1934, the fraud was considered to be in connection with a purchase
or sale of securities.
McNally held that the mail fraud statute
does not reach schemes to defraud citizens
of their intangible right to an honest and
impartial government and that the statute
is limited in scope to the protection of
property rights. The court now qualifies
that term to include items of an intaneible
nature by noting that the conspiracy had
misappropriated prepublication information in which the Journal had a right to
expect the exclusive use. Business secrets
and confidential information have been
protected by law for decades. The court
saw no distinction between the prepublication confidential information disclosed and
used by the co-conspirator and historic
property rights in confidential business
information. The court held that sections

-

1341 and 1343 reach any scheme to deprive another of money or property by
means of false or fraudulent pretenses,
representations or promises. Therefore,
while McNally, supra, held that the mail
fraud statute did not embrace schemes to
defraud citizens of their intangible rights
to honest and impartial government, Carpenter stands for the proposition that the
mail fraud statute does embrace "property" of an intangible nature. The distinction is that "the journal, as Winan's
employer, was defrauded of much more
than his contractual right to his honest and
faithful service, an interest too ethereal in
itself to fall within the protection of the
mail fraud statute which had its origin in
the desire to protect individual property
rights." The object of the scheme was to
take the Journal's confidential business
information-the publication schedule and
contents of the "heard" column which
belonged exclusively to the Journal. Lastly the court rejected the notions advanced
by the defendants that they had no real intent to defraud the Journal, and that the use
of wire and mail was an unforeseen consequence of their stock trading. The court
held that had the column not been made
available to customers, there would have
been no effect on stock prices and no
likelihood of profiting from the information used by the conspiracy.
In Matthews v. United States, 108 S.Ct.
883 (1988) the Supreme Court held that
even if a defendant in a federal criminal
case denies one or more of the elements
of the crime, he is still entitled to an entrapment instruction whenever there is sufficient evidence from which a reasonable
jury could have found the entrapment
defense. The court defined the defense as
simply two related elements: government
inducement of the crime and lack of
previous disposition on the part of the
defendant to engage in the criminal
conduct.
Matthews, an employee of the Small
Business Admmistration, was a loan officer for a company controlled by a man
named James DeShazer. Matthews repeatedly hit on DeShazer to make loans to him
with the unspoken benefit being the granting of an SBA loan to DeShazer's company. After a period of time, DeShazer
was unable to secure an SBA loan and contacted the FBI, which set up a sting operation wherein DeShazer pretended to agree

to give Matthews a loan. When DeShazer
met Matthews and gave him the money,
Matthews was arrested and charged with
the federal offense of accepting a bribe in
exchange for an official act.
During trial, the District Court denied
Matthews' pretrial motion seeking to raise
an entrapment defense, ruling entrapment
was not available because Matthews would
not have met all of the elements which included the requisite mental intent to commit the offense. Matthews testified in his
own defense that although he had accepted
the loan, he believed it was a personal loan
unrelated to his official SBA duties. The
court refused to instruct the jury as to entrapment. Matthews was found guilty. The
Court of Appeals affirmed.
Chief Justice Rehnquist delivered the
opinion of the court joined by Justices
Marshall, Stevens and O'Connor. Justices
Brennan and Scalia concurred, while Justices White and Blackmun dissented. The
court rejected the District Court's reasoning that the entrapment defense was
"shaky at best" and further rejected the
Seventh Circuit's opinion that the defendant was arguing inconsistent positions
when he argued that the government implanted the criminal design in his mind but
that he had no requisite criminal intent in
the first place. The Court squarely held that
even if the defendant denies one or more
of the elements of the crime, he is entitled
to an entrapment instruction whenever
there is sufficient evidence from which a
reasonable iuw could find entraoment. The
question of entrapment is generally one for
the jury rather than the court. The court
specifically criticized the holding of the
fifth circuit in U.S. v. Henry, 749 F.2d
203, 214 (C A 5 1984) (en banc), which
held that because entrapment presupposes
the commission of the crime, a jury could
not likely conclude that the defendant bad
both failed to commit the elements of the
offense and been entrapped. Further, a
defendant is askine to claim the riaht to
swear that he h a d i o criminal intent and
in the same breath argue that he had one
that did not originate with him.
The court noted that in civil cases, parties may plead both alternatively and hypothetically in either one or separate counts
and may state as many separate claims or
defenses as he has regardless of the consistency thereof. The absence of a cognate
provision affecting criminal trials is not

.
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because the rules intended to more severely
restrict criminal defendants than civil
parties, but because of the less elaborate
system of pleadings. A simple plea of not
guilty puts the prosecution to proof as to
all the elements of the crime and raises the
defense of entrapment.
The court disagreed with the government's assertion that inconsistent pleadings
sanctioned perjury. It was not untruthful
for the defendant to testify that he had no
intent to commit the crime, and to have his
attorney argue to the jury that if it concluded otherwise, then it should consider
whether his intent was the result of govemment inducement. The jury would have
considered an inconsistent defense, but the
defendant would not have necessarily
testified untruthfully. The only matters required to be specifically pleaded by defendants are notice of alibi and insanity. It
rejected the government's contention that
it should make the availability of an instruction on entrapment where the evidencejustified it, subject to arequirement
of consistency to which no other such
defense is subject.
Interestingly enough, Justice Scalia, in
his concurrence, stated "I concur in the
judgment of the court because in my view
the defense of entrapment will rarely be
genuinely inconsistent with the defense on

the merits, and when genuine inconsislency exists, its effect in destroying the defendant's credibility will suffice to protect the
interests of justice."
In Huddleston v. United States, 108
S.Ct. 1496 (1988) the court held that a
District Court need not itself make a
preliminary finding that the government
had proved "the other act" by a preponderance of the evidence before it submits
"similar acts" and other rule 404@)
evidence to the jury.
Huddleston was charged with one count
of selling stolen goods in interstate commerce and one count of possessing stolen
property. These two counts were related
to two portions of a shipment of stolen
Memorex vidw cassette tapes that Huddleston was alleged to have possessed and sold
knowing that they were stolen. Evidence
demonstrated that a tractor trailer containing over 32,000 blank Memorex video
cassette tapes with a manufacturing cost of
$4.53 per tape was stolen from the overnight express yard in South Holland
Illinois, approximately four days before
Huddleston contacted a store owner in
Michigan seeking to sell a large number
of blank video cassette tapes. He offered
the tapes in lots of 500 at $2.75 to $3.00
per tape. The store owner subsequently arranged for the sale of a total of 5,000 tapes
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which he delivered to various purchasers.
At trial there was no dispute that the
tapes were stolen. The only issue was
whether Huddleston knew they were stolen. The District Court allowed the government to introduce evidence of the sale to
a record store owner of approximately
twelve new black and white televisions for
$28.00 each during 1985. Huddleston told
the purchaser that he could obtain several
thousand of these television sets. The purchaser eventually purchased 38 of the
televisions from Huddleston.
The second traniaction was the testimony of an FBI agent who posed as an
undercover buyer for an appliance store.
Two years before the trial, Huddleston had
offered to sell him twenty-eight refrigerators, two ranges, and forty ice makers for
$8,000.00. The appliances had a value of
$20,000.00. Huddleston was arrested
along with a man named Leroy Wesby,
who was driving the truck.
Huddleston testified that the tapes,
televisions, and appliances had all been
provided by Leroy Wesby, who had represented that all the merchandise was ohtained legitimately. He stated that he had
sold the 6,500 Memorex tapes for Weshy
on a commission basis. Huddleston maintained that all of the sales for Wesby had
been on a commission basis and that he had
no knowledge that any of the goods were
stolen.
In closing argument, Huddleston got the
old one-two punch. The prosecution
argued that the petitioner was not on trial
for his dealings with the appliances or the
televisions, and the District Court instructed the jury that the similar acts
evidence was to be used only to establish
petitioner's knowledge, and not to prove
his character. The careful jury instinctively
knew what to do with the "criminal
generally" evidence and shortly convicted
Huddleston. A panel of the Sixth Circuit
reversed the conviction because the
government had failed to prove by clear
and convincing evidence that the televisions were in fact stolen and that it was error for the District Court to admit
testimony concerning the televisions. On
Motion for rehearing, a different panel affirmed the conviction, holding that by the
preponderance of the evidence standard it
could not say that the District Court abused
its discretion by allowing evidence on the
10 VOICEfor the Defense / October 1988

similar acts and that the probative value of
this evidence was not outweighed by its
potential prejudicial effect.
Huddleston argued that although the evidence was admitted for the proper purpose
of showing his knowledge that the tapes
were stolen, the evidence should not have
been admitted because the prosecutor
failed to prove to the District Court that
the televisions were in fact stolen. The
Court rejected Huddleston's position as being inconsistent with the structure of the
Rules of Evidence and with the plain Ianguage of Rule 404 (b). Nowhere, the court
reasoned, do the rules mandate an act of
judicial oversight prior to the admission of
otherwise relevant evidence. Evidence can
only be excluded under rule 403 for prejudice, confusion, or waste of time. A
preliminary finding by the trial court that
the government has proved the act by the
preponderance of the evidence is not called
for under either Rule 104(a) or 404@). The
evidence is relevant and admissible only
ifthejury can reasonably conclude that the
act occurred and that the defendant was the
actor. In this case, the act was the sale of
the televisions, which Huddleston knew
were stolen. The court noted that often in
the course of a trial, evidence offered by
a proponent of similar acts is admitted and
at a later point the trial court assesses
whether or not sufficient evidence has been
offered to permit that jury to make the requisite finding. If such evidence was found
lacking to meet the minimal standard, then
the trial court would instruct the jury to
disregard the evidence. In making this
assessment, the court is to consider all evidence presented to the jury. Finally, the
court noted that the defendant is protected
fromunfairprejudice by: fust, therequirement of rule 404 (b) that the evidence he
offered for a proper purpose; second, from
the relevancy requirement of rule 402-as
enforced through mle 104@);third, from
the assessment the trial court must make
under rule 403, to determine whether the
probative value of the similar acts evidence
is substantially outweighed by its potential
for unfair prejudice; and fourth, the
Federal Rule of evidence 105, which provides that the trial court shall upon request,
instruct the jury that the similar acts evidence is to be considered only for the
proper purpose for which it was admitted.
Affirmed.

Confrontation
United States v. Owens, 108 S.Ct. 838
(1988)

The complainant Foster was brutally
assaulted while on duty as a correctional
counselor at a federal prison in California.
His attacker beat him repeatedly about the
head and upper body with a metal pipe. His
skull was fractured and he remained
hospitalized for almost a month. As a result
of his injuries, Foster's memory was severely impaired. Although many people
visited Foster, including his wife, Foster
remembered none except FBI Agent Mansfield. Foster had no recollection of Mansfield's first visit but had a vivid memory
of his second visit. Foster recalled telling
Mansfield "after I was hit I looked down
and saw the blood on the floor, and
jammed my finger into Owens' chest, and
said, 'that's enough of that' and hit my
alarm button." Foster testified at trial that
at the time he made these statements, he
was certain that his memory was accurate.
In addition, Foster recalled choosing
defendant Owens' photograph from those
Mansfield showed him.
By the time of trial, Foster could no
longer remember who had assaulted him
or even whether he had seen his attacker.
He could not recall whether any of the
prison officials or other persons who
visited him in the hospital had ever suggested that Owens had beaten him.
Defendant Owens challenged the admissibility of this prior out of Court identification when the identifying witness was
unable, because of memory loss, to explain
the basis for the identification. The
Supreme Court held that neither the confrontation clause nor Fed. Rule Evid. 802
was violated by admission of an identification statement of a witness who is unable,
because of a memory loss, to testify concerning the basis for the identification.
The confrontation clause guarantees only an opportunity for effective crossexamination, not cross-examination that
is effective in whatever way, and to
whatever extent, thedefensemight wish
. . It is sufficient that the defendant
has the opportunity to bring out such
matters as the witness's bias, his lack
of care and attentiveness, his poor eye-

.

sight, and even (what is often a prime
objective of cross-examination . .) the
very fact that he has a bad memory.

.

Coy v. Iowa, 108 S.Ct. 2798 (1988)
In August 1985, defendant Coy was arrested and charged with sexually assaulting
two 13-year-old girls earlier that month
while they were camping out in the backyard of the house next door to the defendant. According to the girls, thedefendant,
wearing a stocking over his head, entered
their tent after they were asleep, shined a
flashlight in their eyes and warned them
not to look at him; neither was able to
describe his face.
Under a special Iowa Statute, the State
moved the Court to permit the complainants to testify either via closed circuit
television or behind a screen. The trial
Court approved the use of a large screen
between the defendant and the witness
stand during the girls' testimony. The
screen enabled the defendant dimly to
perceive the witnesses but the witnesses
could not see the defendant at all.
The defendant objected based upon his
Sixth Amendment confrontation right and
his right to due process, since the procedure would make him appear guilty and
would erode the presumption of innocence..
The Court held that the confrontation
clause provided the defendant a right to
confront face to face witnesses giving
evidence at trial and that the placement of
a screen between the witnesses and the
defendant violated the confrontation
clause.
That face to face presence may, unforhlnately upset the trothful rape victim
or abused child; but by the same token
it may confound and undo the false accuser or reveal the child coached by a
malevolent adult. It is a truism that constitutional protections have costs.
The State also argued that any confrontation clauseerror was harmless beyond a
reasonable doubt under the Chapman standard. The Court noted that an assessment
of harmlessness cannot include wnsideration of whether the witness's testimony
would have been unchanged or the jury's
assessment unaltered, had there been
confrontation; such an inquiry would obvi-

ously involve pure speculation, and hamlessness must therefore he determined on
the basis of the remaining evidence. The
Iowa Supreme Court did not address thc
harmlcssncss issuc since it found no constitutional violation. Under these circumstances, the Court declined to address the
issue and remanded the case to the Iowa
Supreme Court to do so. It appears once
again that the defendant is not yet out of
the woods.
Discovery Order ViolationWitness Precluded From
Testifying As Sanction
Taylor v. Illinois, 108 S.Ct. 646 (1988)
DEFENSE WITNESS PRECLUSION
DID NOT VIOLATE SIXTH AMENDMENT COMPUI.SORY PROCESS
CLAUSE: As a sanction for failing to identify a defense witness in response to a pretrial discovery request, an Illinois trial
Judge refused to allow the undisclosed
witness to testify. The Court held that the
refusal did not violate Petitioner Taylor's
constitutionalright to obtain the testimony
of favorable witnesses, and that such a
sanction is not absolutely prohibited by the
compulsory process clause of the Sixth
Amendment on the specific facts of this
case.
Well in advance of Taylor's State Court
trial for attempted murder, the prosecutor
filed a Discovery Motion requesting a list
of defense witnesses. .The defendant's
answer failed to list one Wormley as did
his amended answer, submitted and accepted on the first day of trial, which identified two witnesses who were never called
to testify. On the second day of trial, after
the prosecution's two principle witnesses
had completed their testimony, the defendant's counsel made an oral motion to further amend the discovery answer to include
Wormley.
Counsel explained that Wormley had
probably seen the entire incident that lead
to the indictment and that although the
defendant had told counsel about Wormley
earlier, counsel had not been able to locate Wormley. At a subsequent hearing,
Wormley testified that he had not been a
witness to the incident itself but had earlier
seen the victim and his brother carrying
guns and threatening the defendant and that
he had just happened to run into the defen-

dant and warned him to watch out. On a
cross-examination, Wormley acknowledged that he had first met the defendant
over two years after the incident in qucstion and lhat dcfense counsel had visited
him at his home during the week before
the trial began.
The trial Judge found that defense counsel had committed a blatant and willful
violation of the discovery rules and that the
Judge doubted the veracity of Wormley's
testimony. As a sanction for failure to identify Wormley in the discovery answer, the
Judge refused to allow Wormley to testify
before the jury. The Supreme Court agreed
that this case fit into the category of willful
misconduct in which the severest sanction
is appropriate. The Court emphasized that
the client must accept the consequences of
the lawyer's decision to forego crossexamination, to decide not to put certain
witnesses on the stand, or to decide not to
disclose the identity of certain witnesses in
advance at trial.
This decision is particularly troublesome
because it was never shown that the defendant Taylor participated in any way in the
decision not to identify the defense witness
Wormley, yet it is the defendant Taylor
who suffers, not defense counsel. The
dissenting opinion by Justice Brennan
states the question as whether precluding
a criminal defense witness from testifying
bears an arbitrary and disproportionate
relation to the purposes of discovery, at
least absent any evidence that the defendant was personally responsible for the
discovery violations. Taylor at 661. Justice
Brennan emphasizes that direct punitive
measures such as contempt sanctions or if
tbe attorney is responsible, disciplinary
proceedings, can graduate the punishment
to correspond to the severity of the dkcovery violation. However, the arbitrary
and disproportionatenature of the preclusion sanction is highlighted where the
penalty falls on the defendant even though
he bore no resnonsihilitv for the discovenr
violation. Justice Brennan emphasized that
there are fundamental differences between
attorney misconduct and tactical errors.
Precluding defense witness testimony as
a sanction for a defense counsel's willful discovery violation not only directly subverts criminal justice by basing
convictions on a partial presentation of
the facts
. but is also arbitrary and

..
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disproportionate to any of the purposes second trash search. The second search
served by discovery rules or discovery found more evidence of narcotics and,
sanctions.
upon the execution of the warrant, Greenwood was again arrested.
It is certainly hoped that this five to three
The trial court dismissed the charges
decision is strictly limited to itsown facts. against Greenwood, holding that warrantIt has to be recognized that the prejudice less trash searches violate the Fourth
that can be visited upon an unsuspecting Amendment and the California Constitndefendant has the potential to be enormous, tion. The Court further found that the
if defense counsel willfully disobeys dis- police would not have had reasonable
covery orders.
cause to search Greenwood's home without evidence from the trash.
Search And Seizure
The State Court of Appeals affirmed the
conviction but noted that since 1982, CaliPerhaps the case receiving the most fornia had no state exclusionary rule, and
comment of any decided by the Supreme therefore the suppression rested on the
Court this term is California v Green- Fourth Amendment.
wood, 108 S.Ct. 1625 (1988), where the
The California Supreme Court denied
court ruled that the Fourth Amendment the state's petition for review and certiorari
does not prohibit the warrantless search was granted.
and seizure of garbage left outside the curIn approving this type of trash haul, the
tilage of a home.
Supreme Court noted that the warrantless
During the early part of 1984, police search and seizure of the garbage bags left
received information indicating that Green- at the curb outside Greenwood's home
wood might be engaged in narcotics traf- would violate the Fourth Amendment only
ficking. Local police received information if Greenwood manifested a subjective exfrom the Drug Enforcement Agency that pectation of privacy in his garbage that
a truck filled with illegal drugs was enroute society accepts as objectively reasonable.
to the address at which Greenwood re- Greenwood argued that since the trash was
sided. Greenwood's neighbors complained placed on the street for collection at a fixed
of heavy vehicular traffic late at night in time and was contained in opaque plastic
front of the single family home. These bags, which the garbage man was expected
vehicles stayed for only a few minutes and to pick up, mingle with the trash of others,
then left. A surveillanceverified the fore- and deposit at the garbage dump, the trash
going facts and turned up a truck whichleft was only temporarily on the street and
Greenwood's residence and proceeded to there was little likelihood tbat the trash
another location which had been previously would be inspected by anyone.
under investigation as a narcotics traffickJustice Brennan, dissenting, also pointed
ing location.
out that Greenwood had no other choice
The police then asked Greenwood's reg- since he was required by local law to
ular trash collector to pick up plastic gar- dispose of his trash in precisely that manbage bags which Greenwood had left on ner and in fact prohibited by statute from
the curb in front of his house and turn the disposing of his garbage in any other way.
bags over to them without mixing their
Justice White, writing for the majority,
contents with other garbage. A search of was nnpersnaded, noting that although
the garbage found items indicative of nar- Greenwood may have had an expectation
cotics use which was used as the basis to of privacy, society was not prepared to
obta~na search warrant for the home. The accept that expectation as objectively
search discovered quantities of cocaine and reasonable because Greenwood exposed
hashish. Greenwood and Dyanne Van his garbage to public scrutiny which
Houten were arrested during the search. defeated his claim to Fourth Amendment
Approximately one month later, the police protection. The court reasoned that it was
again obtained Greenwood's garbage from common knowledge that plastic bags that
the trash collector in the same manner as are left on the curb of a public street are
previously done. Again the garbage con- readily accessible to "animals, children,
tained evidence of narcotics use and scavengers, snoops, and other members of
another search warrant was obtained for the public." Any of the foregoing could
the home based on information from the have sorted through Greenwood's trash or
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permitted others, such as the police, to do
so. The Court concluded that Greenwood
could have had no reasonable expectation
of privacy in the inculpatory items which
he had voluntarily discarded. The Court
referred to its own cases on pen registers
and overflights of fenced property to conclude that any member of the public which
could have seen the contraband could have
seeneverything that the officers observed.
The court then noted the almost overwhelming rejection of similar claims by the
lower Federal Courts of Appeals and State
Appellate Courts, stating, "The overwhelming weight of authority rejects the
proposition that a reasonable expectation
of privacy exists with respect to trash
discarded outside the home and the curtilage thereof."
The majority made short work of Greenwood's argument that since California law
forbade trash searches, Greenwood had a
reasonable expectation of privacy under
the Fourth Amendment, holding that the
high court had never intimated that
whether a search was reasonable within
the meaning of the Fourth Amendment
depends on the law of the particular state
in which the search occurs. The majority
further noted that under the due process
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, the
court had not required that evidence obtained in violation of the Fourth Amendment be suppressed in all circumstances.
It is interesting to note however, that the
court was careful to point out tbat the bags
were "opaque," in other words, the seethrough variety, and the bags were placed
outside the curtilage of the home. This case
leaves the interesting question of whether
or not contraband placed within the curtilage of the home in a closed container,
which is visible to the public, (and the
police) might also be searched.
Justice Brennan points out that this holding paints a grim picture of our society
where the citizens are commanded to dispose of their personal effects in the manner least protective of privacy and then be
arbitrarily monitored by government without judicial oversight of any kind. "The
American society with which I am familiar
chooses to dwell in a reasonable security
and freedom from surveillance and is more
dedicated to individual liberty and more
sensitive to intrusions on the sanctity of the
home than the court is willing to acknowledge."

In Michigan v. Chesternut, 108 S.Ct. vidual.
capture or otherwise intrude upon his free1975 (1988), the court held that policepurIn rejecting Chesternut's argument, the dom of movement. The court reasons that
suit, in a squad car, of a fleeing subject did Supreme Court noted that Terry held that while chasing someone in a squad car may
not constitute a seizure implicating Fourth not all personal intercourse between citi- be "somewhat intimidating," this kind of
zens and police officers involves seizures police presence does not, standing alone,
Amendment protections.
Therein, four police officers riding in a of the persons and it only prohibits the of- constitute a seizure. The court reminds us
marked cruiser, were engaged in routine ficer from restraining one's liberty by of past cases where the installation of elecpatrol duties in Detroit, when one of the means of physical force or by show of of- tronic beepers and the subsequent monitorofficers observed a car pull over to a curb ficial authority. It is only at this point that ing of the suspect did not constitute a
in an intersection. A man exited the car and a "seizure" would occur. The court revis- seizure and that, in an airport sihlation, the
approached Chesternut, who was standing ited a line of its own cases holding that the mere approach of a law enforcement offialone on the corner. When Chesternut saw test provides that police can be said to have cer, who identified himself as such, did not
the patrol car nearing the corner, he turned seized an individual only if in view of all constitute a seizure of the person. The
and began to run. Chesternut then did what the circumstances surrounding the inci- court reversed and remanded to the Michany street corner drug peddler would do dent, a reasonable person would not have igan Court of Appeals, holding that the
under the stress of suffering an attack of believed he was free to leave. The court defendant was not unlawfully seized durblack and white fever: as he ran from the further noted that no bright line existed. ing the initial police pursuit. It was only
cruiser, the officers observed him discard Moreover, what constitutes a restraint on after Chesternut began discarding the ina number of packages he pulled from his liberty which prompts the reasonable man criminating packets that the police had
probable cause to arrest and charge him.
right-hand pocket. Upon retrieval of the to conclude that he is not free to "leave"
packets, one of the officers formed the will vary with not only the particular police One wonders what the result might have
conclusion that they contained "pills" and conduct, but with the setting in which the been had Chesternut kept the offending
packets in his pocket. Surely, the police
further based on his experience as a "para- conduct occurs.
medic" that the pills contained codeine.
The court concludes that the reasonable would have stopped, searched, and arChesternut was arrested and a station person standard also insures that the scope rested him just as they did under the preshouse search revealed heroin in his hat of Fourth Amendment protections will not ent facts. However, a different Fourth
band along with a hypodermic needle and vary with the state of mind of the particular Amendment result would probably obtain,
another packet of pills.
individual being "approached." The of- even under Justice Kennedy's concurring
The Motion to Dismiss by the Defen- ficer's description of the incident as a view, that the true test of this situation is
dant, based on the unlawful seizure, was "chase" would not have led Chesternut to "absence of improper conduct on the part
granted by a Magistrate who dismissed the believe, or indeed a reasonable person, to of the police."
complaint, rulinr! that a police chase like believe that the police were attempting to
In Murray v. United States, 108 S.Ct.
the one involved in thiscase implicated
Fourth Amendment protections and could
not be justified by the mere fact that the
suspect ran at the sight of the approaching
police. The trial court upheld the dismissal
order. The Michigan Court of Appeals
Investigations and Alternatives
"reluctantly" affirmed the dismissal
noting that "although we find the result unfortunate, we cannot say that the lower
Our full range of consultation and report services:
court was clearly erroneous under the curIntegrates the old and new sentencing systems including prerent law or the facts presented." The State
paration of the new guideline worksheets for calculation of
Court theory under the Fourth Amendment
sentence.
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2529 (1988). the court held that the Fourth
Amendment does not require the suppression of evidence initially discovered during police officers' illegal entry of private
premises, if that evidence is also discovered during a later search pursuant to
a valid warrant that is wholly independent
of the initial illegal entry.
Delving into the independent source doctrine and the inevitable discovery doctrine,
the court upheld the search of a South
Boston warehouse. An informant had
caused Federal agents to begin surveillance
of Murray and several of his cohorts. In
the deep night of April 6, 1983, they observed Murray drive a truck and one of his
cohorts drive a green camper into a warehouse in South Boston. The vehicles exited approximately twenty minutes later,
and at that time, the agents saw two individuals within the warehouse around a
truck tractor rig bearing a long dark container. Murry and a man named Carter
turned the truck and camper over to other
drivers who were followed and ultimately
arrested. Both seized vehicles were found
to contain marijuana. Upon receiving this
bit of information, the zealous agents
"converged" on the warehouse and forced
entry where they observed "in plamview"
numerous bales of marijuana. The careful
officers "left without disturbing the bales"
but kept a close surveillance on the warehouse and did not enter again until they had
received a warrant. The agents, in applying for their warrant, failed to mention the
illegal surveillance to themagistrate. AAer
an eight-hour delay from the initial illegal
entry, two hundred and seventy hales of
marijuana along with notebooks and customer records were seized.
The district Court denied the motion to
suppress the evidence, rejecting the argument that the warrant was invalid because
the agents did not inform the magistrate of
their prior warrantless entry.
The First Circuit affirmed the decision
after assuming the unlawfulness of the initial entry of the warehouse.
Justice Scalia writing for the Court,
noted that the exclusionary rule prohibits
the introduction into evidence of tangible
materials seized d u n g an unlawful search.
It also prevents the introduction of the
testimony and knowledge acquired unlawfully and beyond that, prohibits the introduction of derivative evidence, both
tangible and testimonial, that is the product
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of the primary illegal activity or that is
otherwise acquired as an indirect result of
the unlawful search.
However, almost simultaneously with
the development of the exclusionary rule,
the court announced what has come to be
known as "the independent source" doctrine. Noting that the independent source
doctrine has been applied to evidence acquired not only through Fourth Amendment violations, but also through Fifth and
Sixth Amendment violations, the court
reiterated what it recently held in Nix v.
W~lliams,467U.S. 431,443 (1984): "the
interest of society in deterring unlawful
police conduct and the public interest in the
jury receiving all probative evidence of a
crime are properly balanced by putting the
police in the same, not worse, position than
they would have been in if no police error
or misconduct had occurred . . . When the
challenged evidence has an independent
source, exclusion of such evidence would
put the police in a worse position than they
would have been in absent any error or
violation." The court noted that the dispute
in Murray was over the scope of the doctrine. Murray contended that it applied
only to evidence obtained for the first time
during an independent lawful search. The
court, however, adopted the government's
argument, that the independent source doctrine applies to evidence initially discovered through, or as a consequence of, an
unlawful search, but later obtained independently from activities untainted by
the initial illegality. The opinion of the
court rested on its prior opinion in Segura
v. United States, 468 U S . 796 (1984),
where it was held that the police officers'
illegal entry upon a private residence did
not require suppression of evidence subsequently discovered on the same premises
when executing a search warrant obtained
on the basis of information wholly unconnected with the initial entry.
The difference in the two cases seems
to be that Murray argued that the decision
to seek a search warrant for the warehouse
arose only after the officers' illegal entry
and observation of the bales of marijuana
therein. The court held that the facts illegally obtained do not become sacred and
inaccessible. If independent knowledge of
the same facts is gained, they may be
proved as any others. The inevitable discovery doctrine is in reality an extrapolation from the independent source doctrine

since the tainted evidence would be admissible if in fact discovered through an
independent source, and it would be admissible if it inevitably would have been
discovered. The court placed great emphasis on the fact that the magistrate, not
knowing the facts discovered during the illegal entry, issued a valid search warrant
based on the observation of the agents and
the stop of the trucks and seizure of the
contraband therein. It was thenieasoned
that it was "inevitable" that the 270 bales
of marijuana would have been discovered
during the search of the warehouse provided by the independent source contained in
the warrant.
Justice Scalia flatly rejected Murray's
assertion that such a holding would encourage illegal police searches. Murray argued
that law enforcement officers would routinely enter without a warrant to make sure
that what they expected to find on the
premises was in fact there if they went to
the trouble of getting a warrant. The court
reasoned differently, holding that an officer with probable cause to obtain a warrant would be foolish to enter premises first
in an unlawful manner because in doing so,
he would risk suppression of all the evidence on the premises both seen and un-.
seen. His action would add to the normal
burden of convincing the magistrate that
there was probable cause without the illegal entry. The court further pointed out
that an officer without sufficient probable
cause to obtain a warrant would not have
any added incentive to conduct an unlawful
entry since whatever he finds cannot be
used to establish probable cause before the
magistrate.
Justice Marshall, joined in dissent by
Justice Stevens and surprisingly, Justice
O'Connor, pointed out that in reality the
police would probably never inform the
magistrate of the illegal entry just as they
"neglected" to inform the magistrate in
this case. They argued that when the court
loses sight of the practical moorings of the
independent source exception it creates an
affirmative incentive for unconstitutional
searches such as in the present case, and
the admission of evidence "reseized" during a second search severely undermines
the exclusionary rule. The dissenters
would hold that the strong Fourth Amendment interest in eliminating the incentives
for illegal entry outweigh the independent
source doctrine.

Significant Decisions of the Courts of Appeals
April I-July 15, 1988
by Roy E. Greenwood

Introduction
Of the literally hundreds of opinions
which have been handed down by the individual 14 Courts of Appeals during this
time, the standards for determining the
"most significant" are subject to numerous considerations. Therefore, arbitrarily,
I have decided that those Courts of Ap-
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peals' opinions which are published, and
are received by myself for review during
that calendar year period of time are eligible for consideration. Per curiam opinions
will not be considered. Of those cases
which must be determined as "most significant," I have arbitrarily included the
following categories: (1) all cases in which
the convictions were reversed by the Court
of Appeals; (2) all cases which deal with
substantive Constitutionality of a Penal
Code statute; (3) all cases which substantially deal with an interpretation of a new
rule of evidenceor a new rule of anoellate
procedure; (4) all cases which ar&ntroversial enough, dealing with an important
question of Texas law, wherein a Petition
for Discretionary Review most probably
will be filed and might be granted; (5) all
opinions by one Court of Appeals which
apparently conflict with another Court of
Appeals' decision on the subject; and (6)
any opinion that, due to its unusual fact circumstance or unusual ruling by the Court
of Appeals, might provide for interesting
reading to members of the bench and bar.
Amendments to this format might he
made in the future, and any comments,
consmctive criticism, etc., would be
welcomed to increase the efficiency of the
reader's use of these summ&ed opinions.

STATUTES AND RULES
CA #2-Rule 607 (Erculpatory Statements)-Where State introduced confession that had exculpatory statement
contained therein, CA holds that under
new Rules of Evidence, i.e., 607, that rule
sufficiently "abrogated" the "voucher
rule" set out in Palafox v. State, 608
S.W.2d 177, and therefore rule no longer
exists in Texas jurisprudence. [DONALD
S.W.2d -,
GALE V. STATE,
#2-87-052-CR]
CA #14--Article 1Z151, V.A.C.C.P.While not raised in the briefs, CA notes

that when Texas Speedy Trial Act was
declared unconstitutional in Meshell v.
State, 739 S.W.2d 246, that ruling affected
the Constitutionality of Article 17.151,
since there was no severability clause saving those portions of Senate Bill 1043
declared unconstitutional in Meshell, thus
CA holds that Article 17.151 probably is
also unconstitutional. [GREGORY CARRAWAY V. STATE, -S.W.2d -,
#14-87-007840CR]
CA #3-Perenption by Federal Law/
Criminally Negligent Homicide-Where
A, a corporation, was convicted of criminally negligent homicide due to the death
of employees under unsafe conditions, CA
holds that since the Federal Occupational
Safety and Health Act covered these premises, therefore federal law exempts'state
prosecution for criminally negligent homicide, thus conviction under state law is
reversed and dismissed. [SABINE CONSOLIDATED, INC. V. STATE, S.W.2d -#3-87-051-CR]
CA #I-Rule 611 (impeachment)Where DHS supervisor testified for the
State, and utilized DHS report, normally
confidential, in preparing her testimony,
and trial court refused to allow A's counsel
to see report for purposes of cross-exadnation, Rule 611 requires disclosure under
the Gaskin Rule. [DONALD MARSH V.
STATE, -S.W.2d ,
Kl-87-0097CRI
CA 8-City Ordinance (Harboring a
Barking Dog)-Where A challenges the
Constitutionality of City of Austin Muhicipal Ordinance making it unlawful for a
person to harbor any dog which makes frequent or long, continued noise, CA reviews the statute and finds that the statute
is not vague, indefinite, nor overbroad and
that the failure of the ordinance to give
numerous definitions is not fatal, that the
evidence clearly shows a violation of the
ordinance, thus there is no Constitutional
violation. [GLADYS LEAR V. STATE,
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-S.W.2d -,

#3-87-084-CR]
CA #8-Article 1918g, V.A. C.S. (El
Paso Criminal Law Magistrate's Court
Act)-Where A makes multi-prong six
point challenge to the Constitutionality of
the El Paso Criminal Law Magistrate's
Court, CA holds that all of these challenges
are without merit, and that even though
there are differences in this act over the
Dallas County Magistrate's Act, nevertheless the El Paso Magistrate's Act is
Constitutional. [LOISEL MADRID V.
STATE, - S.W.2d - , #8-8700290-CRI
CA #4-Video Tape Statute-On remand from CCA, CA holds that Art.
38.071, 62 is unconstitutional in light of
Long v. State, 742 S.W.2d 302, and that
the admission into evidence of the video
tape was harmful thus reversal required.
[RICHARD AMESCUA V. STATE,
-S.W.Zd,, '
#4-85-00482-CR]
CA #I-Houston City Ordinance No.
85-1337 (Regrrlating Operation of Arcades, Permits, etc.)-Where A contends
that municipal ordinance is unconstitutional for overbreadth, vagueness, and
denial of First Amendment privileges, CA
writes lengthy opinion, holding all constitutional challenges are without merit,
finding statute constitutional and prosecution proper; where A also contends that the
ordinance is preempted by various state
statutes, CA holds that where A failed to
include these points of error in his Motion
for New Trial before municipal court, the
points are waived under the provisions of
$30.269(c), Texas Government Code.
[RAFAAT RAHMANI V. STATE, S.W.2d -,
#I -87-0055 1-CR]
CA #I-Article 38.072, V.A. C.C.P.
(State's hterlocutory Appeal)-Where
State sought pern~issionof trial court to use
hearsay statements made by child victim
pursuant to statute, and trial court suppressed statements on the grounds that
statement was not admissible under Article 38.072, since trial court found that the
witness to whom the statement was made
was not thefirst adult to whom the child
talked about the offense, thus since trial
court can make findings as to credibility
of witnesses, and trial court did here, trial
court's suppression order upheld. [STATE
OF TEXAS V. MOORE, -S.W.2d
-,
#I-88-0014-CR]
CA # 5-Article 38.071 (Video Tape
Law)-Where video tape was made of
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CMr, but not introduced into evidence during State's direct case, then during A's
cross-examination of CIW, C/W was impeached with regard to the date and time
of the offense, information which was contained in video tape, State then admitted
video tape as a prior consistent statement
under Rule 801(e)(l)@); CA holds that
even though video tape was not admissible under Article 38.071 because statute
was unconstitutional as held in'long v.
State, nevertheless contents of video tape
did consist of prior consistent statements
which were admissible, and since A objected only to the entirety of the tape, not
to those specific portions of it, there is no
error. CA also holds that even if there were
error, it was harmless under these facts.
[BILL CARTMILL V. STATE, S.W.2d -,
#5-87-00190-CR]

COURT'S CHARGE
CA #4-Self-defense (Right to Arm and
Seek E*planafion)-Where Court charged
on right of self-defense, but limited with
charge on provoking the difficulty, CA
holds that facts show A was entitled to
charge on right to arm. [JUAN RUIZ V.
#4-87STATE, - S.W.2d ,
00348-CR]
CA #4-Self-defense (Right to Arm and
Seek Explanation)-CA holds, just as in
companion case, where trial court limited
self-defense charge with charge on provoking difficulty, facts required charge on the
right to arm and seek explanation. [JESUS
CISNEROS V. STATE, - S.W.2d
-,
#4-87-00308-CR]
CA #5-Aflmative Finding-Where the
evidence was conflictine
" as to A's use of
a deadly weapon, and A requested charge
on issue to the jury, CA holds that under
Travelstead v. State, 693 S.W.2d 400,
such instruction should have been given,
and since it wasn't, affirmative finding
deleted. [LARRY TURNER V. STATE,
-S.W.2d -, #5-86-01099-CR]
CA #5-Parole Law Charge-Where A
objected to parole law charge as given, and
received maximum sentence, CA cannot
find harmless error, thus reverses for new
trial on punishment. [LARRY TURNER
V. STATE, -S.W.2d A, # 5-8601099-CR]
CA #I-Parole L w Charge-Where A
obiected to oarole law charee as beine" unconstitutional, and received a 60-year sen-

-

tence for 58-year-old defendant for failing
to stop and render aid in a traffic accident,
CA finds that sentence of 60 years for enhanced punishment indicated harm, thus
reversible error is shown. [JOE CHILDRESS V. STATE, -S.W.2d -,
#I-87-00183-CR]
CA #9-Parole Law Charge-Where A
objected to the court's charge on the
grounds of Constitutionality under Rose,
and charge was given, and A filed MFNT
obtaining juror's affidavit showing that
jury did consider parole law charge in assessing punishment, and majority of CA
holds that Sneed v. State, 670 S.W.2d 262,
does not apply in determining error on
MFNT, and thus harm is shown in this
case. [JOHN AUSTIN V. STATE, S . W . 2 d , #9-86-180-CR]
CA #l-Limitation Instruction-Where
one of A's witnesses testified, and was
then impeached with prior statements indicating A's guilt, after witness had
testified that A did not know anything
about drugs, A requested instruction to
jury limiting impeachment evidence to
consideration of credibility, not establishment of guilt of this offense; trial court
denied request, and CA holds that such
charge was proper and harmful, thus conviction reversed. [CHARLES RICHARDSON V. STATE, - S.W.2d -,
#I-87-00101-CR]
CA #5-Parole Law Charge-Where A
objected to parole law charges and State
vigorously argued parole instructions to
jury, and A received 45 years' confinement
for first offender, CA finds harmful error
and reverses. [DAVID POPE V. STATE,
-S.W.2d -,
#5-86-00235-CR]
CA #1-Parole Law Charge-Where A
objected on all kinds of grounds to the unconstitutionality of the statute, CA holds
that the objection was sufficient, and CA
was bound by opinion, and thus in a review
of harm, CA notes that no one was injured
in robbery, that A had put on some character evidence, and that State in its final
argument, referred to fact that A had only
served eight years of a prior 20-year sentence which emphasized the parole law,
and where A received 99-year sentence,
some harm is shown thus punishment
ordered reversed. [GILBERT URBAN0
#1-87V. STATE, -S.W.2d -,
00674-CR]
CA #I4-Mistake of Fact-On remand
from CCA, in Woodfox v. State, 742

S.W.2d 408, CA now recognizes that a
mistake of fact defense may be raised, even
though A does not testify, and in this case
there was evidence that A toldarresting officers that he had obtained vehicle from
another named person, and did not know
it was stolen, thus trial court erred when
it refused to give requested instruction and
conviction reversed. [HOWARD WOODFOX V. STATE, - S.W.2d -,
#14-85-00155-CR]
CA #4-Culpable Mental State-Where
A was charged as aparty to capital murder,
and A raised objections to the court's
'charge on culpable mental state under the
facts, CA holds that since court's charge
did not require jury to find A "intentionally" committed the crime that the charge
was incorrect, and reversal was required.
[TAMMI ABBOTT V. STATE, #4-87-00155-CR]
S.W.2d -,
CA #I-Parole Law Charge-Where A
had prior conviction, and received only
LO-year sentence, even though A objected
to parole law charge which was overruled,
CA holds that it is the State's burden of
proof to show the error was harmless, not
A's burden to show it was harmful, but a
review under all standards indicates that
the minor sentence A received showed no
harm. [JAMES HERRING V. STATE,
-S.W.2d -,
#I-87-00736-CR]
CA #4-Mitigation-Where
A contends
that trial court erred in charging the
jury, during the guilt-innocence phase on
whether or not A "released the victim alive
and in a safe place'' as an eiernent of the
offense, since this charge given at guilt and
then again at punishment gave the State
two opportunities in finding the aggravated
"element," CA holds that A was not entitled to have a special issue submitted on
the issue as to the "release alive and in a
safe place," and that even though the
charge given was awkward, A did not object to the submission during the guilt
phase, thus no harm shown. [SIMON
AREVALO V. STATE, - S.W.2d
-,
#4-86-00581-CRI
CA #5-Parole Lnw Charge-Where A
objected to the parole law charge under the
Rose doctrine, CA holds that only some
harm must be shown, but that since A
received 40 years, rather than life, and
especially sinceA had told others he would
commit other robberies if he were on probation, no harm in Rose charge here.

[ROBERT EVANS V. STATE,
S.W.2d -,
#5-87-00359-CR]
CA #2-Parties-Where
A objected to
court's charge since it did not require the
jury to find that A encouraged the offense
of robbery, rather, only the offense of
theft, this was an improper charge and
was harmful-thus requiring reversal.
[CHARLES WOODS V. STATE, S.W.2d -,
#2-86-282-CR]
CA #14-Presrrmptians (intent to Commit 7hefr)-Where court charged jury as
to presumption of intent to commit theft,
where burglary occurred in the nighttime,
this was improper comment on the weight
of the evidence, and even though there was
no ohjection at trial, this was Almanza error and since intent was the only contested issue, CA finds egregious h a m and
reverses. [TERRY McDONALD V.
STATE, - S.W.2d -,
#14-8600918-CR]
CA #ll-Parole Law Charge-Where
A made nonspecific ohjection to parole law
charge prior to Rose case, CA holds that
the failure to state specific grounds for the
ohjection fails to show any harm, after a
review of therecord - especially sinceA
only received three-year sentence on a
possible 20-year maximum. [TERESA
GILLIAM v. STATE, - S.W.2d
,
#11-87-011-CR]
CA #-Parole L m v Charge-Absent an
objection, CA reviews the facts and finds
no egregious harm in givingparole charge,
as CA finally recognizes that Rose v. State
is the law in Texas with regard to parole law charges. [ARCHIE WILSON V.
#9-87STATE, - S.W.2d -,
164-CR]
CA #I3-Carrsation-Where
A was
charged with offense wherein traffic accident occurred resulting in death, and A
complained that court failed to apply the
law to the facts on the issue of concurrent
causation, CA agrees that under the facts
of this case, such a charge was required,
and that harmful error is shown, thus
reversal required. [PAUL NUGENT V.
STATE, - S.W.2d -,
#13-86490-CR]
CA #I3-Presumption of intoxication
-Where trial court gave the old presumption of intoxication charge to the jury,
which had been repealed as of 1/1/84 in
amendments to the code, CA holds that this
charge was obviously error, thus theques-

tion was whether it was harmless error;
after comparing various CA cases, CA
believes that presumption of intoxication
does not expressly apply to offenses under
3 19.05, thus this was an incorrect charge,
and not harmless, thus reversal required.
[PAUL NUGENT V. STATE, -S.W.
#13-86-490-CR]
2d -,

PRIOR CONVICTIONS
CA #I -Availability of EnhancementWhere A was tried for violation of §6701d,
V.A.C.S., the Stop and Render Aid Statute, and A contends that prosecution under
this statute should not be enhanced under
the Habitual Criminal Act since it was in
the civil statutes, CA holds that the civil
statute does not state the ofense to be a
felony or misdemeanor, has a 0-5-year
punishment range, is not contained in the
Penal Code, thus CA holds that the legislature did not view the offense of failure
to stop and render aid in the third-degree
felony classification, thus Article 12.42 of
the Penal Code does not allow enhancement. [JOE CHILDRESS V. STATE,
-S.W.2d -, #1-87-00183-CR]
CA #1-Finality-Where
A contends
that the State failed to prove, in a habitual
criminal prosecution that the second prior
conviction was committed after the first
became final, CA notes that the judgments
and sentences do not show the dates of the
offenses, the indictments were not into evidence, thus there is nothing to show the
date upon which the second conviction was
based, therefore this point has merit, but
case is remanded for new hearing on punishment pursuant to the provisions of Article 44.29. (ERIC WILSON V. STATE,
-S.W.2d -, #1-87-00721-CR]
CA #14-Fivality-Where State offered
into evidence, to prove Habitual Criminal
Act, four prior convictions and one exhibit, No. 32, contained a notation that
while A had given Notice of Appeal, the
mandate of the CCA had been received,
but trial court mled that two other State's
exhibits only were admissible, and excluded Exhibit No. 32, this left the jury
without sufficient evidence to show finality
of second prior conviction, thus reversal
required and case remanded for hearing
on punishment. (JOHN GLORIOSO V.
STATE, - S.W.2d -,
#14-8700444-CR]
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CA #14-Finaliry-Where
State proved
up that one of A:s priors was placed on
appeal, but A made no objections, CA
nevertheless holds this is a question of sufficiency of the evidence, thus no evidence
required, and fact that Notice of Appeal
was shown to prior, and mandate was not
proven up to show conviction final, requires prior conviction to be set aside for
enhancement purposes; case is remanded
for new trial on issue of punishment
without use of of prlor. [GEORGE SHERM A N V. STATE, - S.W.2d -,
#14-87-00438-CR]

CA #I-Injury to a Child-Where
indictment alleged that A, as Managing
Conservator of a child, was guilty of not
providing child with adequate medical
care, and A contends that statute does not
require that Managing Conservator provide medical care, CA note that under Article 14.02 of Texas Family Code, the
1986 amendment, there is astatutory duty
for medical care, thus under the Family
Code, A is guilty. [STELLA CHAPPA V.
STATE,
- S.W.2d -,
#I-86-0270-CR]
CA #4-DWI-Where
A made Motion
to Quash Information, on the ground that
the State did not allege whether they were
going to attempt to prove intoxication by
concentration of alcohol, or by loss of
faculties, CA reversed on original submission, but State, on MRH, contended that
under Adams v. State, 707 S.W.2d 900,
A was not deprived of adequate information, and CA agrees with state, since
several pretrial hearmgs were held, where
it clearly showed the State was relying
upon intoxilyzer results, thus denial of Motion to Quash not harmful. [JEFFREY
RAY V. STATE, - S.W.2d -,
#4-86-00352-CR]
CA #4-DWI-Where
A filed Motion to
Quash on the grounds that information
failed to show which f01711 of DWI the State
was prosecuting, either blood alcohol or
lack of faculties, CA holds that under prior
opinion of Solis v. State, 742 S.W.2d 873,
this is error, and in this case, since no
Statement of Facts of original trial were
brought up, determination of harmless
error cartrwt be determined, thus reversal
required. [TERRY WALKER V. STATE,
-S.W.2d -,
#4-87-00115-CR] '
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CA #2-Forgery-Where
indictment
was claimed on appeal to he fundamentally
defective for failing to allege "the act was
of another who did not authorize the act,"
which fails to state an offense under Landry v. State, 583 S.W.2d 620, CA nevertheless holds that since this indictment was
returned after December 1, 1985, and
there were no objections to the indictment,
A has waived any error after the Constitutional amendments to Article 1.14@),
V.A.C.C.P., as CA is holding that all indictments, whether they state offenses are
not, must be challenged by way of Motion
to Quash. [DANNY HILL V. STATE,
-S.W.2d -, #2-87-028-CR]
CA #Il-Fatal Variance ( C W s Name)
-Where indictment alleged that victim
was John H. Spangler, Sr., and in fact the
victim was John H. Spangler, Jr., and
senior was another person who did achlally
exist, State holds that even though the
"Sr." did not have to be originally alleged,
it was and had to be proved, since there
actually was another person by that name,
who was not called by the State, there
is fatal variance requiring reversal and
acquittal. [THOMAS HATFIELD V.
STATE, - S.W.2d -,
#11-87291-CR]

GUILTY PLEAS
CA #13-DA Waiver of July TrialWhere A's probation was revoked, and he
challenged initial plea proceeding, and
showed that jury trial waiver was approved
by Court and A, but not State's representative since written jury waiver form is
blank, CCA holds this is reversible error
under Hoobler, 703 S.W.2d 755. [JORGE
MONCIVAIZ v. STATE, -S.W.2d
-,
#13-87-243-CR]
CA #I3-Conditional Plea-Where A
filed Motion to Suppress search and
seizure issue, and it was denied by trial
court, then A entered plea without plea
bargain, normally the nonjurisdictional
defect would be waived on appeal, but in
this case trial court and DA both informed
A that they were giving him permission to
appeal search and seizure question on the
merits, thus making this a conditional plea
which is rendered involuntary under
Wooten, 612 S.W.2d 563, thus reversal
required. [ROGELIO REYES V. STATE,
-S.W.2d -,
#13-87-296-CR]
1.15CA #4-Stipnlatio11s-Article

Where A entered into some sort of stipulation of evidence, on his plea of guilty
(judge or jury?) and stipulation is not
explained in opinion, CA holds that the
failure to obtain A's written consent to the
stipulation requires reversal under Article
1.15, but since this is trial error, case is
remanded for new trial, not an acquittal.
[GARCIA ALEJANDRO v. STATE,
- S.W.2d ,
#4-87-00528 &
29-CR]

SEARCH & SEIZURE
CA #6-Search Warrant-On original
submission, CA holds that where informant talked to Sheriff's deputy, and told him
that he had seen firearm in A's home, and
then deputy told Sheriff about information,
then Sheriff told ATF federal officer, who
ascertained violation of federal law, and
federal warrant was obtained, the warrant
showed probable cause; however, on
MRH, Court holds that complaint was
properly perfected by filing Motion to Suppress which was overruled and that "unassigned error" can be considered, and
that there is a "flagrant violation" of
Fourth Amendment, thus requiring reversal. [DOYLE HALL V. STATE, S.W.2d -,
#6-86-105-GR]
CA #I3-Search Warrant-CA finds
that search warrant fails to show when informant made his observations, and thus
statements cannot be shown to be reliable,
thus search warrant set aside. [MARIA
ALVAREZ v. STATE, - S.W.2d
-,
#13-87-149-CR]
CA #I-State's interlocutory AppealsWhere trial court suppressed evidence of
marijuana during pretrial hearing, State appealed; CA holds that where A was a passenger in vehicle being driven by another,
who was stopped for speeding, and PO saw
a "marijuana seed" on floor, and then PO
searched A's purse and found marijuana,
CA holds that there was insufficient evidence to show that A and companion were
of any danger to officers, and that the seeing of a single marijuana seed on the floor
cannot give officers probable cause to
search A's purse, a passenger in the vehicle, since A's actions did not show improper "furtive gestures" as to allow the
PO to seize the purse and search it, thus
search is invalid. [MICHELLE PHILLIPS
V. STATE, -S.W.2d ,
#7-88035-CR]
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SUFFICIENCY
CA #5-Escape-Where
A was on probation on a work release program, and did
not return, and was charged with escape,
CA holds that since the definition of escape
under $38.07 clearly excludes violation of
a term and condition of probation, A is not
guilty of escape for his failure to return.
[BOBBY GRANT V. STATE, -S.W.
#5-87-00670-CR]
2d -,
CA #13-Indecency With a ChildWhere CIW testified, and denied that A
bad abused her, evidence is insufficient to
support indictment, even if hearsay "outcry" statements are admitted since outcry
statements do not show corpus of offense.
[DANIEL HERNANDEZ V. STATE,
-S.W.2d -,
#13-87-184-CR]
CA #4-lhefi fOwnershioJ-Where A
was charged i i t h obtaining ihe property
of the CIW without the effective consent
of the owner, because the owner had a
mental disease or defect, CA notes that this
is the first theft case they have ever seen
dealing with theft under these circumstances, and reviewing all the evidence,
ultimately concludes that A's close relationship with CIW was sufficient to support jury's finding that A knew of the condition of the CIW's mental disease or
defect, thus jury verdict upheld. [LORENZO URDIALES V. STATE, S . W . 2 d
was a trucker, and was hauling a load of
800-900 bags of onions, and informant advised POs that there was cocaine in the
truck, and POs set up extensive surveillance which did not show A committing
any "affirmative link" to dope, but was
mereiy acting as an innocent "truck driver," CA holds that under these circumstances, where truck driver was commercial in nature, the fact that he drove the
truck and that it was his does not automatically make him aware as to the presence of dope-especially where 600-700
pounds of dope was found among thousands of pounds of onions, thus evidence
held insul'ficient. I1)ONAI.D WATSON
#4-86V. STATE, -S.W.2d -,
00637-CR]
CA #I 3-Aggravated Assaid-Where A
was indicted for aggravated assault with
the indictment alleging that the "sharp object used was to the Grand Jury unknown." but the CIW testified that she saw
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A stab her with knife, and CIW told in-.
vestigating POs this, then evidence clearly showed there was evidence as to the
nature of the object, thus there is a fatal
variance requiring reversal. [RUDY VILLARREAL V. STATE, - S.W.2d
-,
#13-87-263-CR]
CA #2-Burglary-Where
A was seen
in the general vicinity of the burglary, but
there were no eyewitnesses, no fingerprints, and no stolen property found, evidence insufficient. [RICHARD AVINA V.
#2-87.140STATE, -S.W.2d -,
CRI
CA #7-Voluntary ManslaughterWhere deceased's body was found in a
field, shot to death, and even though there
was evidence showing A, deceased's husband, had motive for murder, and that gunshot came from vicinity of A's home and
that A was seen carrying deceased out of
house, where A testified as to an accidental shooting, CA holds that the evidence
is insirflcient on the grounds that the
State's evidence "does not, by logical inference, demonstrate the fact that A caused
the death of deceased as the State alleged,"
thus conviction reversed. [JERRY ZIMMERMAN V. STATE, - S.W.2d
-,
#I-87-0090-CR]
CA #14-Possession of Speed-Where
A was one of the occupants of a two-story
apartment, did not sign lease, and A was
found downstairs and dope was found upstairs, CA reviews all evidence and finds
that A was not shown in exclusive control,
therefore no affirmative l i n k t h u s conviction reversed. [TERRY BRUNSON V.
#14-87STATE, - S.W.2d -,
00372-CR]

trial court was required to determine a
remedy to assist A, and since a simultaneous stenographic transcription was the
only form of communication which could
have helped A, and trial court didn't provide it, even though not requested, thus
reversal required. [ALTON ADAMS V.
#I-87STATE, - S.W.2d ,
00226-CR]
APPEALS

CA #5-Notice of Appeal-Where A's
attorney filed a timely written Notice of
Appeal, but it was not signed by A, as A
"refused to sign" the document, majority
of CA, en banc, holds that this situation
is distinguished from Shute v. State, 744
S.W.2d 96, and that therefore there is a
proper Notice of Appeal before the Court,
thus the Court does have jurisdiction of the
case, but none of the merits are discussed
in this opinion, with six dissenting opinions
filed. [JERROD JONES V. STATE, S.W.2d -,
#5-87-00927-CR]
CA #I-Notice ojAppea1-Where State
files Motion to Dismiss appeal, since A did
not give a written appeal, CA notes that
a timely Notice of Appeal was orally
given, and the Notice of Appeal was recorded in writing on three separate occasions, and that even though Shute v. State,
744 S.W.2d 96, indicates the appeal should
be dismissed, CA notes that under appellate Rule 83 "Defects of Form" may be
corrected, in order to prevent ineffective
assistance of counsel, and since Evitts v.
Lncey, 469 U S . 387, clearly indicates that
ineffective assistance of counsel would be
shown here, CA decides that there is no
reason to dismiss the case and holds that
Notice of Appeal is adequately shown.
WITNESSES
[DARRELL JlLES V. STATE, #I-87-00692-CR]
CA #I-Expert/Idetttificatiorr-Where A S.W.2d ,
CA #Id-Right to Appeal Revocation of
called psychologist to testify as expert
witness on the reliability of eyewitness Deferred Adjudication-Where A received
testimony, CA holds that this evidence has deferred adjudication, with no agreement
been declared unreliable, and inadmissible as to punishment, and then deferred adin Brown v. State, 689 S.W.2d 219. judication order was revoked, but trial
[CURTISS THOMAS V. STATE, - court denied A right to file Notice of ApS.W.2d .
#I-87-00546-CR1
peal since trial court believed permission
CA #I-Interpreters/Hearirlg Int- was required as the case had involved a
paired-Where A, a deaf non-mute, re- plea bargain, and A filed Writ of Manquested a court-appointed interpreter to damus against trial judge, CA holds that
assist during trial and trial court denied it, A is entitled to an appeal of his revoked
apparently since A could not understand deferred adjudication status and in this case
sign language anyway, CA holds that there was no plea bargain, thus A is enunder the circumstances of this case, the titled to an appeal, thus Writ of Mandamus

missible, had the court merely declined to
accept the peremptory challenges from the
firstjury panel effort. However, CA holds
that without future guidance from the CCA
or the United States Supreme Court, there
is nothing they can do. [HARRY CHAMBERS V. STATE, -S.W.2d -,
#14-87-195-CR]
CA #l-Motion to Shuffle-Where A requested and received a shuffle, and then
State requested and received a shuffle, over
A's objection, CA holds that under their
interpretation of Art. 35.11, eadipai-fy has
a right to shuffle at least once, and the
statute was complied with here, and there
CA #14-Batson Error-Where A ob- was no error, and in any event, no harm.
jected to prosecution's use of peremptories [GILBERT URBAN0 V. STATE, to strike four black jurors, and hearing was S.W.2d , # I - 8 7 - 0 0 6 7 4 - C R ]
CA # 13-Jury Misconduct-Where
conducted and prosecutor gave specific
reasons for striking two of them, but he jurors, during deliberations conducted exstated that he struck theother two because periment with regard to A's defense, i.e.,
he thought "other members would be bet- the accidental splashing of gasoline on
ter jurors for this particular case," CA CIW, and as a result, where all jurors
finds that this excuse was insufficient to testified on MFNT, CA concluded that
justify peremptories, thus conviction re- jurors did find this experiment material and
versed and remanded under Batson V. affected their verdict, and was improper,
Kentucky. [NATHANIAL WILTZ V. thus requiring conviction to be reversed.
STATE, -S.W.Zd-,
#14-86-003- [WILLIAM CARTER V. STATE,
S . W . 2 d . #13-87-131-CR1
57-CR]
CA # G h y b is conduct- (SeparaCA #14-Batson Error-Where during
jury selection procedure in January 1987, tion)-Where jury, during deliberations,
State struck five of six blacks frompanel, was allowed to individually separate to go
and A moved for mistrral and hearing was to bathroom and to wander around another
conducted and trial court found State had office to use telephone, without being in
not offered sufficiently neutral explana- bailiff's custody, and without the agreetions, trial court then granted A's Motion ment of A, even though there was oral perfor Mistrial; the next day, new jury was mission given by A's counsel, this was imselected from the second panel, and more proper separation; further, State put on no
Batson complaints were raised, but over- evidence during hearing on MI'NT to try
ruled. A contends that trial court erred to rebut presumption of harm under Artiwhen it granted a mistrial and then selected cle 35.23, therefore CA finds that State's
a new jury panel, as A contends that the failure to rebut harm requires reversaloriginal jury panel should have been used even without a harmless error analysis.
[DONOVAN REID V. STATE, with the blacks being seated-without
#5-87-00224-CR1
declaring a mistrial; CA holds that since S.W.2d
CA # l x & o n v. ~entucky-where A
A made Motion for Mistrial, and did not
object to the procedureutilized, nothing is was white, and objected to striking of at
presented for review in this case; however, least one black venue member, solely
CA notes that Texas Legislature later based on race, CA inifially holds that under
amended statutes, in Article 35.261, U S . Supreme Court opinion of Peters v.
V.A.C.C.P., to permit calling of a new Kiff, 407 U S . 493, a white defendant has
panel when racial prejudice is shown by standing to complain of the exclusion of
the prosecution in voir diring original blacks from his jury under due process
panel. CA notes that in this case, A wound grounds; while Batson v. Kentucky only
up being tried by all-white jury, and by limits that ruling to black defendants on
receiving a "second try" with a second equal protection grounds, Peters necessaripanel, the State indirectly obtained its ob- ly allows whitedefendants to raise theissue
jective which would not have been per- on due process grounds - thus A has
conditionally granted. [YBARRA V.
JUDGE AZIOS, -S.W.2d -,
#1488-00224-CR]
CA #lo-Notice ofAppeal-Where A's
brief sought to appeal pursuant to Article
44.02, concerning the validity of the search
warrant and other search issues, but A's
Notice of Appeal did not comport with the
provisions of Rule 40@)(1), CA dismisses
the appeal. [VALERIE VANCE V.
STATE, - S.W.2d -,
#lo-87130-CR]

-
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standing; furthermore, CA finds that State
failed to give any excuse for striking black
juror, since no questions were asked of
juror at all, thus State's failure to give excuse requires reversal. [CRAIG SEUBERT V. STATE, -S.W.2d -,
#I86-00057-CR]

SENTENCES
CA #7-Terms and Condition of
Probation-Where trial court entered term
and condition of probation that A remain
24 months in a "community rehabilitation
center," CA finds that an additional term
of condition requiring community center
service would have been proper, except
that the 24-month requirement exceeded
the maximum statutory term of "12
months," thus this term of probation is impermissible. Secondly, Court ordered A to
pay the costs and expenses of the investigation which led to A's indictment and conviction, and CA holds that under the provisions of Article 42.12 $6, thestatute does
not include restitution orders allowing investigation expenses, thus this term and
condition is stricken also, with CA remanding for proper assessment of pnnishment. [ERNEST ARMIJO V. STATE,
-S.W.2d -,
#07-88-0028-CR]
CA #l-Deadly Weapon-Where indictment alleged aggravated assault with use
of deadly weapon, to-wit a firearm, and
jury found A guilty as charged in indictment, State files motion to reform judgment to conform with deadly weapon fmding which was not made by trial judge, and
CA holds that such finding must be made
under the circumstances of the jury verdict, thus reforms sentence to show affirmative finding. [JAMES HERRING V.
STATE, -S.W.2d , # I - 8 7 - 0 0 7 3 6 CR1
d~ #5-Cunmlation Orders-Where
trial court convicted A and stacked A's
sentence upon a prior North Carolina sentence, CA reviews all the statutory authority and finds that Texas sentences cannot
be stacked on other sentences, unless they
are Texas misdemeanors or prison sentences, therefore stacking upon sister state
sentences is improper under the statute,
thus conviction affirmed, but stacking
order set aside [RICCARDO HERNANDEZ V. STATE, - S.W.2d -,
#5-87-00731-CR]
CA #14-C~~mnlotedSenfences-Where
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A was originally charged with two indict- finds that there was no written complaint
ments for aggravated assault, arising out filed in the JP Court proceedings, thus
of the same transaction, dnd A pled guilty there was not a formal and valid prosecuand received two concurrent probation tion and jeopardy could not attach; also,
terms, but then A violated terms and con- A was charged with two simple assaults,
ditions of probation and Court revoked in and apparently pled in JP Court to one of
both cases and stacked both cases, CA them, then JP Court judge did not know
holds that even though A did not object to which one he convicted A of, thus CA
stacking of sentences, under the provisions holds A did not make his burden of proof
of $3.03, sentences cannot be stacked aris- to show multiple convictions, thus writ
ing out of a single transaction and thus all denied. [ROBERT THOMAS V. STATE,
other caselaw to the contrary is distinguish- -S.W.2d -,#6-87-104-CR]
CA #-Prior Speedy Trial Act Actionable, thus since A could not have received
stacked sentences originally, he can't get Where A had previously been charged with
them after revocation, thus revocation DWI and such case had been dismissed due
order set aside. [SIDNEY SMITH V. to a violation of the Texas Speedy Trial
STATE, - S.W.2d -,
#14-87- Act, CA notes that the Speedy Trial Act
has been held unconstitutional, but majori00282-CR]
ty of the Court still holds when that judgment became final, the original cause
COUNSEL
number of that case could not be reinstated
for a prosecution again, under Garcia v.
CA #I 1-Zneffective Assistance-Where
A pled not guilty to a jury, and had con- Dial, 596 S.W.2d 524, thus prosecution eftested jury trial on assault situation, and fort voided. [PATRICK LAPASNICK V.
#4-87Afiled application for probation, which STATE, - S.W.2d ,
was not sworn to, thus permitting the trial 00179-CR]
CA # 5-Former Acqsittal-Where A
court to refuse a charge on probation to
jury and where A apparently testified and was tried and acauitted for aeeravated
it was shown he did not have any prior rape, and then reindicted for simple rape
convictions and CA holds that attorney's arising out of the same transaction, and A
failure to file properly sworn application filed pretrial writ to prevent second prosfor probation is ineffective assistance of ecution, CA initially holds that A bas
counsel under May v. State, 722 S.W.2d jurisdiction to raise this question in pretrial
699. [JIMMY TREVINO V. STATE, writ; as to the merits, majority of Court
holds that under the present status of the
-S.W.2d -,
#ll-87-082-CR]
law, an acquittal for the higher offense,
where no lesser-included offense charge is
DOUBLE JEOPARDY
given to the jury constitutes protection
CA #%Multiple
Convictions/Sarne from prosecution for the same offense after
Conduct-Where A was convicted of bnr- an acquittal. [EX PARTE STEPHENS,
glary of habitation with the intent to com- -S.W.2d A, #5-88-00162-CR]
CA #4-Pretrial Writ-CA holds that
mit sexual assault, and then A reindicted
for sexual assault arising out of same where A was tried for DWI by causing
offense, CA holds that elements of both serious bodily injury, the factual circumprosecutions were the same and that dual stances in the instant aggravated assault
prosecutions are not permitted, since sex- case are exactly the same, thus jeopardy
ual assault was a lesser-included offense prevents hrther prosecution. PENJAMIN
in this first case, thus second convic- RIOS V. STATE, - S.W.2d ,
tion reversed. [ROBERT HERRERA V. #4-85-00536-CR]
STATE, - S.W.2d -,
#2-87EVIDENCE
072-CR]
CA #6-Multi-jurisdiction Convictions
-Where A contends that his pending pros- A. PHYSICAL EVIDENCE
ecution for aggravated assault is barred on
CA # 14-Photograpl~s/Relevancygrounds of jeopardy, since A was convicted of lesser-included offense of assault Where State introduced nude photograph
by contact in JP Court and assessed a fine, of A into evidence, which showed A with
CA reviews the evidence before them and an erection, such evidence being admitted

--
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to purportedly disprove A's defense of impotency, CA notes that there is no showing as to when photograph was taken, and
where A's expert evidence showed that
photograph must have been several years
old, prior to the time of A's impotency,
and before the date of the alleged assault,
then CA holds that the admission of this
highly prejudicial photograph was irrelevant totheissues, had no probativevalue,
and was prejudicial, thus requiring reversal. [JOE HERNANDEZ V. XTATE,
S.W.2d -,
#14-87-00184-CR]
A

B. SCIENTLFIC EVIDENCE

CA #5-Spectograph-Where State obtained voice recording of suspect, and
presented expert testimony that this voice
recording matched A's voice exactly, and
where A presented controverting expert
! testimony, CA notes that the question as
I to the admissibility of "voiceprint"
evidence is a matter of first impression in
the State of Texas; however, rnajoriry does
not review merits of complaint, as majority
concludes the evidence is overwhelming of
A's guilt without such analysis anyway; J.
McClung files 27-page concurring opinion
and would hold that spectograph (voiceprint) analysis should be held iuadmissible, and that the error was not harmless.
Obvious PDR here. [DAVID POPE V.
STATE, - S.W.2d -,
#5-8600235-CR]
CONFESSIONS
CA #2--Illegal Arrest-Where CCA
reversed CA holding that A's original arrest was illegal, and then remanded case
back to CA to determine whether illegal
arrest tainted confession, CA reviews the
evidence and finds that the arrest did taint
the confession under the authority of
Beasley v. State, 728 S.W.2d 353, and
thus conviction reversed. [JAMES STANTON V. STATE, - S.W.2d -,
#2-84-203-CR]
CA #I-DWI (Audio Tape)-Where trial
court admitted audio portion of DWI video
tape into evidence, after A's warnings and
after A had asserted right to counsel, and
video tape clearly showed arresting officer
totally disregarding A's request for counsel
and continued questioning, CA holds that
A did not waive his right to couns'el at any
time, but unequivocally invoked right to

SIGNIFICANT
DECISIONS
REPORT
MICHIGAN V. CHESTERNUT, No. 86-1824;Opinion by Justice
Blackmun: C o n c u m n ~ooinion bv
bv
< . lustice Kmnedv.
<. ioined
,
Justice ~ c d ~~au; n 1371;ids8
e
SEARCH AND SElZUllE WHETHER LAW ENFORCEMENT
OFFICERS' INVESTIGATIVEPURSUITOFINDIVIDUALIS
A FOURTH AMENDMENT "SEIZURE" DEPENDS ON ALL
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE INCIDENT:
FACTS: In early afternoon four officers were riding in a
marked police cruiser, engaged in routine patrol. As thecruiser
came to a n intersection, oneof theofficers saw a car pull over to
the curb. A man got out of that car and approached D, who was
the patrolcar nearing
standing aloneoi thecorner. When D S ~ W
the corner where he was standing, he turned and began to run.
Thcoffimrs followed D amund the corner "to see where he was
going".Thepatml car dmvealong side D fora short distance and
the officen saw Ddiscardine a numberof oacketshe oulled from
his right hand pocket. O n e 2 theofficersgbt out ofth'e patrolcar
to examine the uackarcs. di~overinathat thev contained oills.
While the officdr washiking this i n ~ p ~ i ostopped.
n , ~ hiievina that theuills contained codeine,oneof theofficersarrcsted D
f~;~ossessionof narcotics. ~ u r i n g station
a
house search other
pills, contraband and hypodermic needle were found.
ISSUE:Whether "investigatory pursuit" of a person undertaken by police constitutes a seizure under the Fourth Amendment.Th~S/CTconcludedthat under the faasofthis case police
conduct did not amount to a seizure because it would not have
communicated to a rcasonablepcrson that he was not at liberty to
ignore the police prescnce and no about his business. S/CT
r$xted a@umeni that any inv&tigatory pursuit amounts toa
seizure under Tern, v. Ohio,392 US. 1 (1968). S/CT refused to
fashion a bright-rile applicable to all investigatory pursuits, and
adhered to its traditional "contextual" approach. Fact that officer
referred to the police conduct as a %ha&" is not enough, standing
alone, to implicate Fourth Amendment. Nothing in the police cond u a here would have communicated to a reasoiiable o&on that
a n attempt to capture or otherwise intrude on his freehom of
movement was involved. For examole. therecord did not indicate
that police activated a siren or flash& that they commanded D to
halt. or disolaved anv weawns. or that thevowrated the car in
"anaggrekivc man&" tbbiock Ws coursf o;otherwisc control
thedirection or speed of his movement. Although S/CT recogni7cd that the very presenceof a police car driving parallel to a
runninn ocdestrian could be "somewhat intimidatine" it held that
this kinYdof p o ~ i c e ~ r e s n c e d onot,
e s standing alone,"constitute a
seizure. Because this was not a seizure, the police were not required to have aparticularized and objective basis for suspecting
criminal activity in order to pursue D..
CAUTION. Do not confuse this case withTCA's w e n t
opinion in Comer (No. 265-84; Aoril13.1988). In Comer D
Gas passenger in vehicle stopp& by i o l i c e . ~ h e nD exited

-
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car, he dropped syringe filled with heroine and attempted
to kick it under thecar. In that case the arresting officer lacked sufficientreasonable suspicion to initiate theinvestigatory stop which preceded Ws amst. ThusTCA held
that IYsabandonment of evidence was not voluntary, but
wasmerely the result of police unlawfulness. The key distinction is that Comer involved anillegal stop.
*,'**I

ARIZONA V. ROBERSON, No. 87-354; Opinion by Justice
Stevens;Dissenting opinion by Justice Kennedy, joined by
Chief Justice Rehnquist; Justice WConnornot participating;
June 15,1988.
INTERROGATION -DOES EDWARDS V. ARIZONA APPLY
WHEN POLICE INITIATED
INTERROGATION.FOLLOW~ - -- - -~
ING WS REQUESTFOR COUNSEL, OCCURS IN THE CONTEXT OFA SEPARATE INVESTIGATION? Majority says yes.
FACTS: On April 16,1985, D was arrested at scene of just cumpleted burglary. Arresting officer gave D Miranda warnings and
D replied that he ''wanted a lawyer before answering any questions". Threedayslater, whileD was stillincustody pursuant to
the April 16 burglary arrest, adifferent officer interrogated him
about a different burglary that had occurred April 15.That officer
was unaware D had requested assistance of counsel threedays
earlier. This second officer advised D of his rights,
and obtained
.
anincriminatingstatement.
ISSUE Whether for purposes of Edmrds v. Arizona, 451 US.
477
- (1981)
. . it makesa diffewncewhether D isauestioned about the
same offense after request for counsel, or whether he is re-interrogatcd about an unr&ted offense. S/CT was unpcrsuaded that
its bright-line rule in Eduards should not apply when police-initiated-interroeation
occurred in the contei<of a seoacate inves"
tigation.State'sargument that statementsabout different offenses,
developed at different times, by different investigators, in the
course of two wholly independent investigations, should not be
treated the same was re~ectedbv S/m as overlooking the difh e n c e between Sixth ~ m e n d k c nright
t
to counsel a i d Fifth
Amendment right against self incrimination. S/CT disagreed with
State's argument that a fresh set ofMiranda warnings would "wassure" a s u s m t who has been denied the counsel he has clearly rcquested, fiiding that the mere repetition of ~ i r a n d warnings.
a
would not overcome the uresumotion of coercion that is created
by pmlonged policecust6dy. It ii unimportant that officerconductine second intermeation did not know D had made request
forco&sel. Edwrds fo&m on the state of mind of t h e s u s k t
and not the oolice.
NOTE: s/CT recognized that police, even if they have
decided temporarily not to provide counsel, arc free to inform suspect of the facts of the second investigation as long
as this communication docs not constitute intermgation.
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BRASWELL V. UNITED STATES. No. 87-3:.Ooinion bv Chief
Justice Rehnqulsl; Dissenting opinion by Justice Kennedy,
joined by Justices Brennan, Marshall, and Scalia; June 22,1988.
SHAREHOLDER
SELF INCRIMINATION SOLE
~-~~
~
-- - - - - -- - ~OF
- - COR~
~
PORATION HAS NO FIFTH AMENDMENT PRIVILEGE
AGAINSTCOMPELLED SELF INCRIMINATION TO RESIST
SUBPOENA FOR CORPORATE RECORDS:

-

~

~

~

Custodian of corporate records mavnot resist subpoena on
ground that act of p;oduction will inchminate him in'violationof
Fifth Amendment.This ruleapplies re.qardlessof the sizeof the corporation. In this caseD was sdlk shareiolder of two mroorations.
both corporations had threediredors - D, his wife, andhis
mother; althoueh the wife and mother wereofficers of the corpr~ration,neither had any authority ovcr the businessaffairsuf
eithercorporation. S/CT reiected U s argument that thecollective
entity d&trine did not appiy whena co&oration was so small
that it constituted nothing more than a individuals alter ego.

*****
DOE V. UNITED STATES, No. 86-1753; Opinion by Justice
Blackmun; Dissenting opinion by Justice Stevens; June 22,1988.
SELF INCRIMINATION COMPELLING INDIVIDUAL TO
SIGN "CONSENT DIRECTIVE" INSTRUCTING FOREIGN
FINANCIAL INSTITUTION TO DISCLOSE RECORDS OF
ANY AND ALL BANK ACCOUNTS
TO
-~
- - WHICH
-~ - - - - -INDIVIDUAL HAS R I G H TOF WITHDRAWALDOES NOTVIOLATE FlFTII AMENDMENTI'IUVILIKE AGAINSTSELF
--INCRIMINATION:

-

~~

~~~

~

FACTS: D was target of Federal Grand Juwinvestieationinto
possible offenses arisyng from suspcctcd fraudulent m'i;nipulation
of oil cargos and rcceipt of unreprtcd income. Grand Jury subpwna d i r e a d him to producc m o r d s o f transactions and accounts at three named banks in Cayman Islands and Ucrmuda. D
produced some bank m o r d s and iestified that no additional
records responsive to the subpoena were in his possession or control. D invoked Fifth Amendment privilege against self incrimination when questioned about existence or location of additional
records. All threeforeien bands refused to comolv with eovernmcnt subpenas com&nding them to prducc'r&ords Ef account
ovcr which D had signatory authority, citing their government's
bank secrecy laws. Following remand from Fifthcircuit, t/cordered D toexccute "consent d i r ~ ~ t i v ewhichconsented
"
tudisclosure of any bank records over which D had control. When D
refused to sign he was found in civil contempt.
S/CT held that court order compelling execution of a consent
directive does not implicate Fifth Amendment. Court found that
a d of executing the firm was not "testimonial communicatiun".
Execution ofconscnt directive would have no testimonial significance because neither the form, nor its execution, commGnicates "any factual assertions, implicit or explicit, o r conveys any
information to the government". The form at issue did not acknowledge that an account in a foreign financialinstitution was in
existcnc<or that it was controlled by^. S/CT reasoned that exmution of this dircclivc wasanalvgous
. tu production of handwriting sample or voiceexemplar - a non-testimonial act.

-

*****
FRANKLIN V. LYNAUGH, No. 875546; Opinion by Justice
White; Concurring Opinion by Justice O'Connor, joined by Justice Blackmun; dissenting opinion by Justice Stevens, joined by
Justices Brennan and Marshall; June 22,1988.

-

INSTRUC
CAPITAL MURDER REFUSAL TO
- GIVE
-~
- SPECIAI.
- - TION ON MITIGATION; SICT REJECTES ARGUMENT
THAT EIGHTH AMENDMENT REOUIRES GIVING D'S SPE~~

EVIDENCE ATPUNISHMENT:
FACTS:This was the third capital murder proscculion of D
arising from well publicized robbcry/murdcr of nurse in San An~
tonio
who was found five days after her abduction, lying naked
and stabbcd in a field, and who died the fullowingday. At penaltv ohaseof D's trial. Statecalled four ooliceofficcrs who testified
6 had bad reputation as a law abidini citizen. State also proved
that D had prior conviction for rape, and called a witness who testified that D had raped her before thecrime was committed. The
onlv mitieatine evidence D oresented was a stioulation of his disc i p ~ i n a r y ' ; e c owhile
~ incarkrated from 1971-i974and 1976-1980.
D submitted five special reaucsted iurv instructions at punishment which would: have tofd the j&yihat any evidence considered by them to mitigate against the death penalty should be
taken into account in answering thespecial issues, and could
alone be enough to return a negative answer to either or both of
the two questions submitted to them at punishment. T/c declined
to give requested instructions and xavea brief charge
., which
rei6rred j;ry toall instructions pre~iouslygiven it.
Ddid not challengeconstitulionality ofTexas capital sentcncine schemeor comohin he was deniedoooortunit~to
, oresent
mGigating eviden;e to the jury. FIICIIS
uf D'sattack was that instructi~msdid not allow jury to givcadequate weight to mitigating evidenceuf his guud behavior while in prison and that Eighth
Amendment was violated because jury was not afforded opportunity tugive independent mitigating weight to thecircumstances
D prcsented.S/CI'reaffirmed that Texasdeath penaltv scheme
cohtinues topass constitutionalmuster. ~ ~ e c i f i ~ a l l ~ , ~ ~ x a s
scheme adequately allows jury to consider mitigating aspects of
the crime and unique characteristics of the defendant
andthereforesufficiently provides forjury discretion even though
mitigating evidenceis employed in theTexas scheme "only to inform the jury's consideration of the answers to the special issue
ouestions".
NCYIE:S/CI'hasgranfedcert.ro address mitigation issue
challcnees in another caoital murdcr aocal. TCDLA has
filed ~ m i c u brief.
s

..

.

*****
PAlTERSON V. ILLINOIS, No. 86-7059: Ooinion bv luslice
While; Di~sentingopinion by ~ustice~l&k;nun;Di&ting
opinion bv luslice Stevens. ioined bv lustices Brennan and MarIUGHTTO COUNSEL- DOES SIXTII AMENDMENT
PROHIBITPOLICE FROM INITIATING INTERROGATION
OF AN INI)ICIFD, IN- CUSTODY DEFENDANT WHO IS
NOTYET REPRESENTED BY ATTORNEY AND WIIO IIAS
NOT REQUEST ASSISTANCE OFCOUNSEL7 S/CT says no.
FACTS: On August 21,1983, D and other members of a street
gang became involved in fight with of rival gang. A second fight
took place at a home sometime later, and D and three other gang
members bwt CW, helatcr dicd.That afternoon local police obtained warrants for the arrest of the gang on charges OX battery
and mob action in connection with the first fight. Oneof thearrested gang members gave policc a statement concerning the first
fight and also implicated Din CW's murdcr. A few hours later, D
was apprehended. I-lewas informed of his Miranda rights and
volu&ered to answerquestions. D gave a statement concerning
the initial fight between the rivalgangs, but denied knowing anything about CW's death. D was held in custody. On August 23, D
3nd two other gang members were indicted for murder of CW.
When D was told of indictment heasked officer which eane mem3ers had bccn charged with murdcr, and when he lcarkd ;hat
me member had bccn omitted from !heindictment, asked "why
wasn't heindicted, hcdid everything". D bcgan to explain that
:here was a witness who would support his version of crime. Of-
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ficer interrupted D and gave himaMiranda waiver form. D
signed form, waiver, and gave lengthy statement to policeconcemine murder.
I S S ~Did
: warnings which D kwivcd adquately inform him
of Sixth Amendment right to counsrl; what significanceattaches
to fact that interviews occurred porl indiclmnl?
S/CTrejeded claim that becauxSixth Amcndment right to
counsel arose with indictment, polico were thereafter barred frum
initiating meeting with D. Facts here are unlike pre-indictment
suspect who while being interrogated, asserts Fifth Amendment
right to counsel and undcr Edwards v. Arizona. 451 US. 477 (1981)
c&not bequestioned unless he initiatcsa meeting. Here D had at
no timesought to excrrcise his right to havecounsel present. Fact
that D's Six& Amendment righ<to counsel cameink existence
with hisindictment did not distinguish him from pre-indictment
interroeatee
whose rieht
to counsel is in existence and available
s,
c,
for him to exercisc while he is being questioned. S/CT holds that
"the essence of Edwards is orescrvine" the inteeritv
" ,of accuwd's
choice to communicate with police only through counsel - not barrinean accused from makinean initial electionas to whether face
staye's officers during quest&ing with the aid of counsel, or go it
alone".
RlGHT TO COUNSEL - VALID WAIVER:
S/CTalso rejected Ws claim that questioning him without
counsel present violated Sixth Amendment because D did not
validly waive his right to have counsel present during interviews.
The issue is whether D's waiver of counsel was "knowing and intelligent". S/CT held that as a general matter, an accused who is
admonished withMiranda wamings has been sufficiently apprised of the nature of his Sixth Amendment rights. And theconseauenceof abandonine them: therefore waiver on this basis
wduld be considered i ~ e l l i g eand
~ t knowing. S/CTrejected argument that because a Sixth Amendment right may be involved, it is
more difficult to waive than its Fifth Amendment counterpart. Instead, S/CT adopted "pragmatic" assessment of the usefulness of
counsel to the accused at each particular proceeding, and the
danger to the accused of going forward without counseLThe
majority held that and accused's waiver of his right to counsel is
"knowing" when he is made aware of these basic facts. Therefore,
whatever wamings suffice for Miranda purposes will also be sufficient in thecontext of post indictment questioning. Just because
formal adversarial ~roceedineshavebeeun.
" . does not substantially increase thevalu'eof counGl to an accused at questioning or expand the limited purposean attorney scrvcs whin an accured is
questioned by authorities. S/CTcould not discern a substantial
difference between the usefulness of a lawyer to a suspect during
custodial interrogation and hisvalue to an accused at post indictment questioning.
MURRAY V. UNITED STATES, No. 86-995; Opinion by Justice
Scalia; Dissenting opinion by Justice Marshall, joined by Justice
Stevens and O'Connor; Ilissenting opinion by Justice Stevens;
Justices Brennan aud Kennedy not participating; June 27,1988.
SEARCH AND SEIZURE -WARRANTS -INDEPENDENT
SOURCE FOURTll AMENDMENT DOES NOTlRliQUllRE
SUPPRESSION OF EVIDENCE INITIALLY DISCOVERED
DURING 0FL:ICERS' ILLEGAL ENTRY OF PRIVATE
PREMISES. 11: EVIDENCE IS ALSO DISCOVERED DURING
LATER S I ~ A P C H
PURSUANT TO VALID WARRANT WHICH
IS W1IOI.I.Y 1NI)EPENDENTOI:INITIALlLLECAL ENTRY:
FACTS: D and others suspected of illegal drug activitics wore
under surveillance. Officerssaw D driving vehicle into and later
out of warehouse. As D exited, officers sawthat warehousecontained tractor trailer rig bearing long container. D turned his
vehicle over to Y, who was in turn followed and ultimately arrested; thevehicle was seized and found to contain marijuana. Ac-

-
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tine on this information. several agents forced their wav into
wakhouseand saw numerous b&ap wrapped bails. Agents left
without disturbine bailsand did not return until thev had obtained a search w&rant for warehouse. When agentsapplied for
warrant, thev did not mention prior entry or include any recitations about &hat they saw durLng that eitty. Once the warrant.
had issued, agents re-entered warehouse and seized 270 bails of
marijuana an'd other evidencenf crime.
ISSUE: Docs Fourth Amendment require suppression of
evidence initially discovered as a consequence of an unlawful
search, when that cvidenceis laterobtained indcpndently from
activities not tainted by the initial illegality?
This is a disputeover the scope of the "independent sonrcc"
doctrine. Heresearch made oursuant to warrant was. in theview
of S/CT majority, a genuineiy independent source ofthe information and taneible evidence. An indeoendent source could not
have been f&nd if theagent's decision to seek the warrant had
been orornoted bv what had been seendnring the initial ill~xal
enttyorif informkion gathered during that &try had k n
orescnted to the maxistrateand effected hisdecision toissue the
&arrant. Although kvnowledge that themarijuana was in the
warehouse was made at the timeof the unlawful entry, that same
knowledge wasalsoacquired at thetimeof theentry pursuant to
the warrant. Maiority reasons that i f this lateracquisition of
knowledee
s, wasnot iesult of earlier entrv.
,. there was no reason not
to apply the indcpndent source doctrine.
NOTE: Indepndent sourcedoctrine has also k n a p p l i c d
inaSixth Amendment context and a Fifth Amendment context S/CT notes that "inevitable discovery" doctrine is an
extrapolation from the indepcndent sourcedoctrine -"Since
the tainted evidcncc would beadmissible if in fact discovered through an independent wnrce, it should bcadmissible i f it inevitably would have beondiscovered."

. .

-

THOMPSON V. OKLAHOMA, No. 86-6169; Opinion b y Justice
Stevens; Concurring opinion by Justice O'Connor; Dissenting
opinion by Justice Scalia, joined b y Justices Rehnquist and
White; Justice Kennedy not participating; June 29,1988.
CAPITAL I'UNISIIMENT- EIGHTH AMENDMENT RAN ON
CRUEL AND UNUSUAI. I'UNISIIMENT I'ROIIIBITS EXECUTION OFPERSON UNDER SIXTEEN YEARS OF AGE AT
THE TIME OF OFFENSE.

,****
COY V. IOWA, No. 866757; Opinion b y Justice Scalia; Concurring opinion b y Justice O'Connor, joined by Justice White; Dissenting opinion by Justice Blackmun, joined b y Chief Justice
Rehnquist; Justice Kennedy not participating: June 29,1988.
CONI~RONTATION SIXTHAMENDMENTIREQUIIRIIS
',FACE-TO-FACE" -STATUTE AUTHORIZING "IRAPliSHIELD" FOR CHILD SEXUAL ASSAULTVICTIMS STRUCK
DOWN;
Iowa statute allowed complaining witness'to testify either via
closed circuit televisionor behind a screen.
FACTS: D was arrested, charged and tried for sexually assaulting two 13year old girls who were campingout in the backyard
of the house next door to him. Accordine to the <eirls'
testimonv.
,
,. D
entered their tent after they were asleep, wearing a stocking over
his head, shining a flashlight in their cycs, and warning them not
to look at him; neither girl was able todoscribe his face. At trial,
the State moved to allow the CW's to testify either by closcd circuit television or behind a rreen. T/C approved uscof large
screen to be placed between D and witness stand during girls tcstimony. After certain lighting adjustments in courtroom, scrwn
would enable D dimly to perceive witnesses, but girls would be
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unable to see D at all. D obiected strenuouslv to use of screen
based on Sixth mendm me it confrontation rfght.
1IEI.D: Sixth Amendment gives criminal defendant right to be
confronted with the witnesscsagainst him.Thisright toconfrontation equals a right to face-to-faceconfrontation. S/CT reiected
State's'argumeit that confrontation interest at stake her; was outweighed by necessity of pmteding victims of sexual abuse.
Majority recognized that in past, S/CT has indicated that rights
conferred by confrontation clause are not absoluteand may give
way to "other important interests", however, thoserights w&c
not the right to "cwnfrontation" but rather the implicit right of
cross examination.
CAUTION: S/CT left open question of whether "an)" excevtions to this rieht to face-to-face confrontation exists.
S ~ didT reject S?ate'sargument that statute created alegislativelv imvosed vresumvtion of trauma. Here there were
no individhalized findin& that these particular chid witnesses needed special ~rotedion.
S/CTalso r e c o g n i h thth;t cunfrontationclauseviolationsare
subject to harmless error analysis. Denial of face-to-faceconfrontation will be treated the same. However, an assessment of harmlessness cannot include cunsideration of whether the witnesses'
testimony would have been unchanged (with the jury's assessment unaltered), had there been the required face-to-faceconfrontation.

-

~

deals with comvleted unlawfulac~uisitionofDrowrtv. In contrast,
Scdion 32.32cdvers thedmptivc'makingof'a fakc &atcment in
order to obtain propcrty.Thcdistinction betwcen the two
provisions is that Scctiun 31.03 (general theft statute) requires actual aquisitionof property by unlawful means. Under rhcse facts,
theactual acquisition was accon~plish~d
by false pretext. In contrast. Scxiion 32.32only requires thcact of making such a statement; acquisition is ndta required element of an ;ffunffensc under
Seaion32.32.Thus the key distinction between the two provision
is whether D in fact receives any property. TCA found that Section 32.32 is not a "sspecial"statute which would encompass all
thefts by false preteit. It can, however, be considered a iesser included offense of the general theft provision if the State fails to
prove acquisition or d u e of prop&ty.

~

Robert ZANI, No. 1211-84; Opinion b y Judge Clinton; Concurring opinion by Judge White, joined by Judges Davis and McCormick; Concurring and Dissenting opinion by Judge Onion;
Concurring and Dissenting opinion by Judge Teague; June 29,
1988.

-

HYPNOTICALLY INDUCED TESTIMONY PREDICATES
FORADMISSIBILITY;
U A AFFIRMED AT679 S.W.2d 144.
FACTS: D was prosecuted in 1981for offenseof murder with
malice under 1925Penal Code; offense was alleged to have k e n
committed on Juiy 23,1967du&1~cunveniencesture shuuting.
State'scascrcsted primarilvon circumstantial evidence.Onlyone
witness purportedto see din store. While that witness was h d e r
hypnosis hegave adescription of a man he saw behind the store's
cointer. ~ f t ; thescssion'the witness picked D's pictureout of a
photo spread. Prior to hypnosis, the witnesscould only remumber
that hchad scena whitemale in thc store. Uv the timeof trial. the
witness was"pusitive" D was the man he had seen. The circumstantial evidence included the facts that shortlv after the kiliing, certain items on the store's checkout counter hHd D's
fineervrints: however. D worked at the store.
~ ~ k g r a n t discr&onary
ed
review toaddrcssquustion oxprcssly left open in its opinion in Vcsferv. Sfntc, 713 S.W.2d 920 whether hypnotically induced testimony is admissiblu inl'exas.
United States Supreme Court expressed no opinion on the
validity of imposing a per se rule of inadmissibility concerning
hvonoticailv refresh& testimonv of anv witnessother than theacc&d. %e,kockv. Arkansas, 1 0 7 k ~ t2j04
. (1987). TCA declined to
adopt a per se ban. Rather, TCA held that reliabilitvof such
cvidcn4 must bedemonstrated and its trustworthiness shown by
clear and convincing evidence, including the following six part
predicate; 1. training and competencoof hypnotist; 2. absenceof
avert of subtle suggustiun of answers during hypnotic
session; 3.
.*
written or records account of the facts as the hypnosis subject
remembers them prior to undergoing hypnosis; 4. creating recordings of all contacts between hypnotist and subject;5. presence of
~ t h egersons
r
other than hypnotist and subject; 6. appropriateness
3f using hypnosis with a kind of memory loss involved; and the
sxistenceof any evidence to cooberate the hypnotically enhanced
testimonv.
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
If the k)pnotically induced testimony has been shown by clear
md convincineevidence to be trustworthv. and if it allowed into
zvidence, ~ ~ L f u r t hrules
e r that o p p o n e ~ ~ h o uthen
l d be alowed to adduceexpert testimony before the jury which points
~ uboth
t thedangers of hypnosis in generaland any perceived
iefects in the particular hypnotic session at issue.
RIGHT TO COUNSEL - PRE-INDICTMENT HYPNOTIC SES$IONOF WITNESS: TCA rejects argument that Sixth Amendment
q u i r e s presence of counsel during hypnotic session of witnesses
hen the hypnosis occurs prior to indictment. TCA reasoned that

-

Danen Dean KEIMIG, No. 902-83; Opinion by Judge McCorrnick; June 29,1988.
MISJOINDER OFOFFENSES -TRIAL OBJECTION NOT
NECESSARY TOPRESERVE ERROR:
U A REVERSED AT 669 S.WSd 121.
D was charged in two count information with offenses of theft
over $200.00 and burglary of a building. He pled guilty, and following P S I . was sentenced for ten years for theft count and twenty years for burglary count. C/A had found offense were
improperly joined in singleindictment and that requirements of
Articie21.24a, V.A.C.C.P, were not met - they were not offenses
arising out of same criminal episode. C/A reformed judgment to
reflect conviction onlv for offensecontained in count one (theft).
. .
TCA rejected State's &ument that misjoinder of offenses in same
indictment is waived if raised for the first time on appeal.
***a*

Sandra CHENEY, No. 1064-84; Opinion by Judge McCormick;
Concurring opinion by Judge Clinton; Judge Teague Dissents;
Judge Duncan not participating; June 29,1988.
THEFT- SPECIAL VERSUS GENERALPROVISIONS:
FACTS: D purchased various items under an open account
with furniture store. She obtained a bank loan secured by her execution of a promissorv note and securitvaereement coverine the
furniture. ~ i h c usedihe
n
money ior pu;po~esotherthan
off the furniture, and the bank was unable toenforce its security
agreemcnt.Thc bank loan was never repaid. D wascharged wkh
fclonv theft under Section 31.03. P.C. D claimed that sheshould
havebcen charged with the mis~demeanur~~ffcnseof
making a
false statement to obtain property or cndit under Section 32.32
IJ.C..
C/A reversed conviction holding that evidence would also support a conviction under~caion32.f2(false statements made to obtain pmycrtv orcredit). C/A reasoned that becauseScxtion 32.32.
is a ipecAificstatute, it should control over the general statuteof
theft.
TCA reversed C/A's reversal. TCA reasoned that Section 31.03

.,

-

because formal advemrial p r o d i n g s had not been initiated, ho
denial of right to counseloccurred.
IURY INSTRUCTIONS - HYPNOTICALLY INDUCBDTESTIMOW Dargucd that he wanted a spccial instru:tion to the
jury that the witness's hypnotically refreshed testinony is to be
considenxi and wieehcd carefullv and that the iurv was not to
placeany greater wzight on that iestimony.~ckrioted that such
aninstruction would amount to acomment on the weirrht of the
evidence in violation of Articie36.14 V.A.C.C.P..

-

$.***
David Leslie CULVERHOUSE, No. 39745; Opinion by Presiding Judge Onion; Dissenting Opinion by Judge Clinton; Dissenting opinion by JudgeTeague; Judge McCormick concurs;
Judge Miller Dissents to point of error one (shackles) joins
majority disposition of point of error two (stand by counsel);
June 29,1988.
PRESUMPTION OE INNOCENCE DEFENDANT
SHACKLED DURING TRIAL; ATTRIALD APPEARED
BEFORE THE JURY IN LEG IRONS, HAND CUEPS AND A
"BELLY BAND": UA found there had been no abuse of discretion by Uj in ordering this procedure. Record affirmativeIy
reflects that D hadassaulted his owncourt appointed attorney
in court several weeks prior to trial durine d a l of cornvanion
case,and that Vj witnessed that assault.
NOTE: Be aware that the mere fact D demonstrates good
conduct durine the trialin which he is shackled does not
mean that the &ision to restrain him was an abuseof discretion bv t/i.
KICHTTO~ O ~ ~ N S- THE
E I . CONTINUING SAGA or:PER
SE KKI'RESENTATION AND STANDBY COUNSEL:
FACTS: At the timcof the hearing on pretrial motions,court
appointed counsel infurmcd t/j that D wanted himdismirsed.
That rcqucst was denied. D then asserted his right to self rcprescntation.Thc t/iaranted that roquest but ao~ointedthe sameattorney as standbj;founsel. D ask& that the%omey be removed
from the case all together and the attorney joined in the request.
T/jdenied.lmmediately prior to trial D again orally asked that attorney be removed becauseof conflict of interests and q u e s t e d
aovointment of other counsel. That motion was denied. D reores&tcd himself at trial. C/A found noevidence in record thaiws
attorney suffered from conflict of interests. C/A further held that
the decision of whether to dismiss standby counsel on the basis of
conflict of pcrsonalities lics within sound discretion of t/c.TCA
agrccd.TCA noted that t/c has authority toap oint standby counsel even over objectionsof an unwilling defen ant. I-lercattorney
participated only briefly in thetrial proceedings, and only then
with Ws reuuest and t/c's aooroval. Kecord rcfleas attorncv did
not interferi with Ws pro ~e'rk~resentation
and there was nb unsolicited. unwarranted ~articioationbvstandbvcounselsoas to
interferc.with Ws~ixth'~menhmcnt
right tosif r~~rescntation.
DISSENTINCOPINION (IUDCE CLINTON): IudecClinton was concerned about the interplay between thz p i n t of
error concerning shacklesand the appointment of standby
counsel. His conclusion was that t/c sought to hold hostage
the exercise of one right against the other - saying ineffed,
"Yourother option is to 60 to trial withassistance of counsel, your past physical repction of whom now serves to
destroy your presumption of innocence".

-

-
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John Walton ALEXANDER, No. 75245; Opinion by Judge McConnick; Presiding Judge Onion Dissents to remand; Judge
Campbell not participating; June 29,1988.
U A AFEIRMED AT 692 S.W.2d 563.
EXTRANEOUS OFFENSES REVIEW FOR HARM UNDER

-
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TEX.R.APP.P., RULEBI(B)Q:
FACTS: D was convicted of agzi'avaked sexual assault. He was
charged with inserting his finge&o the vagina of a four ycar old
child while she was being babysat by D's wife. During State's case
in chief. State intnduced evidencc that D had fondled another
child Gho was also in the care of his wiEe at the same time as the
victim. This six year old testified before the jury, over Ws OFFtion, that while she was in the kitchen of the babysittef s house, D
out his hands inside her shorts and rubbed her vadnal area. She
iestificd that Dalso took her into thebathmom an'd asked if he
could kiss her vaginal area and that she told him no. D testified
that he had n e v e h n alone with any of the children in his wifds
care and denied any miscondua.T/c justified admission of extraneousoffense by finding that it was sufficientlysimilar in nature to demonstrate a continuing scheme or courseof conduct by
D, and that the extraneousoffe&edemonstrated the unnatural attraction of D to young girls of tender ages. In t/c charge to jury,
court
instructed ,iutv
~-~~~~
,that thev could onlvconsider extranews offensc in dctermining scheme, dcsign. or course of conduct.
C/A affirmcd without benefit of TCA's ooinion in Boutwellv.
Sfale, 719 S.W.2d 164. In Boutwell,TCA disatowed langua e that
extraneousoffenses were admissible to show the unnaturafattentiun D paid to childmn. Judgment of C/A was vacated and causc
remanded to determine in light of Boutwell, if t/c erred in admitting evidence. TCA stmsed'ihat test would be whether admission
was harmful to D under Rule 81.
CONFRONTATION- CHILD VICTIM VIDEOTAPE - HARM
ANALYSIS: Ws opinion was affirmed by C/A prior to decision of
TCA in Long v. Slate, 742S.W.2d 302, holding Article 38.071,
V.A.C.CP., unconstitutionalonn confrontation and due process
rounds. case was remanded with instructions to C/A to conduct
arm analysis as to admission of videotaped recording.
Similarlv. in Clarann PIERCE. No. 273-87. decided lunc 28.
1988, ~ Y i n d e c e n qwith a chiid conviction was remanded'
to C/A todetermineifintroduction of videota~edtestimony of childvictim was harmless under~ule81.
See also Freddie Lee CLARK, No. 612-87; June 29,1968.
~~~~~~~

e;
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Ricardo MORENO, No. 763-86; Opinion by Judge White; Concurring opinion by Judge Clinton, joined by Judge Duncan;
Concurring and Dissenting opinion by Judge Teague; June 29,
1988.
UA REVERSED AT 711 S.W.2d 382.
SUFFlCIhNCY OF EVIDENCE KNIFE AS IIEADLY
WEAPON, INTENTTO COMMIT MURDER

-

FACTS: D was convicted of attemoted ca~italmurder of a
pcnccoffinr. Officer was called to al;artmeni complex on unrelated matter. Whileatcomolexoffin.f sattention wasdinrtcd
toward another disturbance, across the street, involving D -who
was intoxicated and brandishing a large hunting knife. When officer approached, D began coming toward him with knife.Officer
stopped and began backing away, ordering D in both Spanish and
English to drop the knife. D shouted "kill me" and continued his
advance, refusinrr to drop the knife. The officer, whilebacking
away, dmpp& & clip&anl and nightstick inorder Lo drawhis
gun and radio for backup. L) forced officerback for a total of 30 to
POfcct, slowly narrowing thedistance bctwccn the two men.
rhmughout this two or thrcc minute interval officer continued to
xder Dto dmp knife, and Dresponded with statements like "no,
vou will have to Id11mefirsf', and "shoot me in front of all of
:hcsepcuplc". When Dcamewithin 4 fcct of theofficer, he lunged
~ uwith
t the knifcdircctd at thcoffinfsmidsection.Offinr
lumped back to avoid being stabbed and shot D once in the hand.
D halted momentarily and then lunged at officer again. Officer
;hot D a sccond time in stomach.Officer testified he was in fear of

his lifeand numerous bystanders testified they thought the officer
was in life threatening danger.
C/A found this evidence insufficient to provean intent to commit murder. C/A rasuned that because kdfe is not a deadly
wcapnn
. -per sc, its inattcr of trccdctermincs whether it is a deadly
weapon.
TCA rejected C/A approach and reasoned that when D uses a
wcapon iisuch a nlankr that an intent to kill is exhibited, thcn
an intent to kill can be dircctly concluded and it is unneccrsary to
take an extra step in determiningin whether the weapon is now a
"deadly weapon". Thevery fact that a weapon was used in a
deadiv manner answers the~uestion.It becomes unimportant
whct6er the knifecan actnaliy bedefincd nsa d a d l y &aPn - insread, the sufficiencvreview focuseson thc relevant infercncesof
Ws intent from his &ts, words, and deeds. TCA concluded that a
rational jury could have found that D had requisite intent to kill.
PRESERVATION OF ERROR - OBJECTION SUFFICIENT:The
State attempted to impeach D with prior unadjudicated bad acts,
and so cross examined him concerning his action of previously
firing guns within his apartment complex. D has not been
charged.- or convicted. of these collateral offenses. Ws obiection.
"Judge, o b i j t to this lineofquestioning, this is going toother art5
that are irrelevant t : ~this matter" was found by TCA to be timely,
to comport with his objectionon appeal, and to bc specificcnough
to apprisc t/cof the basis uf objection.

tion to object.
D next complains that Dr. Grigson (''Dr. Death") was allowed
to testify at punishment, without objection, regarding Ws futurc
dangernusness. Grigson had not examined D, and based upon
hypothetical facts (following those in Ws case), Grigson testified
he was 100%sure that D would constitute a continuing threat to
society. TCA found no ineffectiveness in counsel's failure to object.Maprity reasoned that becausehypothetical testimony isadmissible to support an affirmative finding on the second special
issue, trial counsel was under no obligation to object and do to
what would amount to a futileact. In fact, D presented testimony
from Dr. Houston, based on the same hypothetical facts, that he
was unable to form an opinion purely from the hypothesis. Dr.
Houston further testified before the jury that the American
Psychiatric Associationdiscouraged makinga diagnosis based
solely on hypothcticals. Additionally, the record reflected that
trial counsel conducted a vigorous cross examination of Dr. Grigson effectivelycasting "at least some doubt on his theories".
Finally D complained that trial counsel presented an insufficient defenseon the punishment issues. However, the record
reflects D presented seven witnesses for thedefense during the
unitary p r o c d i n g . One, an investigator lor theDistrict
Attorney's office, testified he had known D as a child and stated D
had a"gwd" reputation. Similar testimony was adduced from
other businessmen and law enforcement officers.TCA concluded
that each of theseclaims failed to meet the first step of Strickland v.
Washington, 104 SCt. 2052 (1964).

Ilavid Lee IIOI.I.AND, No. 69649; Opinion by Judge Ilavis;
Judge Clinton dissents to diopusitinn of p i n t uf errur five (sufficient of evidence to suppnrt affirmativeanswer to special issue
two); Judge Tcagueconcurs in rcsults;Judgc Campbell not participating; July 13,1988; Capital Murder Conviction affirmed.
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CAPITAL MURDER PLEA OF GUILTY WAS NOT DENIAL
OF BIFURCATED TRIAL REQUIRED BY ARTICLE37.07(1) IN
CAPITAL CASES:
FACTS: Following lengthy voir dire 1)entercd plea of guilty to
capital murder in front of iurv. A unitarv ~ r o c m l i n gfollowcd
wfth the submission of te&imony and eGihence by b&h sides,
after which jury was instructed to return a verdict of guilty and to
answer the special issues on punishment. TCA held that plea of
guilty before jury in capitalcaseconstitutesa trial by jury whether
such proceeding is "bifurcated" or "unitary". TCA found no error
in manner in which iury was charged to return an instructed verdict in thesame inst;u&ent which-gave thechargeon punishment.
INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OFCOUNSEI. - ALLEGATIONS
UASEDON PLEA 01:GUIL'IY INCAPI'I'AI. MURDEKTKIAL
AND FAILURE TO OBJECT
In the first of a five prong attack on trial counsel's acts and
omissions, the cumulative effcdof which D claims showed ineffective assistance by trialcounsel, D asserted that he was denied
effectweassistanceof counsel when his attorney "allowed" or "advised" D to plead guilty to a capital charge. The w o r d was not
clear whether D was advised by counsel or wanted to plead guiltv.TCA could not find that the choice of the vleawas strateeicaliv
inwrm.t or unacceptablc.'lCA cited t o e v i d c n c e m a r s h a ~ l ~'b ~
Sratcaaainst D.includine D'snwn incriminatine statements.
D Lixt chal<engedthe rcprescntation of his trial attorney for
counsel's failurc toobicd when t/c granted State's challonee for
~
no merit to thL
cause to four prospectke jurors. T C found
claim. Threeof four ums~ectiveiurors had stated thevcould not
vote for the dcath P:nalt) or tha; they would hold th; Statc! to
higher burden of pnmf than r~uluiredbv law. The fourth iuror admked he had pleb guilty and bken conkcted of a class o offense
inMarch, 1981. Such a conviction formisdemeanor theft was snfficient toconstitineand absolutcdisq~lalificationfor his jury scrvicc
under Articie35.19 V.A.C.C.P.. lkxausc each of the four pmsrxutive jurors were properly excused, counsel was under ndoblka-

.,
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Will Frank WESTBROOK, No. 70-212; Opinion by Judge Miller;
Concurring opinion by Judge Clinton; July 13,1988.
PRE-TRIAL BOND - ORAL ORDER DENYING BAIL:
D appealed from an oral order denying bail pursuant to Section lla, Article 1, Texas Constitution. FACTS: D was found guilty
on 2/5/88 of the offense of possession of amphetamineiess than
28 grams. He fiied noticeof appealand received a$5,OW.00 appeal bond. Then on 5/10/88 D was arrested and charged with aggravated possession of methamphetamineof over 400 grams. D
was denied bond on the second charged offense. The presiding
judge orally granted State's Motion to Deny Bail based on fact that
D was out on bond when he committed the second offense.
TCA remanded to district court for the setting of bail. Section
l l a requires that orders denying bail bein writing and entered
within seven days after incarceration. Thus, an oral order denying
bail is invalid. Moreover, a district court lacks jurisdiction to deny
bail seven days after incarceration.
PRACTICE GUIDE: It is typical, particularly in a preliminary initial appearance, for t/j to deny bail orally, and for
the clerk to make anotation on the docket sheet or minutes
of thecase. That type of finding is not sufficient for purposes of Seaion Ila. It is not unusual for the State to urge
"no bail" at the initial appearance. If the t/j fails to makea
written order denying bail then after seven days have
passed, D is entitled to reasonable bail.

*****
Notman GREEN, No. 69>78; Opinion by Judge Duncan; Dissenting Opinion by Presiding Judge Onion, jyined by Judge McCotmick; July 13,1988; Capital Murder Conviction Remanded.
MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL - STATE'S FAILURE TO CONTROVERT:
FACTS: D was convicted of capital murder and received the
death penalty. After sentencingD timely fiied and presented to
the t/c a sworn written Motion for New Trial. The Motion contained an affidavit of Ws sister, alleging that she had overheard
three female jurors discussing thecase with the deceased's
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mother. TheState did not Ale controverting affidavits.The Motion
for NewTrial was overruled by operationof law without a hearing.
TCAfound the affidavit submitted was sufficient to show that
reasonable grounds existed for believing that the jurors had convcrscd withan unauthorized person. Thus, D wasentitlal to a
hearing on his Motion for New Trial. TCA abated appeal and
remanded to t/c.
**..a

William EVANS, No. 981-87; Per Curiam opinion; Con~IIrring
and dissenting opinion by Judge Teague; July 20,1988.
U A REVERSED AT 732 S.W.2d 703.
"HAVE YOU HEARW' QUESTIONS FACTS SURROUNDING COMMISSION OFPRIOR OFFENSE:
C/A reversed aggravated robbery conviction based on D.A.'s
"havevou heard" auestion of Ws reoutation witness. TCA acknbwlhged
rule that state i;prohibited from eliciting
facts about the commission of an offense. for which D has been
criminal record.
convicted, which forms a part of his
However, TCA held that this rule does not aovern "have you
heard" q&tions posed on cross-examination to a r e p u t a h witness. During such cross examination, State is permitted to ask witnesses if they have heard of a specific act of misconduct
inconsistent with the reputation to which they have testified.TCA
cautions that proof of t6e prior criminal recod of an accused and
thescope of proper cross- examination of a reputation witness are
not to be
- - confused.
- -- -- - -PRACTICE GUIDE: TCA cautions that this trial occurred in
lanuarv 1986. Sincethat time rules ~ertaininato roof of
charac(er by reputation have been 'changed<odewhat" See
Tex.R.Cr.Evid. Rules 404(C) and 405(A).

-

-
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Mitchell D. LOWEREY, No. 369-86; Opinion by Judge Davis;
September 14,1988.
CONFRONTATION -CHILD VIDEOTAPE LONG REAFFIRMED:
C/A affirmed D's aggravated sexual assault conviction prior
to TCA's opinion in Long v. State, 742 S.W.7.d 304. Here child cum.
plainant never testified. TCA reaffirmed its decision in Long.
More significantly, TCA cited to recent decisionof United States
Supreme Court in Coy v. Iowa (decision reported above) as "conceptually similaf'to ;he issueof child vidcbtape statutes. Cause
was remanded to C/A to determine harmfulness of introduction
of videotape in light of entire record.

-

Benito Govella CAPISTRAN, No. 60,873; Opinion by Judge
Clinton; Presiding Judge Onion and Judge Teague concur in
result; September 14,1988.
STIPULATION OF EVIDENCE -FAILURE TO COMPLY
WITH ARTICLE 1.15, V.A.C.C.P. "INVITED ERROR":
FACTS: At theoutset of second trial, while t/j wasdiscussing
waiver of trial by jury (Article1.13, V.A.C.C.P.) attorney for codefendant, Ws wife, asked court to take judicial noticeof evidence
taken at trial previously held. Co-Ws attorney asked fur "agree
ment and stipulation"; D.A. sought and obtained understanding
that "all concerned and theappellatecourt would take it as being
presented to you as the judge rather than to the jury as it was
originally". D thenaskcd to adopt the Motion of his co-D in
response toquestioning from t/j, D stated that heunderstood that
i u d ~ would
e
decide h ~ auilt
s or innocence which he heard at an
&[er trial without the k e s s i t y of the evidence being presented

-
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to him aeain. D further stated that heunderstood this was being
done wihout his waiving any rights he had toappell~tereview
concerning rulings t / j madeon admissibility of evidence from
first trial. Record contained written waiver of trial by jury, executed by D and his attorney, showing consent and approval of
the District Attorney and order of t/c. The form uscd for waiver
of jury trial was enlitid "application to waive trial by jury - plea
of guilty"; however, the"pleaof guilty" language was struck
throuah as were other portions reciting waivers of rights or
privil&es generally pe'rtaining to a plea of guilty.
On original submission, panel of TCA found there had not
been a written agreement to stipulate as required by Article 1.15.
The panel reasoned that there was then no evidence of guilt
which could be considered on review. The judgment was
reversed and remanded.
On rehearing TCA rejected that approach, found there was a
valid waiver despite the non-compliance with Article 1.15,and
relied on the doctrine of invited error. TCA reasoned that D knew
he had already been afforded esrntialprotections guarantml by
Article1.15 - State had introducd into the record beforea jury
evidence showing his guilt, during that trial witnesses h a d a p
peared and been sworn and confronted D, and Ws attorney had
every opportunity to cross examine them. Dalso knew it was
withinhis power to requirestate to reprise the jurytrial.
However, D intentionally relinquished that right and all others inherent in a jury trial when heasked the court to decide the issue
of his euiit from the testimonvof the record in the former trial.
TCA &soned that if the fork of Article 1.15 "is even implicated"
it muld find that thesubslanceof that Article was accomplished.
In effect, what occurred here was a bench trial on a recod already
made in a jury trial presided over by the same judge. The absence
of a written "proper agreement" in the record came from the fact
that the boiler plate of Article 1.15, which did appear on the face
of the form "application to waive trial by jury- plea of guilty"
was crossed out in the apparent belief that it was not appropriate
in the typeof "not guilty" trial before the court which D and his
co-D asked t/c to conduct.Thus, any flaw in the language of the
waiver was caused by Ws own action.
JUDICIAL NOTICE - TRANSCRIPT OFTRIAL FOLLOWING
MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL:
FACTS: D claimed error when t/c took "judicial notice" of
proceedings in the initial trial. D argued that the effect of granting
a new trial is to place the cause in the same position it would have
been in before any trial would have taken place, argking that at
thesecond bench trial, the Statedid not introduce into evidence
the prior testimony when the case wascalled for trial the second
time.
TCA rejected this argument for much the same reasons it used
in the waiver argument. "Once the parties had stipulated and
agreed to the procedure for bench trial, appellant will not be
heard to obiect that the trialcourt erroneously complied with his
agreement."
SUFFICIENCY OF EVIDENCE CIRCUMSTANTIAL- POSSESSIONOF CONTROLLEDSUBSTANCE:
FACTS: Officers executed search and arrest warrant based on
confidential informant's tip. Warrant called for arrest of D, among
others. When officers arrived, several people were in the house
watching television; Dand his wife(co-D) - brother and sister-inlaw of the tenant, temporary houseguests; Lawrenceand Alice
Capitran, tenants of the premises; Robert and Maria Inngoria,
parentsof AliccCapitran, together with their daughter, visitors;
several children of Lawrcncc Capitran. Officers immediately wad
Miranda warnings to everyone. There was no evidence to shbw
that anvone madean effort to flee or futivemovements; there was
no testimony regarding odor of marijumaon premises or any person being under influenceof drugs; there was no testimony that
marijuana was found on the person of anyone present. Subs*
quent search resulted in finding seven plastic baggies of
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marijuanain washing machine and bathroom of home and additional marijuana in locked yellow suitcase near bed room being
temporarily occupied by D and his wife. That suitcase had combination lock whichD opened at request of officers. State
p,resented no witnesses who had ever seen Din personal possesslon of either the suitcaseof marijuana.
However, Lawrence Capitran, the tenant. testified that neither
henor his wife nor the Lo&ria'sowncd a suitcase like that
found in the back bedroom. Similar disclaimers wcre made bv his
wife, two of their children, and the Longoria's. TCA ruled
evidence ample enough to link D with mariiuana.
that
,
. esoeciallv
*
found in theiocked sstcase.
**I*.

Danny Lee BARBER, No. 68,905; Opinion by Presiding Judge
Onion; Judge Miller concurs in result; September 14,1988.
COMI'ETENCY - NATUICE OF OFFENSE MENTIONED
DUIUNG POST CONVICTION COMPETENCY HEARING:
FACTS: D was convicted of capital murder. The avoeal was
remanded by TCA to determine G h e t h e r ~
was combtent to
stand trial in 1980. See, Parkerv. State, 737S.Wld 824. On remand,
t/c determined retrospective hearing was possible and impaneled
jury for competency hearing. TCA noted that effortwas made bv
t/cand partres not& revearto the jury the natureof the offense;
the details or the facts of theoffenseor punishment. However,
jury did know from evidence that D had been tried in 1980, that
the offense was a "serious" offense and that TCA had ordered
competency hearing. After Drestcd, Statecalled t/j who had
presidcd at 1980 trial. He testified that he had occasion at trial ~ G J
observe Din his interaction with his attornevs.and that he had
personally conversed with D briefly. ~orme;j"d~etestified that
he had, when requested Ws attorney, appointed two psychiatrist
as disinterested experts to examineD to determine competency to
stand trial. Former iudee also iustified that dwine trial he heard
both d w t o n testifiand that i i hisopinion D wa&ompetent to
stand trial in 1980 under the appropriate lcgal standard. During
cruss, D sought todiscredit former judge. Inattempting to show
that judge's contact with Ddurinn trial had bwnextremclv
limited <he following occurred:
Q: ...Now, in Mr. Barber's trial probablv bv habit and customeas most trials, you are,of>ourse, & i i e the trial is
going on, constantly aware of thequestions and parties and
6f the evidence thacis beingintrodked.
A: Yes, sir.
Q: At that time, did you not, sir, havea habit and custom, as
a very experienced trial judge, also doing some other work
at your bench while the events were occurring if they didn't
require y o w direct and intent supervisionat that time?
A: Not in a capital murder case.
Ws objection that the answer was non-responsive and preiudicia1 was sustained and the jury was instruct& todisrcgarh. TCA
noted that it knew of noauthority holding that themerc mention
in a post convictioncom ctency hearrngof the natureof the trial
previously conducted ca;s for mistrial. In addition,TCA noted
that "in themanner in whichcounsel was conductine
" the cross-ex~ ~ --- amination he should have known from the very beginning that he
was skatingon skinny ice". Furthcr,TCA found that answer
given was not unrcspnsive to question askcd. AlthoughTCA did
not hold that the mentionof the nature of the orcvious trial was
error, it further held that any npossibleerrol/"wascuredwhen the
objection was sustaincdand the jury was instructed to disregard.
COMI'ETENCY -TESTIMONY OF PSYCI~IATKIST
DEPRIVED FROM POST-INDICTMENT INTEKVIEW WHILE D
IN CUSTODY AND NOT INFORMED OF HIS RIGHTTO COUNSEL:
FACTS: Prior to Ws 1980 trial, at thcrquest of D'sattorney,
t/c appointed two disinterested psychiatrist to examine D to dmer-

-
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minecompetency to stand trial. Dr. Griffith was one of the doctors
appointed. Following two interviews with D, Dr. Griffith was .
called to testify during the 1980 trial, but testified only before t/j
on issue of competency. Dr. Griffith did not testify at either guilt
or wnaltv staees of Ws 1980 trial.
e n c on
~ remand, Dr. Griffith was again
'Prior tb c ~ ~ ~ e thearing
appointed by t/c to examine D as to competency. At hearingD
presented testimony by Dr. Charles Lett. When State offered its
evidence, it called Dr. Griffith outside of competency j u v s
presence. Dr. Griffith testified that after his appointment in 1980
heexamined D twice while D was in custodv. At the first examination Dr. Griffith advised D he did not have& make any statements and that anvstatements made would be used aeainst him.
and that he had the right to terminate the interview a t k y time..
However, Doctor admitted hedid not advise D of his right to
counsel prior to or dwingquestioning. Dr. Griffithsaid he tried
unsuccessfully to contact Ws attorneys before the interview. He
proceeded with the interview after giving D the warnings and
after D consented. At the second interview Ws attorneys were
present, but left before the interview wascompleted. ~sobjection
at the competency hearing to Griffith's testimony was overruled;
and Griffith testified before the >iurv
that D was comoctent in 1980
,
at the time of trial.
ISSUE:Application of Estelle v. Smith, 451 US. 454 (1981) to
competnecy hearing:
NOTE: Estelle v. Smith is sienificant for two orooositions.
1. Rfth Amendment - whek prior to i n - c u s ~ ~ d ~ ~ s ~ c h i a t r i c
examination ordered bvcourt to determine Ws comvetencv
to stand trial, D had n i t been warned that hehad thk righ<
to remain silent and that anv statement could be used
admission at
against him at the scntencik
penalty stagc of capital murder trial of psychiatrist's damaging testimony on the crucial issue of futurc dangemusness
violates Fifth Amendment privilcgcagainst rlf-incrimination. k a u s e D has not bwn a p p r i ~ dof his rights and
knowingly waive them, any death pcnaltv.imposed with
such tes&ony could not siand;
2. Sixth Amendment - right to counsel isviolated where
defcnse cuunsel is not n h i c d in advance that psychiatric
examination would encompass issue of futuredangemusness and where there is nodfirmative waiver of right to
counsel.
Althoueh not raised bv D.TCA noted that because aovlication
of Dr. ~ r i k t h ' sfindingAd iestimony in thecompeten&hearing
were confined to serving only the function for which he was appointed (determination of competency) there would appear to be
no Fifth Amendment issue. Concerning Sixth Amendment issue,
TCA held that under thecircumstances Ws attorney wasnot
surprised by Dr. Griffith's testimony. Additionally, because testimony was limited in scope to the issue of competency was not
outside the scooe of the intended examination. TCA concluded
that under the& facts Ws Sixthand Fourteenth Amendment
riehts were not infrineed.
TCA went furtherand stated that assuming there had been a
Sixth Amendment violation. under a hamless error analvsis the
court could conclude beyond a reasonable doubt that any error in
the separate and distinct comwtencv hearing was harmless
beyo& areasonabledoubt. '

.
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counsel, and thus there is error; CA also
notes that during post-warning questioning, A denied drinking any alcohol, and
then testified at trial that he had a couple
of drinks, this video tape effectively "impeached" A's testimony, thus there is
harm in the case, thus reversal required.
[KENNETH SMITH V. STATE,
S.W.2d -,
#1-87-00805-CR]
CROSS-EXAMINATION/
IMPEACHMENT
CA #14-Lintitation of Promiscuity Evidence-Where A presented evidence, outside presence of the jury, from other witnesses to show that CIW had participated
in several sexual activities prior to contact
with CA, and CIW during hearing even admitted most of such activity, but trial court
refused to allow evidence of promiscuity
beforejury, CA holds that pursuant to the
provisions of 822.011, evidence of prior
promiscuity is a defense and CIW's age
should have permitted admissibility of such
evidence, and it is not required that A present a defense of consent before a promiscuity charge be given, and since indictment
did not allege that sexual activity was accomplished by force or threats, refusal to
admit evidence requires reversal. [JOE
HERNANDEZ V. STATE, -S.W.2d
-,
#14-87-00184-CR]
CA #)-Video
Tope Evidence-Where
A entered plea of guilty to jury, and State
offered video tape of child victim into evidence, CA holds that admission of video
tape was error under Long v. State, 742
S.W.2d 302; however, since A testified,
and admitted the offensein its entirety, and
this testimony was not put on to "meet,
rebut, or destroyw-plus A's confession
was put into evidence-admission of video
tape is harmless. [EDWARD VERELL V.
STATE, -S.W.2d -,
#2-86-229CRI
CA #I-Limitation of Cross/Entrapment/Suppression of Evidence-In delivery
case, A filed Motion for Discovery of informant while raising the issue of entrapment pretrial; during discovery proceeding, DA informed trial court that there was
no informant present during the transaction, and thus informant's identity was not
disclosed; however, during cross-examination of PO, it was determined that informant was present, and then during
cross-examination of another PO, trial

court refused to allow A to cross-examine
ofliccr conccrninr informant's cxistcnce
and activities, upon state's objection; trial
court further refused to allow A to perfect
Bill of Exception as to questions he-would
ask PO concctning informant's activitics;
CA holds that the issue of entramlent was
raised, in a timely fashion, aid that one
officer's testimony that informant was
present should have permitted A to crossexamine other officers concerning informant's identity, and the trial court's refusal
to aUow Bill of Exceptions to be perfected
was erroneous under Rule 103(b), Rules
of Evidence, thus since entrapment was the
sole defense in the case, error not harmless and reversal required. [RUDOLFO
DOPICO V. STATE, -S.W.2d -,
#1-87-00575-CR]

-

SPEEDY TRIAL
CA #I-6th Amendment-Where A was
originally indicted for murder of wife in
1964, but required hospitalization as a
result of gunshot wounds to A at that time,
and then eventually posted bond and went
to Oklahoma, and no action was taken on
case until 1972, when District Court was
informed that A "was a mental vegetable," thus charges were dismissed, and
then revived in 1986, CA holds that the
22-year long delay was certainly unjustified and that the reason in this case was
that the State merely "forgot" the case,
and that since the case had been dismissed
since 1972, A had no responsibility to demand a speedy trial, thinking the case had
already been dismissed, and as to prejudice, CA finds that the 22-year delay is
prejudice as a matter of law, thus conviction reversed and'dismissed. IALBERT
BRANSCUM V. STATE, -S.W.2d
-,
#I-87-0088-CR]
CA #3-Interstate Agreement on Detainers-Where A was in prison in Ohio
and detainer was filed against him, and A
made formal request pursuant to the provisions of the interstate agreement on detainers for his return for trial, and A was
not returned for some fivemonths, and did
not get to trial on the 180th day, CA holds
that the State's failure to return A for trial
in a timely manner prevented A's case
from being properly docketed, and therefore there was no judicial excuse for the
delay, thus CA finds no basis to justify or
excuse the delay of the 180-day time limit,

thus prosecution disniisscd with prejudice.
IROHERT RAVENSCKAFT V. STATE.
-S.W.2d -,#3-87-1M)-CR]
CA #4-Article 32A.02, V.A. C. C.P.Where A was charged with DWI, and initial prosecution was dismissed due to
violation of Texas Speedy Trial Act, and
apparently, State reinstated charges after
Speedy Trial Act was held uncoustitutional, majority of Court holds that collateral estoppel does not apply and therefore A cannot rely upon previous action to
prevent prosecution. [PATRICK LAPASNICK V. STATE, -S . W . 2 d ,
#4-87-00179-CR]
EXTRANEOUS OFFENSES
CA #I4-Sexual Assault-Where A
testified and denied offense, and put on
several defenses, but State proved up
various other relationships between A and
other third parties, and then proved up that
A arranged for other men to sexually
assault CIW, these offenses do not fall
within the exceptions created by the
authority of Boutwell, 719 S.W.2d 164,
and were therefore inadmissible. [JOE
HERNANDEZ V. STATE, -S.W.2d
-,
#14-87-00184-CR]
CA #2-Aggravated Robbery-Where
apparent co-defendant was testifying for
State, and was permitted to testify that,
prior to this robbery, A, co-defendant, and
others planned and executed robbery of
armed car, and there were no distinctive
characteristics between that offense and
primary offense, error is prejudicial; further, CA holds that when one initially objects to a line of evidence, he does not consistently have to continue to object to the
same type of evidence given by the same
witness-thus CA, in this case, permits
running objection and reverses. [FOREST
ETHINGTON V. STATE, -S.W.2d
-, #2-87-055-CR]
PROBATION REVOCATION
CA #13-Inability to Pay-Where State
obtained revocation order merely due to
failure to pay fees, costs and restitution,
and A presented evidence concerning poor
financial condition and inability to make
more money, where State presented no
evidence to controvert A's presentation of
evidence, CA holds that under these circumstances, A sufficiently showed her in-
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ability to pay thus reversal required.
[ESTHER REYES V. STATE, -S.W.
2d -,
#13-87-235-CR]
IDENTIFICATIONS
CA #I-Video Tape Repla>,-Where
lineup was conducted, and A did have
court-appointed counsel at that proceeding
where CIW identified A, and that line-up
was video taped, and some six months
later, after indictment and immediately
prior to trial, vidw tape was shown to CIW
with Appellant's counsel not being present,
CA considers video tape not a "line-up"
but rather a form of photo display for
which no counsel is required, thus no error. [ERNEST SONNIER V. STATE,
-S.W.2d -,
#1-86-00988-CR]
BAIL
CA #I-Capital Murder-Where A was
charged with capital murder, and filed first
Writ of Habeas Corpus asking for bail,
State proved up facts of case, and A contended on appeal that the only evidence to
prove A's connection to the crime was accomplice witness testimony, CA reviews
evidence and finds that there is not a sufficient showing that witness was accomplice as a matter of law, thus the evidence
would have supported a conviction for
capital murder; further, A contends there
is insufficient evidence to show that he
would get the death penalty, but CA finds
that the evidentiary facts showing a delib,crate planning of multiple murders would
pbssibly have been sufficient to obtain the
death verdict, thus first Writ of Habeas
Corpus is denied; however, A files a sec-

ond Writ of Habeas Corpus and hearings
are held thereon which are also included
in this record on a second appeal of these
consolidated bail matters; in second case,
A obtains evidence showing that one of the
witnesses in the first hearing has altered
her testimony, and that witness has admitted participation in the murder, thus making the witness an accomplice, and since
the evidence from that witness is the only
evidence linking A to the crime, CA holds
that since the witness is now deemed to be
an accomplice, there is a question of sufficiency, thus bail should be permitted
therefore revoking denial of bail order.
[EX PARTE STEARNES, -S.W.2d
-,
#I-87-0267-CR]
BOND FORFEITURE
A
CA #14-Notice/Service-Where
contends that the default judgments were
erroneous because A was not properly
served, CA holds that the returns of citation had been on file with the clerk for a
sufficient period of time, i.e., 10 days prior
to the default judgment; however, the
returns of citation were not signed by the
ofiicer, and the signature of the addressee
was not on the returns of citation, which
was erronwus, thus default judgment set
aside. [AMERICAN BANKERS INSURANCE COMPANY OF FLORIDA V.
#14-87STATE, - S.W.2d -,
429-CR]
WRITS O F HABEAS CORPUS
CA #I-Standing-CA

holds that where

President's Column
-

In Memoriam
John R. Howard, of Austin, died
July 21, 1988. Mr. Howard had been
a member of the Texas Criminal
Defense Lawyers Association since
December 1980.
Oscar McInnis, of Edinburg, died
August 22, 1988. Mr. McIonis bad
been a member of the Texas Criminal
Defense Lawyers Association since
December 1986.

responds to lesser offenses by the simple
expedient of throwing more money at
prison contractors.
What Jim Sales says of the need for lawyers in post-conviction litigation should be
learned about all criminal cases:

I
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A received prior conviction and jail time,
and it was also shown that he was being
denied certain "civil rights," i.e., the right
to enter the military, as a result of prior
convictions, CA holds that there were sufficient collateral legal consequences to invoke the writ powers of the trial court, and
that was also true with regard to a misdemeanor conviction under Ex Parte Renier,
734 S.W.2d 349. [EX PARTE DAVIS,
-S.W.2d -,
#1-87-00585-CR]
PROSECUTORIAL
MISCONDUCT
CA #13-Jury Argurnertt-Where DA
told jury that State's only eyewitness was
telling the truth, and injected his personal
opinion into her credibility, and where objection was overruled, CA finds this was
error, and harmful error, requiring reversal. [JAIME SEPULVEDA V. STATE,
-S.W.2d -,
#13-87-308-CR]
CA #5-Jury Argrrmertt-Where State
argued to jury that at the time of A's arrest, A was planning on killing thePOs that
arrested him, CA holds that the prosecutor's attempts to draw a "fictitious attempted offense against police officers"
was totally outside the record and unsupported, and that even though trial court did
sustain various objections and instruct jury
to disregard, this continued argument was
so blatantly outside the record as to require
a mistrial, as CA holds that Court's sustaining the first objection requires reversal as to the other arguments held thereafter. [LOUIS YOUNG V. STATE, S.W.2d -,
#5-86-01320-CR]

.

society's mandate, our legal tradition
requires, indeed, compels effective,
dedicated, and aggressive representation . . . by every appropriate and
available constitutional and legal principle. Whether an attorney is a staunch
proponent or an equally staunch opponent of the death penalty, or is completely neutral on the issue, is simply
irrelevant.

Please encourage your friends in those
Later discovered evidence or a newly formulated legal basis for exonera- 20-plus lawyer firms to take on these
tion is academic. . . . The conscience capital cases. Be available to help.
Lord, let them be happy in their work.
of society mandates that all reasonable
rn
doubt be eliminated . . . In response to

Constitutionality of the
Federal Sentencing Guidelines?
by Marcia Shein and Leroy Anderson
ways. In many districts,judges, confronted
with identical issues, are hearing challenges to the guidelines in highly unusual
en banc panels.'
In some districts they have agreed in advance to go along with the panel's majority on whether or not to employ the guidelines at sentencing, trying to preserve
uniformity at least in thedistrict. Butothers
have split after hearing arguments. For example, in Southern District of California
where the first cases were heard, the
judges divided 4-4 on the constitutionality
question. Some defendants are now sentenced under the new guidelines and some
Some (judges) who have found it con- under the old system, while severaljudges
stitutional are sentencing under the put both types of sentences on the record
guidelines; others are stating sentences to meet any eventuality
under guidelines "for now" hut adding
on the record that if it were within their
IN THE BEGINNING
discretion it would be "X," and a few
The trend began in San Diego on
are sentencing under previous law and
February 18, 1988, when Judge Rudi
the guidelines.
Brewster, acting on challenges raised by
It is unfair to the Federal trial judges not NACDL Director and Federal Public
to mention to the defendants and the system Defender Judy Clarke, held that the
of justice in general, to let this untenable separatio~iofpowers doctrine was violtired
bv,nlacinv the comntission in the iudiciul
situation continue any longer.*
Obviously, this is a question only the branch while giving it execiitivefuncfions.
U S . Supreme Court can resolve, as soon and by mandating that Article III judges
He rejected
as the Solicitor General undertakes the serve as commissi~ners.~
review of a test case to the SupremeCourt. arguments that the delegation of authority
This problem has come about because to the Commission was too ill-defmed and
Marcia G.Shein is the President and of Congress's delegation to prescribe broad.
U S . District Judge Marvin Shoob, of
Founder of National Legal Services. She sentences for all categories of offenders.
is also a member of the Sentencing Com- The delegation shifts to the Commission the Northern District of Georgia, recently
mitree for the National Association of the traditional role of the Courts to deter- ruled that the new federal sentencing
arguing
Criminal Defense Lawyers. Her Atlanta- mine through the exercise of discretion the guidelines are un~onstitutional,'~
that they violate the separation of powers
basedjtrm assists Defense Attorneys in the sentence to be i m p ~ s e d . ~
In the past six weeks, judges' rulings on between the judiciary and legislative
preparation of Presenfence Investigation
Reports and Memorandums, Sentencing the guidelines' constitutionality have branches.
Alteniatives and Parole Release.
created a patchwork of sentencing prac"Constitutional separation of powers,"
tices that ironically is causing greater
Shoob said in his ruling, "is so fundak r o y Anderson, J.D. is a consultant to disparity in sentencing than ever before,
mental to our governmental system that
National Legal Services assisting in the temporarily defeating a key purpose of the
every schoolchild learns about our
preparation ofthe legal research for this guidelines' drafters.6
system of checks and balances.""
article.
The patchwork is emerging in various
The excitement is building for a
showdown in the Supreme Court on the
constitutionalityof the Federal Sentencing
guidelines. Questions must be asked: Are
the guidelines, as a result of a Reaganappointed commission, the answer to our
criminal justice problems? Did the old
system require revamping or was this
undertaking politically motivated without
much thought as to the impact of such
sweeping reform? Many individuals who
testified at pre-guideline Commissionhearings requested a test period before the mandatory application of the guidelines. Is our
present Constitutional chaos, over the
guidelines, a result of this quick fix
attitude?
At last count and it is a count that
changes almost daily, 5 federal judges said
the US. Sentencing Commission's guide
lines are constitutional and 32 said they are
not.' At least, the guidelines are creating
enormous uncertainty in the federal criminal justice system: at the worst, they
threaten the viability of any sentence being imposed in the Federal System.
One of the goals of the new sentencing
guidelines was to reduce disparity; onc of
thc results of the new euidelines has becn
to create far greater Ydisparity. Another

goal was a quick, formalistic approach to
sentencing; another result has been that
judges are realizing just how wrong it is
to deal with sentencing in such an impersonal manner.2 Many judges appear to be
at a total loss as to how to deal with this
situation, and some have devised unique
strategies to come up with sentences that
will not have to be redone regardless of
how the constitutional debate turns o w 3
The Washington, D.C. Bureau Chief for
the National Law Journal, Fred Strasser
quoted an unidentified government official
as saying:

.'

. ,.

I
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The guidelines the judge said, "are not
simply guideposts to aid the kxercise of
judicial discretion . . . . They reduce
the role of the sentencing judges to filling in the blanks and applying a rigid,
mechanical formula."'z
The U.S. Sentencing Commission,
which produced theguidelines, "does not
act simply" in aid of the judicial function.
"It acts in place of the judge," he said.I3
In addition to ruling against the guidelines, Shoob also held that the Sentencing
Commission itself is unconstitutional
because it mandates that' three federal
judges serve on the panel." The commission, under the law that created it, calls for
seven members, three federal judges and
four others not connected with the judiciary-all appointed by the president.lS
The new guidelines were thought necessary because of the wide disparity of
sentences by judges across the country.
However, Shoob contends that the U S .
Constitution does not grant the judiciary
the power to set mandatory sentencing.16
"The power of the commission" he
said, "is not in aid of the judicial function.
Its power is quasi-legislative. Its composition gives it an executive character. In
sum, mandatory service of (federal) judges
on the commission violates the doctrine of
separation of powers."l7
The judge also stated that the power of
the president to appoint and remove commission members "impairs the apparent
impartiality of judiciary."'s
Such dual power by the president, he
said, "certainly establishes an incentive to
carry the favor of the executive and erodes
the independence of the j~diciary."'~
Shoob said the way the commission
functions "may set up a temptation for
those who are hopeful of obtaining an appointment to the commission in the future.
The positions may come to be seen as
plums or as an entree to other positions in
the executive or to a position on the
Supreme Court. These comments seem to
reflect the overall perspective of those
judges challenging the constitutionality of
the guidelines. "20
Other Courts such as the U S . District
Court for the District of Colorado have
held that the statutory union of the executive and judicial branches of govern-
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ment in the Sentencing Reform Act
violates separation of powers principles.
The act and the guidelines promulgated
under it were struck down on relatively
narrow grounds, but the court, in dictum,
questioned whether a detailed, mandatory
guidelines scheme can ever pass constitutional muster.21
Although the legislation places the U S .
Sentencing Commission in the judicial
branch, the commission actually functions
as an executive agency, the court concluded. The promulgation of flexible standards to merely guide judges in sentencing
is not necessarily an executive function,
but the imposition of mandatory rules that
deprive judges of d i ~ c r e t i o n . ~ ~
The question then arises whether service
on the executive commission of Article m
judges, which the act requires, impermissibly mixes the executive and judicial
departments focusing upon the extent to
which the encroachment of the executive
branch upon the judiciary prevents the
judiciary from accomplisliing its constitutionally assigned functions, a test derived
from Nixon v. Ad~ninistratorof General
service^.^' The court answered this question in this case in the affirmative. Commission members are under direct executive control; therefore, members who are
judges could presumably be told by the
non-judge members when to take time
away from their courts to attend commission meetings. Also, members who are
judges are involved in the consideration of
policy matters, including controversial
political issues such as the death penalty.24
Finally the inclusion ofjudges on the commission casts doubt on judicial impartiality by placing a judicial imprimatur on
guidelines before a court has considered
them.2s
In dictum, the court identified a number
of constitutional concerns with specific
provisions of theact, such as the consideration of petitions to reduce sentence by nonjudge commissioners. Then, it moved on
to a broader concern, the chilling of
judicial discretion in sentencing. Although
a legislator may specify a mandatory sentence for an offense, the imposition of
sentence is a judicial function like the
rendering of any other judgment. Thus, the
legislator may not instruct the court of such
an extent that the sentence is predetermined
by a mnjudicial body.26

The court drawing on Nixon v. Administrator of General Services, supra2'
used a separation of powers analysis that
focused upon the extent to which the encroachment of one branch of government
upon another prevents the affected branch
from accomplishing its constitutionally
assigned functions. The Sentencing Reform Act requires direct judicial involvement in an executive process. Also, the
commission's work carries a judicialjmprint before any court considers it. This
statutory union of the executive and
judicial branches in the Sentencing Reform
Act undermines the concept of an impartial judiciary and imposes executive fun&
tions on Article I11 judges, thereby
violating the separation of powers doctrine.28

In Nixon v. Ad~ninistratorof General
Services, the Supreme Court said that the
proper inquiry in a separation of powers
analysis is upon the extent to which the encroachment of one branch of government
upon another prevents the affected branch
from accomplishing its constitutionally
assigned function.
Discharging tasks other than the
deciding of cases and controversies
would involve the judges too intimately in the process of policy and thereby
weaken confidence in the disinterestedness of their judiciary function.29
The second point to emerge from an examination of case law involving separation
of powers issues is that executive or administrative duties of a nonjudicial nature
may not be imposed on Article I11judges.
The Supreme Court has stated that
"within our federal constitutional
framework the legislative power, including the power to definecriminal offenses and to prescribe the punishment
to be imposed upon those found guilty
of them, resides wholly with the Congress.
Additionally, the placement in the
judiciary is improper because the functions

exercised by the commission are executive
thereby violating the Article 111 case and
controversy requirement;
1. The removal power invested in the
President clearly violates the principle
that members of one branch of government are not removable by members of
another;"
2. The fact that non-Article III
judges are members of the commission
violates the rule that non-Article IIIpersonnel may not usurp the functions'of
Article I11 judges.32
1SXb~CU'I'IVISNA'L'UHI;.

OF TIIE CO.MMISSI0N
The commission is presented with a
statutory mandate to formulate guidelines
for use by courts when ~entencing.~'It is
presented with close parameters within
which it must function in formulating those
guidelines. These range from the consideration to be accounted for when
establishing categories of offenses, to those
to be taken into account in formulating
categories of offenses." The Commission
is then directed to consider a plethora of
factors in prescribing punishment within
each offense and defendant category."
Even a cursory consideration of the role
played by ArticleJ
!I judges in the Sentencing Commission points to the conclusion
that the body is constituted in violation of
the principle of separation of powers. The
formal, statutory union of the executive
and the judiciary established by the Act
radically undermines the concept of an impartial judiciary, free from executive or
legislative interference. It represents the
most patent form of coalition between the
judiciary and another governmental branch
that was so roundly criticized by the
framers when they rejected James
Madison's Virginia Plan.
The plan proposed a Council composed
of the executive and a convenient number
of the National Judiciary which was to
have the power to veto legislative acts.
However, members of the Constitutional
Convention rejected the proposal four
times.36
In an unusual dev~ationfrom the present
trend, one Judge has gone beyond the
separation of powers issues to find the
guidelines unconstitutional on due process
grounds. On March 30, 1988 Judge
Donald E. Zeigler held that the guidelines

impermissibly restrict the factors a judge Judges, after having participated in the
can consider in imposing sentence bypro- writing and consummation of the Guideviding that many traditional mitigatingfac- lines, their statutory interpretation, estabtors. such a s drug addiction, fanlily ties, lished policies and the fact that they will
and mental condirio~ls,are not ordinarily be called upon to train other Judges, it will
be difficult for the Commissioner-Judges
relevant. 37
The sentencing reforms not only set to have impartial views about the correct
tougher penalties, but they also eliminate application of the Guidelines.
Due to the fact that the sentencing
the federal parole system and virtually
eliminate probation for most offenders. judge's decision-making is channeled
The principal thrust of the changes is that through the Commissioner's guidelines,
everything counts: every act, every ounce, and because Congress has written a statute
every harm, and every dollar will be added which fails, with respect to all but a small
into the total to determine the offense level group of defendants, to define for the comwhether or not the conduct was changed mission the parameters for the selection of
and whether or not it was proved beyond a sentencing option, particularly as bea reasonable doubt. Additionally, the lack tween probation and imprisonment, Conof protection against the use of informa- gress's omission will, over time, affect
tion obtained from a cooperating defendant many if not most of the defendants who
against that defendant in imposing sentence come before Federal Courts for senwould tend to discourage cooperation from tencing.
Congress's omission and its delegation
defendants and would take away the imto the Commission shifts the traditional
munity in such situations.
role of the Courts to determine, through
the exercise of discretion, the sentence to
CONCLUSION
be imposed upon a particular Defendant
This article endeavors to highlight and it does this by granting to the Comchallenges being made to the Sentencing mission legislative or rule-making powers
Commission issues and the structure of the to establish and amend regulations applicable in all cases.41
commission itself.
The delegation to the Commission of a
The Judges' participation on the Commission has become increasingly conflict- traditional judicial role to be carried out
ridden due to the fact that they have a by the legislative branch and executive encontinuing role in the revision of the forcement violates the Separation of
Guidelines and policy ~ t a t e m e n t s . ~ ~ Powers Doctrine. The combination of roles
The three Commissioner-Judges have an invalidates the work of the Commission
interest in sustaining the validity of the even if the Commission may properly
rules for all judges based on policies which carry out some of its functions.
they have established. It is impossible for
them to disassociate themselves from the
merits of their work with the Commission,
or reconsider, as sitting Judges, arguments
I. Sentencing Mess-7l~Nnlio?ml Law~Jormfal.
which they had rejected as sitting Commis- 4-4-88.
sioners.
This situation becomes even more
4. Id.
untenable based on the commentary to the
5. 28 U.S.C. $994 (a) (I), (b), (a), (p).
Guidelines which serves the purpose of in6 . Disparity In Sentencing Is Back-lhe Nario~rnl
terpreting the Guidelines, explaining how Law Jorrrnoi. 5-9-88.
7. Id.
they are to be applied, and the basis for
8. Id.
departure^.'^
9. U.S. a Anzold. fSummarireat42 Cr. L23771.
The commentary notes that
Failure to follow such commentary
could constitute an incorrect application
of the Guidelines subjecting the sentence to possible reversal on appeaL40
Therefore, the three CommissionerOctober 1988 1 VOICE for the Defense 27

From the Inside Out
by Wm. T. Habem

Part 1
Just when you thought it was safe to talk
to your client about parole in Texas, things
have changed again. The following is the
llew policy being tried by the Board regarding parole release.
Next month will appear a complete discussion as to how this policy will afFect
your representing clients going to TDC.

Parole Guidelines: An Overview
Report af the
Parole Guidelines Committee
Wnona Miks, Chair
John EScobeda
Ron Jackson
Stennett Posey
Juanita Llamas
John Bynl
Pablo Martinez
Michael Eisenberg
July 1981
Parole Guidelines: Statement of Purpose
Senate Bill 341, passed during the 70th
session of the Texas Legislature, requires
the Board of Pardons and P a d e s to develop parole guidelines:
"The Board shall develop and implement
standard parole guidelines that shall be the
basic criteria on which parole decisions are
made. The parole guidelines shall be developed according to an acceptable research
method and shall be based on the seriousness of the offense and the likelihood of
favorable parole outcome. The Board shall
review the parole guidelines periodically
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Bill Habem is a graduate ofMidwestem
University (B.A.) and Texas Tech University School of Law. He joined the T.D. C.
Sta@ Counselfor Inmnfes in 1973 and in
1975 began his own privatepractice which
is generally limited to mntfers involving
criminal sentencing, prison problems,
parole and related post conviction matters.
He has ofices in the Houston and Huntsville, Texas areas.
Mr. Habein is a director o f TCDL4,and
chairmart of the ~orrecti&s and Rehabilitation Committee. He has been the
co-author of the Parole Section for ?he
Advanced Criminal Law Course sponsored
by the State Bar of Texas andhas authored
several articles on State and Federal
sentencing, prison, parole and related
post conviclion matters. He is a frequent
lecturer at Continuing Legal Education
seminars for TCDLA, the Stae Bar of
T m s , and Houston area law schools.
and make any revisions considered necessary by virtue of statistical analysis of
Board actions using acceptable research
methodology."
The Board has developed a parole score
which empirically reflects an evaluation of
offense seriousness and likelihood of fayor-

able parole outcome, in conjunction with
a consideration of time served in prison.
The parole score acts as a guideline for
decision-makers, establishing a norm for
the parole decision. The parole score,
based on values established by parole decision-makers,requires increasing time to be
served in prison as offense seriousness
andlor riskincreases. The parole score and
its components can be adjusted to reflect
changing values or gods of the Board.
While the parole score acts as an aid in
the parole decision-making process, the
pamle decision remains in thediscretionary
power of the parole decision-maker. Parole
guidelines provide a general fmmewrk for
parole decision-makingand supplement the
individual case evaluation of oarole decision-makers to provide a ba'lanced and
equitable system of parole consideration.
Parole Guidelines: Parole Score
The Parole Score is an empirical representation of the t h m most basic considerations in the parole decision:
(1) Offense Severity
(2) Risk
(3) Time Served in Prison

By giving weights appropriate to each
factor, a score is derived that not only
serves as a guideline for parole, but
prioritizes cases on these three factors.
Decision-makers can empirically reflect
parole policy through the parole score by
deciding the values associated with each
factor. The parole score requires increasing time to be served in prison as offense
seriousness andfor risk increases. A parole
score of 100 is achieved when time served
in prison is consistent with parole approval,
based on offense seriousness and risk.
The parole score is detailed below.

+

Parole Score = (RisWOffense Severity
Percent of Sentence Served) x Constant
Risk

=

Risk Weight based on Salient

Factor Score
Offense Severity = Offense Severity
Weight based on Offense Severity Ranking
Percent of Sentence Served = Time
Served in PrisonISentence

Code. The attached table details the offense
severity levels.

The Texas Parole Score
Budget and Planning
May 16, 1988

Constant = Weight designed to make
Parole Score Equal 100 when Guidelines indicate Parole

THE TEXAS PAROLE SCORE
Texas Board of Pardons and Parole

The Pamle Soore and its components can
be adjusted to reflect changing values or
goals of the Board. N o models are preeented to illustrate the Parole Score. The
first model assumes parole decisions can
be made in an "ideal" environment (e.g.,
no prison population control function),
sonstrained only by parole eligibility and
mandatory release requirements. The second model is a prison population control
scenario based on May 1987 parole decision experience. Weights are established to
reflect decision-making patterns during
May 1987.
Parole Guidelines:
Risk and Offense Severity
The Parole Guidelines Committee has
established the Salient Factor Score as the
measurement of risk and has established
an offense severity table to determine the
offense severity level. Based on changing
values or goals of the Board, established
cut-off scores can be changed or weights
could he adjusted on the risk score to
reflect these changes. Similarly, offenses
can be moved from one severity level to
another or weights associated with offense
severity can be changed to reflect changes
in Board Policy.
Salient Pactor Score = Score ranges from
0-15.
Risk levels have been grouped according to the following scores.
0-5 = Poor Risk
6-10 = Fair Risk
11-15 = Good Risk
Offense Severity Table: Offense severity
levels have been established consistent with
committee consensus and the Texas Penal

The parole score represents an approach
to quantify the primary factors utilized in
the parole decision. The score is arrived
at by the use of a mathematical equation
that takes into account the severity of the
offense for which the offender was convicted and sent to prison, the potential for
recommitting other offenses if released,
and the amount of time sewed on a particular sentence given.
The major emphasis of this new approach is to use a selective incapacitation
model in the release decision. In other
words, those offenders that are sent to
prison for offenses of low severity (e.g.,
a hot check writer) and who do not have
a lengthy criminal history (their potential
for committing a new offense if released
is low) will remain in prison for the minimum time as required by the Texas law.
On the other hand, an offender with the
highest offense severity (e.g., aggravated
sexual assault of a child) who bas a lengthy
criminal history (a high potential of recommitting another offense if released) will
have to serve a larger percentage of his
sentence.
The score of 100 has been chosen as the
norm for release during the development
of the model though a more normative
score is expected to be developed as a
result of further research examining releasing patterns.. A score of 100 does not
necessarily mean that the offender will be
released at that particular point. The
release decision still remains as the discretionary act of the Board.

During this exercise it was difficult in
many instances for the committee members
to agree on a rating based on the offense
alone because additional information on a
case was needed. A consensus was reached
on giving a rating to an offense in general,
but this rating was to be subject to further
analysis upon parole review. Thus, a computerized output of the date the offender
reaches the score of 100, in the parole
scale, does not mean that the offender will
he released on such date. It is the parole
panel who, after analyzing all the pertinent
data on the offender, will be setting the
parole date.
The Parole Score and the
Tentative Parole Date
The parole score can be used to determine the tentative parole date of an offender. This is accomplished in the following manner:
Soon after the offender arrives at prison
he is interviewed by the parole examiner,
who gathers the information necessary for
a parole review and the calculation of the
parole score. The parole score sheet will
be included in the packet along with other
pertinent information for Commissioner
and Board voting. The information in the
parole score sheet will contain the following information.
Sample Parole Score Data Sheet
Name: Doe, John
TDC #: 333333
Sentence Begin Date: January 15,1987
Parole Eligibility Date: July 23, 1987
Minimum Expiration Date: July 30,
1989
Offense(s): Burglary Building
Offense Severity Level: Medium
Sentence: 5 years
Flat Time Served: 6 months
Percent of Time Served: 10%
Salient Factor Score: = 08
Risk Level: Medium
Parole Score: = 87.98
Parole Score: = 100 on October 3,
1987

Offense Severity Ratings
Even though the parole score does not inThe severity of an offense was deter- clude good time in its equation, it was used
mined by asking members of the Parole in its calculation and it uses the maximum
Guidelines Committee to rate the offenses. good time (2 for 1) in its calculation of
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parole eligibility. The tentative parole date
that the Parole Board would set represents
an agreement between the Board and offender. The tentative parole date is contingent upon the following conditions:
(a) the offender maintains a clear institutional conduct. Conversely, the opposite is true, if the offender does lose
good time or get a time demotion, the
Board will have to reconsider his tentative
parole date.
@) the offender will attend rehabilitative
programs as indicated by the Board and ohtain a satisfactofy program participation
evaluation. This evaluation is conducted by
a program instructor in TDC or Windham
school district.
(c) The Board may modify the tentative
parole date whenever additional information is made available to the Board regarding the offender and his offense.
Voting Options
Once the parole panel has evaluated all
the pertinent information on the case, the
panel will vote the case according to the
following options:
FI1-Tentative Parole on Eligibility
Date
FIZ-Tentative Parole on Specific
Month-(MMIYY) entry required
FI3-TentativelPre-Parole Transfer
calculated from Elig. Date
FI4-TentativeIPre-Parole Transfer
for Specific Date-(MMIYY)
CRD-ContinuanceIReview Date
(MMIYY) entry required
SRD-Subsequent Review ContinuancelReview Date-(MMIYY)
SAITP-Serve All for Tentative
Parole Cases
In cases where thevoting panel does not
agree with the score and sets a different
date, the following rules will apply.
The offender's Tentative Parole will be
set according to the following rules:
(I) Two voters agree on a date and one
does not; it will go with the two votes
(2) Each voter gives a different date, the
Tentative Parole will be the middle date.

TDC #: 333333
Sentence Begin Date: January 15, 1987
Parole Eligibility Date: July 23, 1987
Minimum Expiration Date: July 30,

1989
Offense(s): Burglary Building
Offense Severity Level: Medium
Sentence: 5 years

SALLENT FACTOR SCORE
DPOlPCW NO.
TDC #

Name:

Other State Name:
Other Prison No.
A. Prior Convictions ............... .O Prior = 3
(Adult or luvenilc)
1 Prior = 2
2 Prior = I
3 or more =O
B. Prior Incarcerations.. ............ .O Prior = 3
(Adult or Iuvenilc)
1 Prior = 2
2 Prior = I
3 or more = 0
C. Age At First Incarceration ........ 2 6 yeam or older = 2
25 - 18 = 1
17 or younger = 0
D. Commitment Offense .............Did not involve auto theft,
burglary, or forgery = 1
Involved auto theft, burglary,
or forgery = 0
E. Parole or Probation Revoked ...... .Never = 2
Once = I
More than once = 0
F. Drug andlor Alcohol Dependence .. .No history = I
Otherwiso = 0
G. Employment..
.6 months lasl 2 years = I
Otherwise = 0
H. Education ...................... .Completed 12th Grade
(GED) = 1
Othenvise = 0
I. Release Plan ................... .Indudes employment = I
Otherwise = 0

..................

TOTAL

Score

Level of Supervision

0-4

Intensive

5-10

Medium

11-15

Minimum

Example 1
Init Supervisor Initial

Name: Doe, John
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Date

Flat Time Served: 6 months
Percent of Time Served: 10%
Salient Factor Score: 08
Risk Level: Medium
Parole Score: 87.98
Parole Score: 100 on October 3,
1987

Voter 1 = Fg TPM = October 3,1987
Voter 2 = FI TPM = October 3, 1987
Voter 3 = FITPM = February 3, 1988

Parole Score: 100 on October 3,

The voting member who decides to vote
in disagreement with the swre is required
to write the reasons for the override. The
override reasons may be:
(1) Offense of gfeater/less severity than
This offender will not be released on recorded by original code.
(2) Risk greater/less than score indiparole.

Voter 1 = SA
Voter 2 = January 3, 1988
Voter 3 = SA

Publications For Sale

lPle Tentative Parole for this offender
will be October 3, 1987.
Example 2
Name: Doe, John
TDC #: 333333
Sentence Begin Date: January 15,1987
Parole Eligibility Date: July 23, 1987
Minimum Expiration Date: July 30,

Overrides

1987

Cheek Desired
Purchase

1989

Offense(s): Burglary Building
Offense Severity Level: Medium
Sentence: 5 years
Plat Time Served: 6 months
Percent of Time brved: 10%
Salient Factor Score: 08
Risk Level: Medium
Parole Score: 87.98
Parole Score: 100 on October 3,

Sales Price
Federal Criminal Practice Manual (3 vol.)
1986-1987 Edition

$100.00

Incampetency/lnsanity Defense Manual (I vol.)
1986 Edition

$ 50.00

Capital Murder: Defense Against the Death
Penaltv Manual 1986 Edition

$ 50.00

Drug Offenses and the Fomh Amendment
April 1987

$ 50.00

DWI Defense Manual, May 1987

$ 50.W

1987

TCDLA-Homicide Course Book, September 1987 $ 50.00
Voter 1 = PI = November 3, 1987
Voter 2 = FI = February 3, 1988
Voter 3 = FI = July 3, 1987
The Tentative Parole for this offender
will be November 3, 1987.
Example 3

-

Representing Sex Offenders and the "Chemical
Castration Defensew-Author: Ray Taylor

$ 10.00

Sales Tax is not included. (8% as of October 1, 1987)
Please checkdesiredpurchase(~)and send this order form to the Criminal Defenselawyers
Project, 600 West 13th Street, Austin, Texas 78701.

Name: Doe, John

TDC #: 333333
Sentence BeginDate: January IS, 1987
Parole Eligibility Date: July 23, 1987
Minimum Expiration Date: July 30,

Address

1989

Offense@.): Burglary Building
Offense Severity Level: Medium
Sentence: 5 years
Plat Time Served: 6 months
Percent of Time Served: 10%
Salient Factor Score: 08
Risk Level: Medium
Parole Score: 87.98

City/State/Zip
cash sale

Bar Card No.
check enclosed

please hill -

* All book will be mailed book rate (4 weeks delivery) unless otherwise specified.
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cates.
(3) AggravatinglMitigating Circumstances
(4) Assaultive History
( 5 ) Nature of prior commitments
Technical Parole or
Mandatory Release Violations
Offenders who returned to prison for a
violation of the conditions of their release
will be reassessed in the risk assessment
as well as offense severity. A technical
violation will be placed in high offense
severity. This rule also applies in cases
where the offenderreturns with a new conviction whose sentence would keep him in
TDC for less time than the remainder of
his previous sentence.
Concurrent and Consecutive Sentences
Whenever an offender has two or more
concurrent sentences, the parole score will
be calculated on each sentence, using its
appropriate offense type. The parole date
(the I00 score point) will be determined
by the longest time calculation given. The
following example illustrates this point.
Example 4
Name: Doe, John
TDC #: 333333
Sentence Begin Date: January 15, 1987
Parole Eligibility Date: July 23, 1987

Classified Ads
Classified Advertising MUST:
B e typed.
Be worded as it should appear.
Include the number of consecutive issues
it is to appear.
Be prepaid. (Make checks payable la Artforms, Inc.)
Be received by the 15th of the month
preceding date of publication.
Clvsified ads are$l5.M) forthe tint 25 words
and5OC for every word over25. Advertising
copy should be submitted to ARTFORMS,
6201 Guadalupe, Austin, TX 78752. Tel.
(512) 451-3588.
Acceptance of classified advertising for
publication in the VOICEforfl~De/ense
does
not imply approval or endorsement of any
product, service, or representation by either
the VOICEfor the Defense or the TCDLA.
No refunds on cancelled ads.
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Minimum Expiration Date: July 30,
1989
Offense (1): Burglary Building
Offense Severity Level: Medium
Sentence: 5 years
Offense (2): Assault, Injury to a
Child
Offense Severity Level: High
Sentence: 5 years (concurrent)
Flat Time Served: 6 months
Percent of Time Served: 10%
Salient Factor Score: 08
Risk Level: Medium
Parole Score for Offense 1: 87.98
Parole Score for Offense 1: 100 on
October 3, 1987
Parole Score for Offense 2: 57.6
Parole Score for Offense 2: 100 on
June 3, 1988

Sentence Begin Date: October 4,
1987
Constructive Parole Eligibility Date:
May 18, 1988
Parole Eligibility Date = May 18,
1988
Parole Score: 100 on February 21,
1989
Note that the sentence begin date for the
second sentence is the day after the 100
parole score was reached for the first
sentence. The Tentative Parole for the
second offense is February 21, 1989.

The procedure so far described for calculating parole dates will clear up some of
the present confusion regarding parole
eligibility calculations for consecutive and
concurrent sentences. It is worth mentionIn Example 4, the parole score for Of- ing again that the parole date, as given by
fense 1 reaches 100 on October 3, 1987 the computer, is not the date the offender
while for Offense 2 on June 3, 1988. will be released on parole. The parole
This offender's Tentative Parole is June release decisions are still in the hands of
the parole decision-makers and only they
3, 1988.
will be able to set the real date. The date
Whenever an offender has received con- given by the computer is only a guide. It
secutive sentences, his parole date, as re- is expected that most decisions will be near
quired by the 1987 law is determined by the date provided by the guideline.
the parole score as calculated for each individual sentence. The termination of the
Conclusion
first sentence starts the beginning of the
calculation for the next sentence. ExamThe Texas Parole Guideline System is
ple 5 illustrates this case.
a new approach to parole release. While
providing a guide to decision-makers it still
leaves them with the necessary discretion
Example 5
to conridcr nonquantifiablc it~fortnationin
Name: Doe, John
dclcrmininr ~ a r o l crelcasc. Thc tentative
TDC #: 333333
parole release date is a by-product of the
Sentence Begin Date: January 15, 1987 parole score. The Parole Board is workConstructive Parole Eligibility Date:
ing very closely with the Department of
July 23, 1987
Corrections to assure that this new apMinimum Expiration Date: July 30,
proach to parole release will benefit the of1989
fender, who can now have a greater conOffense (1): Burglary Building
trol over his release, and can make use of
Offense Severity Level: Medium
his confinement in a rehabilitative manner;
Sentence: 5 years
to the state, who can have an easier manPlat Time Served: 6 months
ner of planning and projecting the criminal
Percent of Time Served: 10%
justice needs; and to the citizens of Texas,
Salient Factor Score: 08
who will be more safely protected since
Risk Level: Medium
those offenders representing higher risk
Parole Score: 87.98
will remain longer in prison and their
Parole Score: 100 on October 3,
prison time will be more accurately
1987
devoted to rehabilitating themselves.
Offense (2): Assault, Injury to a
The parole guideline system needs to be
Child
carefully monitored and evaluated to asOffense Severity Level: High
sure that what it is doing is what it is inSentence: 5 years (consecutive)
tended to do.

A View From The Bench
by Judge Sam Houston Clinton

In the matter of The Rule of Law, existence and virtue of which are fervently
advancedthmughaut the state on or about
May 1 in Law Day speeches by mtlfless
members of the legal profession, a crltiml
view may be postulated that p b p s can
be tol~ated,if not effectuated, Early on,
Sir Frwcis Bacon wutioned: "Judges
ought to remember that this office is jus
dicee, and not jus dare, to intetpret law,
and not to make law, or give law."
Blackstone was satid% that the Creator
laid down certain immutable laws of
good and evil, and &so enabled mankind
through human teason to discover mohas
arenecessary for conduct ofhuman interaaiona; this he beHeved to be the foundation of "ethics, or natural law," which he
distinguished from "municipal law, " the
latter being "a mle of cidl conduct prescribed by the supreme power in a state,'"
a legislature. He insisted that the duty of
courts was not to "pronounce a ww law,
but to mainlain and expound the old one."
Blackstone, Commenraries * 38-41, * 69.
With those dictums in mind, acandhte
for an a p l l a t e bench feels justified in
pledging to "find thelaw, tbltow it and expound it cleady in opinion* for edifrcatiwn
and benefit of citizenry, as well as bench
and the bar"-until, that is, the candidate
is el&& and serves long enough to be
enlightened by reality, and comes to uaderatand just how naivehe was in making the
Pl*.
Whole sections in books and countless
law review articles rrre written abaut "The
Judge as Lawmaker." See Aldisert, Ihe
Judicial P F O C ~ SAmerican
,
Casebook
Seriw, West Publishing Co. /197@ a.
1,
$?$-I and 3, collectmg assorted materials
beadng on the subject (and a source of
comments and quotes hnmrrliately below).
M e sohoJars dispute such aged dictum; others, like the late Judge Alhert
Tate, Jr., regarded Bacon's admonition as
"half-truth." Id.., at 115-116, John Chipman Gray found, considered aad rejffited
three theories, all of which deny "the

Sam Houston Chfon,Judge, Court of
Critninal Appeak selected by Criminal
Lnw Section &?he State Bur of ' k s as
the "OutstandingJurisf'irt 1986. Admirwd
to practice 6efore the Sr8pre8rtre C a w of
Texas, 1949; Admilfed to Bar of Unired
S f a m Supreme Courf. 1966. Fwqumt leerurer througl~outTexas at legal seminars
sponsored by the State Bar of Texas and
rhe T s a s Criminal Defense Lawyers
Asdoeiarion.

courts are real authofs of the Law, . . .
conwnding they are merely mouthpiem
whichgive it eqmssion[;]" his own conclusions: "that thae is no mysterious
entity 'The Law' apart from these mles
[for decisions which dre courfs lay down];
and that the judges are rather the-wmtors
than the discoverers of the Law." Id,, at
18-22. As Robert A. Leflar has noticed,
"It used to be fashionable far judges to
that they never 'made' law, hut only
'found' pre-exisknt law and applied it to
new facts. Few appellate judges talk that
way today[$' Id', at 91-92 And Judge
Tate, reeognkiurg that "sineerejudges may
question their own lawmaking powe~"'

argued nevertheless that they "must not
shirk the hard ehoice of values sometimes
imposed upon them by thair duty to maintain the law's regularity and order and
sense by creative revision and adjustment
within the limited a m where appmpriate," Ed.+ at 116.
Whatever the theory, thereis still reality and, to adapt Qmtmemorable phrase of
Justice Potter Stewad regarding hard-cote
pornography. "I know [lawmakingl when
I see it[,]" Thus in Expane McWi/tiams
a majority "abandontedl the carving doctrine for the compelling reason thqt it
encourages crime"; in EtanAirns v. State,
to "join tho growing trend of state eonrts
on this issue," it decided a charge of circumstantial evidence is "improper," primarily because the Supreme Court of the
United States had held "whare the jury is
properly instructed on the standards for
reasonable dmbt, such an additional ineruction on circumstantial evidence is confosing and incorrect"; in C/#mbers v.
W e e ,ssemingly embarmsmi to and
that ''mas (in criminal cases only) and
Georgia are the only American jurisdictions that completely b y any probative
value to hearsay in determinmg sufiiciency
of the evidence claims," it left Georgia
standing alane; most recently in Eisenhauer v. &ate, a plurality wrked iteelf
"free to follow the lead of the Supreme
Court of the United States," and delivered
an opinion "to stay in step with the federal
constitutional model for pmbable cause
determinations.'"
On the other hand, before Jackson v.
Wrginia, in order to pmf%ct fimctions of
a jury as factfluder when reviewing sufficiency of evidence, as if hy rote the Court
intoned "we must view the evidence in the
light monr fevorabe to the verdict," almost
alwttys adding "the v d c t will be sustained if there is arty evfdence which* if
believed, shows the guilt of the accused."
However, in Jacksan v. Virg.inia the
Supreme Cowt reassured that the role of
mnrinued @I pap 43
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The Federal Corner
by E R. "Buck" Files, JI:

Federal Rule of Evidence 404fb) is a
codification of the law of e r a m a u s
oflenses:
Other crimes, wrongs, or acts.-Evidence of other crimes, wrongs, or acts
is not admissible to prove the character
of a person in order to show that he
acted in conformity therewith. It may,
however, be admissible for other
purposes, such as proof of motive,
opportunity, intent, preparation, plan,
knowledge, identity, or absence of mistake or accident.
Since the promul~atiouof the Federal
Rules of ~vidence,-united States courts
cited Rule 404@) in 244 opinions before
the Supreme Court handed down its decision in Huddleston lr United Stares. U S . -,
108 S.Ct. 1496, -L.Ed.2d
-(1988).
In Huddleston, the Defendant had been
convietedof violations of Title 18 U.S.C.
!j 2315 (selling stolen goods in interstate
commerce) and Title 18 U.S.C. 5 659
(possessing stolen property in interstate
commerce). The two counts in the indictment relate to portions of a shipment of
stolen Memorex video msette t a p . During the trial of his case, the Government
introduced testimony that Huddleston had
possessed and offered to sell stolen television sets and kitchen appliances. The
Defendant had argued that the trial judge
was required to make a preliminary finding
that the Government had proved these
4041b) acts by preponderance of the evidence before it submilled such evidence to
the jury. The trial judge refused to make
such a preliminary finding.
The Supreme Court granted certiorari in
Huddleston to resolve a conflict among the
Courts of Appeal as to whether or not the
trial court must make such a preliminary
finding before the "similar act" and any
other Rule 404@) evidence is submitted to
the jury.
The rule in the 5th Circuit has been that

dence unless the trial court found by a
preponderance of the evidence that the
Defendant had committed the act. In the
7th. 8th, 9th and District of Columbia Circuits, the Government was required to
prove to the Court by clear and convincing evidencethat the Defendant committed
the similar act.
In Huddleston, the Supreme Court held
fhat the trial court was under no duty to
make a preliminary finding that the Government has proved the "other act" by a
preponderance of the evidence before it
submits the evidence to the jury.
Huddleston will have little impact in the
5th Circuit. Fourteen opinions of this
Court of Appeals have cited Rule 404@).
The latest of these was United States v.
Chase, et a / , 838 P,2d 743 (5th Cir.,
l988), wherein the Court found that the
district court'scautionary instruction a? to
F. R. (Buck)Files, Jr. has been in the the jury's consideration of
evidence
privatepmctice of law in Tyler since 1970 was sufficient.
and is wirh thefirm of Bait!, Files, Allen
United States v. Rubio, 834 F.2d 442
atrd Coldwell, P. C. His practice is limited (5th Cir., 1988), is, perhaps, more typical
io h e representation of defendonlr in oim- of the opinions of this Court of Appeals
inal and civil rights tnatters. Before enter- on 404(b) questions. Here, the Court found
ing private pracrice, he prosecuted and that evidenee of prior seizures of pornodefended milita~ycour&tnartial for the graphic material was relevant to prove the
U.S. Marine Carps (before they had a intent of the Defendant to receive such
JAG) arid senled as a First Assisrant C~inl- materials through the mail.
iual District Amrrtey it1 S~nitl~
County.
Where the Government offers 404@)
Certified as a criminal law specialist evidenee on the issue of the Defendant's
siuce 1975 and a charter member of the intent, the trial court wiU be safe in subTe.ras Criminal Defense Lawyeis A s ~ ~ c i a -mitting the charge from Devitt and Blacktion, he is a frequent lecturer at CLE mar's Federal Jrr~yPractfce Instructio~ts:
courses sponsored by the State Bar of
Te.ras and the CDLP.
The fact that the accused may have
committed an offense at some time is
not any evidence or proof whatever
that, at a later time, the accused comthe trial court should allow the admission
mitted the offense charged in the indictof similar act evidence if the evidence is
ment, even though both offenses are of
sufficient to allow the jury to find that the
a like nature. Evidence as to an alleged
Defendant committed the act with no reearlier offense of a like nature may not
quirement that the trial court make any
therefore be considered by the jury, in
preliminary finding. This was also the rule
determining whether the accused did the
in the lst, 4th and 1lth Circuits. In the 2nd
act charged in the indictment. Nor may
and 6th Circuits, there was a prohibition
msrinned on page 37
against the introduction of similar act evi-
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The Investigator
by Jack Murray
Recently, our company was asked to aid
in the investigation of a Tractor Trailer Accident, where a pedestrian.was killed and
our clielit was charged with Involuntary
Manslaughter. This presented an unusual
opportunity for me to combine my accident reconstruction skills with my criminal
investigation experience.
According to the police report, the pedestrian was standing against the fender of
his pickup truck, checking the oil level,
when the semi-tractor's rear view mirror
struck a camper on the pickup truck and
ultimately ran over the pedestrian.
An eyewitness said the driver "drifted"
to the right and then "veered" back to the
left. The road was basically straight and
flat with a minimal curve and only a 2-3
degree incline.
This type of accident is reasonably conimon when a parked car or truck is struck,
or n pcdcstr~itnwalking along the shoulder
is struck and killed. and the drivcr is
charged with Involuntary Manslaughter or
Negligent Homicide.
There are certain aspects of this type of
investigation that are conimon to both the
criminal and civil causes resulting from the
accident. Some of the most important
points to be checked are:
Driver's Condition
How long had the driver been behind the
wheel? This information usually can be
documented by checking the driver's log
and his manifest, both of which show what
time he started out and how many miles
he traveled before the accident. This also
gives you a yardstick to work from in
determining the average speed per mile.
What did the driver do prior to going to
work? How much sleep did he have prior
to starting out on his trip?
Was there anything in the police report
or in the driver's behavior after the accident to indicate that the driver was influenced by drugs or alcohol? Was the driver
on any kind of prescription medicine? Did
the driver have any kind of physical impaim~entthat might influence his behavior?

When was the last time he had a thorough
physical? Does he wear glasses? Does he
have arthritis? When was the last time he
saw a doctor, for any reason? What is his
marital status? Are there any family problems that might serve as a distraction?
Visibility
What were the weather conditions? Was
it foggy at that hour of the day or night?
Is there any artificial lighting in the vicinity
of the accident? Are there guard rails in
the median or on the shoulder that have
reflective surfaces? Are the shoulders
clearly marked? Are the whiteandlor yellow lane markers clear and fresh? The
State or Local Highway Department can
tell you the last time they were painted and
what the normal life span of such paint is.
Are there reflective road milepost signs on
the shoulder? What was lie dcceesedwewine? Wcre his or her. CIOIII~S dark? Corn
trasting? In the case of a parked vehicle,
were the lights on? Did they have flashing
taillights and parking lights on? Did the
parked vehicle obstruct the view of the
driver, of the pedestrian?

-

Topography
Is the road straight? Does it have any inclines or declines? Is there anything to
obstruct visibility, such as hushes, trees,
or utility boxes? Anytime a truck goes
under an overpass, the lighting changes,
and the field of vision is changed accordingly. The Texas Department of Public
Safety in Austin, keeps very careful
records of locations where deaths occur,
and so does the Federal Fatal Accident
Reporting Service in Washington, D.C.
Either of these two (2) sources could tell
you if there is a problem inherent to the
location.
Speed
Skid marks, if present, will be a reasonably good indication of the speed of the
vehicle at the time of impact. Unfortunate-

ly, many times there are no skid marks
prior to impact. This in itself tells you
something-the driver didn't see the pedestrianuntil it was too late to stop! The Traffic Institute of Northwestern University has
a very good booklet on the admissibility
of skid marks. It can be obtained from the
Institute at a cost of $5.00 per copy, and
is well worth the investment. Ask for
"Legal Aspects of Skid Marks in Traffic
Cases," PN 203 (28 pages). Speed can be
ascertained within certain parameters by
knowing how many miles the driver has
driven and how long it took to do it. In the
case of commercial drivers, your first
source is the log. Fuel tickets are usually
time stamped, and many large firms have
a box on the truck that records the speed
on a drum graph. If a parked car is struck,
you can sometimes determine, by computer reconstruction, speed at the time of
h~~nct.
Navigation
Drivers tend to "navigate" at night by
watching the white or yellow lines. If these
lines are faded or nonexistent, the tendency is to drift. In the case of a semi-driver,
this is even more critical because his position over the level of the motor and on the
left side makes it much more difficult to
"navigate" by the shoulder or the white
line designating the shoulder. This has
even more significance on roads where
there are sharp curves. Pilots have a saying, "The plane goes where you look!"
One example of this was when the Navy's
famed Blue Angels lost one whole group.
The leader developed a malfunction that
caused him to crash into the ground, and
the rest of the group, flying in tight formation, followed him.
History
A thorough check on the background of
your driver and his vehicle are imperative.
First, ordcr a ccrlificd copy of rhcclrivcr's
license I'rmn the 'l'ex;<sl)enartn~ctltol'l'ublic Safety, and ask for a five (5) year
~~

~

~~

~

~

~.
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record, not three (3). A check of the
maintenance records of the truck o r car
will reflect any problen~swith the braking
or steering mechanism of the vehicle. An
inspection of the vehicle after the accident
by an engineer, will show uneven braking
o r excessive play in the steering wheel.

in your defense. Did they actually see the
impact? What did they see prior to the accident? Did they hear anything from the
driver after the accident? Can they describe
the conditions at the time: speed, visibility, etc.?
Time

Witnesses
If you know of any witnesses, it's imperative that a sworn statement he obtained
from them as s w n as possible, even if they
didn't see the whole accident. They may
remember little details that will help you

Time is of the essence in cases like this.
The sooner you talk with a witness, the
better chance there is of remembering
small details. An examining trial could be
a valuable discovery tool. This may tell
you about witnesses you didn't know

Carey B. Boethel
P.O. Box 33 '
Giddings, Texas 78942 MEM
(409) 542-4242
ENDORSER: Keith E. Jagmin
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 16, 1988

Gene E. Gundenen
3000 Smith
Houston, Texas 77006 MEM
(713) 520-1620
ENDORSER: Carolyn Clause Garcia
MEMBERSHIP DATE: July 13, 1988

Russell P. Brooks
P.O. Box 1905
Greenville. Texas 75401 MEM
(214) 455-3647
ENDORSER: John C. Boston
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 29, 1988

Richard I?. Gutierrez
113 E. Losoya St.
Del Rio, Texas 78840 MEM
(5 12) 774-5591
ENDORSER: Francisco G. Medina
MEMBERSHIP DATE: July 29. 1988

Ginny E. Campa
P.O. Box 402382
Austin, Texas 78704-5585 MEM
(512) 346-9902
ENDORSER: Gregory Zaney
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 15, 1988

M. M. Halpern
3626 N. Hall, Ste. 826
Dallas. Texas 75219 MEM
(214) 526-2800
ENDORSER: Carter Thom~son
MEMBERSHIP DATE: ~ & u s t29, 1988

Paul J. Chitwood
11325 Pegasus, Ste. S-142
Dallas, Texas 75238 MEM
(214) 349-8833
ENDORSER: John C. Boston
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 15, 198%

Mark E. Hasse
8117 Preston Rd.
MX) Preston Commons, West
Dallas, Texas 75225 MEM
(214) 373-9100
ENDORSER: Kerry P. FilzGeraId
MEMBERSHIP DATE: July 18, 1988

Chas. G. "Chuck" Clay
500 N. Griffin
Dallas, Texas 75202 MEM
(214) 748-0900
ENDORSER: Jan E. Hemphill
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 26, 1988
Anne Adair Dunlap
714 Jackson St., Ste. 610
Dallas, Texas 75202 MEM
(214) 748-5500
ENDORSER: Stuart Parker
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 25, 1988

about, and measurements the Investigative
Officer made but didn't put on the accident report. Vehicles involved in the accident are often repaired or destroyed within
a fairly short time, so you will need pictures and measurements, ete., while the
vehicle is still in its original state.
Never dismiss the feasibility of having
an Accident Reconstructionist testify
before the Grand Jnry, o r at least a letter
from the client's counsel. We've had very
good luck with testifying before the Grand
Jury. See my article in "Voice For The
Defense" April of 1987 for suggestions
along those lines.

MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 2, 1988
Basil L. Hoyl, Jr.
Box 657 1
Huntsville, Texas 77342 MEM
(409) 294-2978
ENDORSER: William Louis White
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 25, 1988
Gene L. Locke
3303 Main, Ste. 300
Houston, Texas 77002-9392 MEM
(713) 526-1998
ENDORSER: Edward A. Mallett
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 26, 1988
Steve J. Martin
4109 Cat Hollow
Austin, Texas 78731 AFF
(512) 346-7607
ENDORSER: Wm. T. Habern
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 1, 1988
Robert A. Montserrat
3102 Maple, #4W
Dallas. Texas 75201 MEM
(214) 969.693 1
ENDORSER: Tim K. Banner
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August I, 1988

707 Myrtle Ave.
El Paso. Texas 79901 MEM
(915) 532-3934
ENDORSER: Jeff Kearnev
MEMBERSHIP DATE: J;I~ 29, 1988

Herschel T. Moore
1302 West Avenue
Austin, Texas 78701 SUS
(5 12) 479-0007
ENDORSER: John C. Boston
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 3, 1988

Sam R. Hicks
1025 N. M a l l d
Palestine, Texas 75801 MEM
(214) 723-8881
ENDORSER: Wm. M. House, Jr:

J. Paul Nelson
P.O. Box 934
Henderson, Texas 756530934 MEM
(214) 657-1424
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ENDORSER: Clifton L. "Scrappy"
Holmes
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 26, I988
Horncio Pena, Jr.
900 N. Bryan, Ste. 201
Mission, Texas 78572 MEM
(512) 581-8800
ENDORSER: Robert E. DeLaGarza
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 5, 1988
William C. Rice, Jr.
102 N. Mclver
Madisonville, Texas 77864 MEM
(409) 348-355 1
ENDORSER: Hal R. Ridley
MEMBERSHIP DATE: July 1, 1988
Steven S. Stavron
One Tandy Center
Fort Worth. Texas 76102 MEM
(817) 336-3888
ENDORSER: Tim Evans
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 8, 1988

ENDORSER: John C. Boston
MEMBERSHIP DATE: July 27, 1988
Bahert Storch
2010 Houston Ave
Houston, Texas 77007 SDM
(7131 868-1010
ENDORSER: Edward A. Mallet1
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 3, 1988
E. J. VanBuren, Jr.
512 E. 11th
Houston, Texas 77008 MEM
013) 861-1959
ENDORSER: Dick DeGuerin
MEMBERSHIP DATE: July 11, 1988

Richard E. Weaver
307 S. McDonald
McKinney, Texas 75069 SMP
(214) 548-9733
ENDORSER: John C. Boston
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such evidence be considered for any
other purpose whatever, unless the jury
first find that other evidence in the case,
standing alone, establishes beyond a
reasonable doubt that the accused did
the act charged in the indictment. If the
jury should find beyond a reasonable
doubt from the other evidence in the
case that the accused did the act charged
in the indictment, then the jury may
consider evidence as to an alleged
earlier offense of a like nature, in determining the state of mind or intent with
which the accused did the act charged
in the indictment. And where all the
elements of an alleged earlier offense
of a like nature are established by evidence which is clear and conclusive, the
jury may, but is not obliged to, draw
the inference and find that in doing the
act charged in the indictment, the accused acted willfully and with specific
intent, and not because of mistake or accident or other innocent reason.

*
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DWI Practice Gems
Practice Gems on Cross-Examination of the Arresting Officer
and an Outline on Question Areas
by J. Gary Trichter

Part 1

Goas-Examination ofthe an*

om-

a,Intosilyzer operators end WhvkaI

8qpm+sorby a DWI dBfencfwt's attotnay
is @&enthe accused Eitizm's mly real
defense. Indeed, this is e%pedlytrue In
mes where ate defandmt ent not tnstffy.
In this regard. effectivect'oss-exrtminaoion
of the &We% witpesares can mean the diffemme hefwen a v d e t of 'Lnot
and "gailty."
The following c r m s - m i n a t i ~
pmctiee gwns, qudou ateas, and che&
lists am demonstrativeof issues &r!fa&

GEM 1: Know y w r cllerpt's urnion of
fans aid prepare to verify thm fhrongh
theorrimr 01.to destray hbwedihi&ty(the
&meera)thxw& w o f the offensarepoG
the v i h , photographs, D E 23 and 24,
othgr wftnesx&, otc. (Note: A& if audio
rwruler US& at swne or dn$n$ arrert

p=sJ

OEM

2: R#m*,

yau do nor haw

to a& qwtblls and sometinu% yont
Meme dom bamr if yau do sat!
GEM 3: Rrst questionto & 'Have
youmi9led m m h q m m w dany Eaa dur-

GEM 13: Plan your questions to use
otherprosecuting witnesses against the arresting officer.
GEM 14: Lead!
GEM 15: Watch other lawyers and
learn from their mistakes and successesuse only what works for yon!
GEM 16: Never expect to break a
police officer down and have him admit
that he lied to the jury.
GEM 17: Lead!
GEM 18: Always remember you are
asking questions for the purpose of havhear your qrrestion and the
ing the '&Y"
oficer's answer!
GEM 19: Never allow the officer to
talk about agency procedure (it's hearsay),
his usual arrest procedure or his usual arrest routine.
GEM 20: Lead!
GEM 21: Develop rhythm.
GEM 22: Use subject identifiers: "I'm
going to ask you about
GEM 23: Never repeat the officer's
answer in your next question and uever be
an "ah" or "o.k." examiner.
GEM 24: Lead!
GEM 25: Do not accidentally prove the
prosecutor's case
7,

Question Areas
1. Lack of Professional ScientificMedical Expertise:
- not MD
- not Ph.dlMA in Biology
- not Ph.d.lMA in Toxicology
- not Ph.d.lMA in Physiology
- not Ph.d.lMA in Chemistry
- not RN
- not LVN
- trained by otl~erpolice and not
physicianslscientists
Cross-han~inationPurpose:
To show jury the arresting officer is
an ordinary person who has no more
expertise than jurors.
2. Witness Training and Number of
Times Testified:
- trained in police academy how to
become a more believable sounding witness
- demeanor and testimony is more
polished because of all practice of-

ficer received from previous court
experience
- how many times officer has testified befo~ein:
- traffic court
- DWI cases
- other criminal cases
Cross-Ewmi~rationPlrrpose:
To show jury that officer's credibility might not be properly judged by
them merely on consideration that
sounds good and that he does not appear nervous.

3. Memory and Ability to Make Mistakes:
- date and time defendant arrested
- refreshed recollection before testifying through police report
- refreshed recollection before testifying through video tape
- weekly average number of persons
officer rickets
- weekly average number of persons
officer arrests on DWI
- name of person ticketed before
defendant arrested
- name of person ticketed after
defendant arrested
- name of person arrested for DWI
before defendant arrested
- name of person arrested for DWI
afrer defendant arrested
- facts forgotten by officer prior to
refreshing memory with report
- facts forgotten by officer prior to
refreshingmemory with video tape
- total number of tickets written
since defendant DWI arrest and
trial
- total number of DWI arrests since
defendant DWI arrest and trial
- admission that every person officer
arrested for DWI was absolutely
guilty
- admission officer has forgotten
things in past
- admission officer has incorrectly
remembered some events in the
past
- admission officer has sometimes
mixed up facts of one case with
those of another
Cross-Exan~inationPurpose:
To show jury that the officer's mem-

ory of the arrest is not perfect and that
his testimony should be adjusted for
his memory.
Nore on Demonstrative Evidence:
Use score card for officer to keep
count, before jury, the number of
times he says "I don't recall," "I
can't remember," "I have no idea,"
"I don't know," etc.-the numbers
will add up.

4. Motive: Reasons for Testimony:
- defendant could be guilty of DWI
- DWI Task Force Benefits:
- use of same vehicle
- same days off
- same hours worked
- ability to receive monetary
pay increases by courtroom appearances, i.e., traffic, DWI, etc.
Multiply potential money by number of tickets given and arrests
made (Note: DWI task force officers in Houston average Lts. pay.)
- advancement within agency ranks
- "your caseM-"your arrest3'"proud of it"-"case is reflection
on you"
- desire to obtain conviction
- prejudiced-never testified on behalf of DWI defendant
- would never admit he was not absolutely sure about defendant's intoxication as to do so now, or even
after arrest, would invite a civil
lawsuit and agency disciplinary
action
- does not drink alcohol
- has been involved in an accident
with person who has been drinking (or a family member)
Cross-Exantination Purpose:
To show real or possible prejudice of
arresting officer.
Note: Don't forget to explore, if the
facts give rise to the issues, of officer
prejudice on grounds of:
- defendant hostility or defendant
aggression
- racial prejudice
- prior relationship with defendant
andlor defendant's prior relationship with law enforcement (computer history)
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- prior relationship with attorney for
defendant

5. MirandalDWI Statutory Admonition and Mental Faculties:
- officer knowledge that effective
waiver under Miranda requires
knowing and understanding waiver
- admission defendant understood
rights by officer
have officer explain rights that
defendant received and indicated
he understood

-

Cross-Examination Purpose:
To show jury that defendant's mental
faculties were unimpaired and to have
officer tell jury he believed defendant's mental faculties were not impaired to shdw waiver/invocation.

6. Pulling Over and Mental FacultieslUnderstanding and Communication:
- no other traffic violations observed
- no near accident observed
- defendant properly responded,
having observed emergency lights
andlor siren, by pulling over to
right and stopping
- have officer admit defendant
parked out of traffic flow and exercised prudence and safety by
doing so
- offcer spoke with defendant and
defendant spoke with him and that
dcfcndant appeared to understand
officer and that officer understood
defendant
Cross-Examination Purpose:
To show jury the defendant's mental
faculties were not outside his normal
range.

7. Officer's Definition of "Intoxication" He Used to Arrest Defendant:

Cross-Examination Purpose:
To show jury how the officer's definition, or more important, how it does
not relare, to the statutory definition
of intoxication for DWI.
Note: Many offkers completely fail
to include mental faculties in their
defmition for arrest. If this occurs in
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your case, make the officer commit to
all the physical facts he observed as
to his reasons for the arrest. Then give
the officer, through leading questions,
the opportunity to admit no other facts
weighed into his consideration to
arrest defendant. Where he fails to
relate his facts to mental faculties he
places the defense in the posture of
moving for an instructed verdict of
"not guilty" on the prosecution's
theory of "loss of the normal use of
defendant's mental faculties."
8. Defendant's Normal Mental and
Normal Physical Faculties:
- speak in terms of "normal rauge"
-have officer admit he had never
met defendant prior to stop and
arrest
- have officer admit he, prior to the
time of stop and arrest, did not
know what defendant's normal
mental faculty range was-have
officer admit he, prior to the time
of stop and arrest, did not know
what defendant's normal physical
faculty range was
- all people are different in:
- muscle development
- height
- weight
strength
- speed
- speechlmanner of talking
- memory
- ability to learn and recall new
intellectual facts
- ability to learn new motor
skillslgeneral coordinationlgetbetter with practice
- ability to tolerate alcohol
-have officer admit he does nor
know normal mentallphysical faculties range of:
- prosecutor
-judge
-juror 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6
-have officer admit he does not
know defendant's normal range
mentallphysical faculties of defendant as he sits in court
- have officer admit person's normal
rauge of mentallphysical faculties
changes with age of person
-have officer admit he does not
know what defendant's normal

-

reaction to arrest would be, i.e.,
confusion, fright, inhibited, nervousness, etc.
- normal for many people to become
nervous, frightened, confused,
etc., when stopped by police
- being nervous, frightened, confused by being in arrest situation
does not necessarily mean person
is intoxicated
- normal for many people who are
not intoxicated but who have been
drinking to have:
- an odor of alcohol on breath
- red eyes, especially if smoker
or if had been in smoke-filled
room, wears contacts, up many
hours, eye strain, etc.
- normal sway
- have officer admit he does not
know what "normal range" for
defendant would be on:
- leg lift
- head tilt
- nose touch
- line walk
- reading
sway
- walking
- balance
- turning
- speech
at time of arrest and at time of court

-

Cross-Examination Purpose:
To show jury arresting officer's opinion that defendant was intoxicated is
actually no more than a guess and that
what he saw of defendant's normal
range of mentallphysical faculties is
just as consistent with innocence as it
is with guilt.
Note on Video Tape:
If officer was also in video tape session and State fails to ask if the defendant's performance was any different
on tape than was on street, the defense
should argue ar close that since the
prosecution failed to say there was difference that the jury can ipfer there
was no difference, i.e., the defendant's performance on the video was
the same as it was on the street.

9. The Oficer's Lack of Knowledge of
Alcohol:

- have

officer admit he does nor
know what time defendant got up
the day of his arrest
- have officer admit he does not
know what times defendant ate or
what he ate
- have officer admit the amount of
rest and eating can affect alcohol
results on person's normal range of
mentallphysical faculties
-have officer admit he does not
know specifically from the odor:
- where defendant consumed
alcohol
when defendant consumed
alcohol
- what type of alcohol was consumed
- how much or how little alcohol was consumed
- how defendant's tolerance is
to alcohol consumption
- what defendant's alcohol
drinking habits are
- have officer admit strength of odor
means nothing as alcohol has no
smell
- have officer admit odor of alcohol
on one's breath does not equal
intoxication

-

Cross-Examination Purpose:
To show jury that the odor of alcohol
means little more than the fact that
defendant consumed an alcoholicbeverage. Odor does not mean a defendant is intoxicated. Indeed, where the
officer fails to identify the type of
alcohol by odor smelled, counsel
should argue at close that he cannot
be much of an expert andlor a person
with any real experience.
10. Radio Frequency Interference Locations (possible area):
- have officer admit knowledge and
locations of the following:
- sign warning officers not to
turn on walkie talkies inlntoxilyzer
area
- computers
- copiers
- walkie talkies and chargers
- base transmitters for radios
- parking area for patrol cars
near Intoxilyzer room and that
patrol cars have radios and radar

devices
- microwave offenses
- major transmitting antenna
Cross-Examination Purpose:
This is a possible area of cmss-examination. Be brief here, especially if the
offrcer is not an Intoxilyzer operator.
Your purpose hereis to begin to establish the geography of BFI generating
devices for your subsequent examination of the technical supervisor, i.e.,
that RFI devices exist at the Intoxilyzer location.

11. "LimitinglNarrnwing" Officer's
Decision to Arrest at Scene: When
Did He Have Probable Cause?
Have officer laundry list all facts he
observed in deciding to arrest defendant. Then take each fact one at a time
and in the officer's chronological
order and ask if the officer, after
observing the fact, made his decision
to arrest, i.e., did he have probable
cause yet? Usually the officer will say
he did not decide to arrest until last
observation was made. This scenario
allows the defense to argue at close
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the arresting officer's credibility.
Lastly, if the arresting officer is an Intoxilyzer Officer you can use his DPS
Breath Testing Alcohol Program Operator Manual to actually catch him in
a direct lie. See R. 803(18), Tex.R.
CrEvidence. The Manual says that
alcohol has no odor.

that officer's opinion was not strong
as even he took a long time to decide
to arrest. Moreover, the defense can
argue at close that thejury should particularly focus on the last and final
observation by the officer and decide
for themselves if that fact alone would
be enough to show intoxication as, according to the officer, all the other
facts were not enough. Lastly, remember, it took all said facts for the
officer merely to haveprobable cause
and that measure is a far cry from
proof beyond a reasonable doubt! Accordingly, be sure to voire dire on a
differences of proof.
12. "Pass Breath Test and Go Home":
Where vidw tape or where officer
will admit thedefendant was told that
he would be released from custody if
he passed the breath test, remember
to argue af close that the officer's
opinion wws weak as hc was really lettinew the machine decide if defcnllant
was intoxicated. This is really effective where officer tells defendant he
would have brought him back to his
CaI.

"Strong" and "Moderate" Odor of
Alcohol:
Recall Gem 3, the first question to ask
on "misleading or misrepresenting
facts by officer to jury." Have officer
admit during cross-examination or
when you give him the opportunity
that alcohol has no odor. Rather,
make him say it is the beverage the
alcohol is in that has the odor. Remember to have him say that the odor
from one shot of whiskey would smell
as strong as the odor from an open
bottle and one glass of beer would
smell as strong as an open keg.
"Strong" and "Moderafe" Odor of
Alcohol:
Recall Gem 3, where the officer
refuses to admit the strength of the
odor he smelled means nothing relative to the degree of "sobriety vs. intoxication" simply leave him alone.
However, remember to have both the
Intoxilyzer operator and technical
supervisor admit the fact so that the
State's own witnesses not only contradict themselves, but also undercut

3. Arresting Officer Is Alsolntoxilyzer
Operator:
Have officer admit that in his experience the Intoxilyzer has broken down
and made errors. Should he admit the
fact, the defense is better, and, if he
denies it his credibility will be suhsequently undercut by the technical
supervisor andlor other Intoxilyzer
operator.

14. Arresting Officer Is Also in Intoxilyzer Room During Observation
Period:
Remember that DPS Regulations require a 15-minute continuous observation period by the operator of the
test subject before a valid test can be
run. Have the arresting officer recall
conversation of the operator and his
actions during observation period for
purpose of showing there was not continuous observation.
15. Officer Makes Testifying Error Inconsistent withHis OffenseReport:
Allow the officer to say he is sure
about his testimony. Then ask if he is
just as sure about the defendant's intoxication. Where he says "yes" he
is fair and deserving game to impeach
him with his own offense report.
16. Defendant Fumbled Through His
Wallet Looking for His Driver's
License:
Prepare your client to bring his wallet
to court and display the disorganized
wallet to the jury.
17. BlondshntlRedl Watery /Glassy
Eyes of Defendant:
- have defendant keep pack of cigarettes on defense table during Rial
and occasionally pick them up
- have defendant keep bottle of contact lens rewetting solution on
defense table and occasionally pick
it up to use
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- qualification: use these techniques

only if defendant smokes andlor
wears contacts.
18. Evasive Officer:
Simply ask officer to answer your
questions and not the one he did.
Should he persist in being evasive ask
the trial court to strike his previous
testimony (e.g., "Now answer my
question!"). Remember also, if you
know pretrial the officer will be
evasive or will not answer, then voir
dire on "credibility" of evasive police
officer witness. On occasion you
might consider asking the offrcer what
he looks like when he is untruthful.
19. Video Shows Gum Chewing by
Defendant:
Where the testing officer testifies he
checked defendant's mouth for foreign substances and does not say the
defendant removed the gum observed
on the video, follow-up his testimony
by asking for the location of trash cans
either in the video or in the hallway
to Intoxilyzer room-there are none.
This is a good scenario not to ask a
direct question to the arresting officer
and video officer concerning the extraction of the gum from the defendant
because if the State fails to call the two
officers to explain the taking out of the
gum, the defense is in the position
during close to tell the jury the State
failed in its burden because the jury
can infer the failure to call the witnesses actually meant they could not
help the prosecution.
20. Refusal and Conlingled Mirandal
Breath Test Request:
The Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
in McCarnbridge v. State, 712 S.W.2d
499, 506 and n. 17, (Tex.Cr.App.
1986) clearly said,a probable due
process, Miranda and .Wuwrds violation occurs where police, ignoring a
request for counsel, mix their breath
test request with the rights given and
do not tell the defendant that the rights
are not applicable to the chemical test
decision. Accordingly9in your crossexamination of the officer elicit from
him that he requested the defendant to
submit to chemical testing right on
heels of the Miranda warnings being

given and that he made no statement
that Miranda was inapplicable to the
Intoxilyzer test decision. Remember
too, the samelogic flows to a request
for field sobriety exercises after
Miranda. Note, however, on both the
test and sobriety exercise decision,
that if the officer does not admit confusion on the defendant's part as a
result of his failure to limit Miranda's
scope, then in order to perfect your
appellate point, the defendant will
have to follow-up and say he was conFused by the officer mixing Miranda
and the intoxilyzer testkobriety exercise request.

21. Field Sobriety Skills and Defendant's Failure to Keep Arms by His
Side: UnnatnrallUnnormal Act
Requirement:
Many officers require defendants to
keep their arms down by their sides
as they perform a line walk, head tilt
or leg lifting exercises. These officers
often say the suspect failed the particular test because they raised up
and then used their arms for balance.
Baloney! During cross-examination
(and on voir dire with your jury), lead
the officer to admit that it is normal
for people to use their arms for bal-

View from the Bench
m ~ t ~ i n ~ e d f page
r u n ~33

ance and that his "no use of arms requirement" actually had that effect of
having the defendant do an mmnat~iral/
unnormal act.

22. Neld Sobriety Skills Pirst Time Performance vs. Practice:
All humans perform coordination
skills better with practice. Accordingly, have the officer admit he has 24. HGN Test Performed a t Roadside
done the skills numerous times and
and Police Car Strobe Lights-.
that be has no idea that, but for the
Creation of Optical Illusionstime of arrest, the defendant had not
Swaying by the Client:
done them before. Moreover, have the
The arresting officer's opinion of inofficer admit that he knows people
toxication is premised on the moveperform the exercises better with
ment, or lack thereof, of your client's
practice.
eyes as they follow a close moving object, i.e., a pen. Bright and flashing
23. Field Sobriety Skills and Nervouslights nortnally cause deviation of the
ness of Defendant:
human eye. Set up your cross-examiIt is normal for people to he nervous
nation in your voir due by talking
in unfamiliar and in intimidating setabout theeffect of a strobelight on the
tings. Moreover, it is normal for pereye and how such lights actually cresons to make mistakes, both mental
ate optical illusions, i.e., objects apand physical, when they are nervous.
pear to move when they really do not.
This is true even in the absence of
Accordingly, he sure to have witalcohol consumption. Clearly, a
nesses describe police vehicle1
police officer interrogating a DWI
wrecker strobes were on at the time
suspect is a very unfamiliar and inthe defendant was seen to sway and
timidating setting for the average
the HGN test was perfomed. Your
citizen. Accordingly, have the officer
client's emergency car flashers might
admit the above facts, and, if you
also add to this illusion.

ty to interpret any written or spoken
Jaws, it is he who is truly the law-giver
to all intents and purposes, and not the
person who first wrote or spoke them.

a jury "is preserved through a legal conclnsion that upon judicial review all of the
evidence is to he considered in the light Aldisert. OD cit.. at 23.
most favorable to the prosecution." See
Combs v. State, 643 S.W.Zd709 (Tex.Cr.
App. 1982), wherein the two rules are set Federal Sentencina
" Guidelines
out in close juxtaposition at 716 and 717, mnr,nuenfro,,pnge 27
respectively, without indicating any realization that they are not the same test.
16.
Although the Court accepted .lackson V.
17, ~ dat. p.7b.
Virginia as the general standard for
18. ~ d .
reviewing sufftciencv.it has vet to "follow
19. Id.
20. Id.
the l e a d k and ''stay in siep with" the
21. U.S. v. S~,nirllDC Colo., No. 87-CR-374,
Supreme Court by expressly abandoning 13-25-88).
the notion that "any evidence" suscepti22. citing Miller v. Norido. 41CrL3269 ( U S .
ble to belief is sufficient.
Suo. Ct. 1987).
i3. 433 u.S. 425,443 (1977).
A scholar in his own right, Gray was
24. U.S. v. Smill!, DC Cola. No. 87-CR-374,
wont to quote from Bishop Hoadley, viz: (3-25-88)
43 CRI. 1W1, IW2 (4-6-88).
Nay, whoever hath an absolute anthori-

know his answer, i.e., that the defendant was nervous and his mistakes
could have been caused by him being
nervous-which would he normal,
then ask it. Of course, as to the last
question, the defendant can always
testify he was nervous. In this regard,
this is an excellent area for voir dire.

25, Id. p. lo02
26. Id.

While justifiably praising The Rule of
Law, speakers on Law Day would be well
advised to explain the role of appellate
courts in creating rather than discovering
the Law. At least that is the view from
here.
~ dD.. tw.
433'u.s. 425, 443 (US. sup. c t . 1977).
1d.
IVhnle,r c U.S, 445 U.S. 684, 689 (1980).
Bow~sIterv. Syfrnr, 106 Sup. Ct. at 3187.89.
Norlltem Pipeline I? Mararlrme P@ Line 458
u.s so. 58-59 ( U S . sup. c t . 1982).
33 28 U.S.C. 6994 (a).
34. 28 U.S.C. $994 (c).
35. 28 U.S.C. 8994 (dl.
36. Hart and Hechvler, Re Ferlernl Conm nrd
l l ~ eFederal System at 7 (2d Fd. 1973).
37. 43 CrL 2W3 44-6-88)
38. 28 U.S.C. $994 (o), (p), (s)
39. Unired Srnres Senreming Co,n,ntssron
GirmdeIi~~es
Manr~alat 518 1.7 at 1.20.
40. Id.
41. 28 U.S.C. $994 (a)(L). (b). (a), (p).

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
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Curiae activity.
Discounts and free offerinm
- fafor -publications of interest to criminal defense lawyers.
Messenger service in the Capitol area

Have you ever been disbarred or disciplined by any
bar association, or arc you the subject of disciplinary
action now pending?
Date
(Signature of Applicant)
ENDORSEMENT
I, a mcnlber of TCDLA, believe this applicant to be a
person of professional competency, integrity, and
goad moral character. The applicant is actively engaged in the defense of criminal cases.
Date

(Signature of Member)
(print or Type Member's ~ a r n e j

.Moil lo:
Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
600 West 13th Street
Austin, Texas 7870 i
(512)478-2514

ELIGIBILITY AND DUES
Effective:April 19, 1986
Voluntary Sustaining Dues (VS) ................ $300.00
Sustalntng Dues (SUS). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200.00
Dues for membsrs In the firm of
a sustaining member (SMF) ................. 50.00
Membsrs admitted to practice: (MEM)
2 years or less . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.00
2.5 years.. ............................. 100.00
5 or more years ......................... 150.W
AfWale: Persons in careers which contribute to defense of
criminal cases, e.g.. law professors, are eligible for alfiliate membership upon approval of the application and
receipt of the annual dues.
AffiliateDues (AFF) ...................... 50.00
Fludsnfs: Those regularly enrolled in a law school in
rexas are eligible for student membership.
'Student Dues (SDM). ..................... 20.00
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